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(a) Growth in the total number of devices connected to the internet, with the biggest growth in the next few years expected to come
from the so-called internet-of-things [16]. (b) Intel’s Silicon Photonics offers an optical transceiver at 100 Gbps (image from [21]).
(c) The biosensing technology by Genalyte uses functionalized
SOI ring resonators and can detect several analytes within just a
few minutes (image from [22]). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-5

1.2

A III-V active device integrated on top of an SOI circuit by means
of an adhesive bonding layer and optically connected to it using
tapers (image from [38]). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-7

1.3

(a) A 1 cm long SOI waveguide tightly wound in the form of a
spiral occupying an on-chip area of about 0.03 mm2 . The 10 µm
bends are made possible by the large index contrast. (b) The mode
profile of a typical sub-wavelength SOI waveguide with dimensions 450 nm × 220 nm showing strong confinement of 1550 nm
light due to its large index contrast. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-9

1.4

The geometric modification of dispersive properties is demonstrated
by variation of waveguide width in the amorphous silicon platform. The parameter β2 is the second order derivative of the propagation constant β with respect to frequency: β2 = d2 β/dω 2 . The
material dispersion (black dashed line) is markedly different from
the waveguide dispersion (solid colored lines) even changing in
sign over a certain wavelength range. Waveguides with different
widths (in legend) also exhibit different dispersive properties. . . . 1-13

1.5

(a) Two-photon absorption causes electrons to be promoted to the
conduction band, where they cause more loss via free-carrier absorption. (b) The crystal structure of Si is centrosymmetric, meaning that there can be no second-order nonlinearity. . . . . . . . . . 1-16

2.1

The nonlinear loss mechanisms in c-Si: two-photon absorption
and free-carrier absorption. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-2

2.2

The total dispersion including the nonlinear contribution is shown
as a function of the frequency detuning from the pump. The role
of second and fourth order dispersion terms in phase matching can
be clearly discerned. The shaded area is the region where the nonlinear gain is available, i.e. −2γP > κ > 2γP . (a) When both β2
and β4 are negative, then there is only one modulation instability
sideband close to the pump frequency, labelled as MI1. (b) When
β2 is negative but β4 is positive, there is one sideband close and
another one far away from the pump frequency, labelled as MI1
and MI2 respectively. (c) When β2 is positive and β4 is negative,
only the sideband far away from the pump frequency exists. (d)
No phase matching is possible when both β2 and β4 are positive. . 2-11

x

2.3

The influence of the geometric properties of the waveguide on
the overall dispersion at any given wavelength can be quite pronounced. (a) For certain waveguide widths, the group velocity
dispersion can become anomalous in a certain wavelength range
even when the material contribution is normal. (b) The fourth order dispersion can similarly become stronger due to the waveguide
contributions, thus making it possible to position the MI2 sideband
reasonably close to the MI1 sideband. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-13
2.4 (a) Linear loss measurement of the a-Si:H waveguides by the cutback method at the pump wavelength of 1950 nm. The slope of
the linear fit gives the loss as 2.2 dB/cm. (b) Losses at longer
wavelengths measured with the same technique. . . . . . . . . . . 2-14
2.5 (a) Output peak power is a sub-linear function of the input peak
power, showing the existence of nonlinear losses. . . . . . . . . . 2-15
2.6 (a) The initial pulse (blue line) shown with no phase modulation,
whose leading and trailing edges induce a phase shift proportional
to the instantaneous intensity. (b) The output pulse (red line) after
propagation through some length of the nonlinear medium shows
frequency chirp. The black line shows the relative instantaneous
frequency shift induced by the pulse at the rising and the falling
edges respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-16
2.7 (a) The experimental output spectra for coupled peak powers of
1.9 W, 6.1 W, 7.6 W, 9.5 W and 11.1 W showing SPM-mediated
broadening and the characteristic lobed spectral profile. (b) The
simulated spectra using the NLSE to extract the nonlinear parameter.2-17
2.8 The buildup of the supercontinuum with increasing input pump
peak powers of (from bottom up) 6.1 W, 7.6 W, 9.5 W, 11.1 W
12.6 W, 14.7 W and 46 W. Successive plots are shifted up by 20
dB for visual clarity. The rise of modulation instability sidebands
MI1 and MI2 is shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-18
2.9 Supercontinuum generation experiment in a c-Si waveguide with
the same dimensions for a-Si:H. The dispersive properties are clearly
similar as shown by the positions of the MI1 and MI2 sidebands.
However, the SCG is not as efficient, showing the importance of a
high figure of merit platform. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-20
2.10 Stability of the generated supercontinuum over several hours showing no significant material degradation due to the high pump powers coupled into the waveguide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-21
3.1

(a) Refractive index of the bulk InGaP material as measured by
ellipsometry as well as a comparison to values found in literature
for In0.49 Ga0.51 P grown lattice matched on GaAs. (b) The photoluminescence measurement of InGaP shows a peak at 675 nm,
indicating a partially ordered crystal structure and a bandgap large
enough to avoid TPA around 1500 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-3
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3.2

Overview of the various steps in the fabrication of InGaP-on-insulator
devices. The process begins with BCB bonding of the III-V stack,
followed by its substrate removal, E-beam lithography and finally
ICP etching of the InGaP membrane to define the devices. The
substrate could be a patterned SOI or SiN chip, or, as is shown
here, it could just be a ’carrier wafer’ which is a silicon substrate
and an oxide top cladding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-6

3.3

(a) The measured BCB thickness across a scratch made in a bonded
sample. (b) The spin-coated BCB thickness as a function of the
spin rate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-10

3.4

Cracks parallel to the cleaved edges are clearly visible after the
GaAs substrate is removed. Also observable in these microscope
images is the color change associated with each of the successive
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING
–SUMMARY IN DUTCH–
Doelstellingen en motivatie
E ÏNTEGREERDE fotonische platformen zoals het silicium-op-isolator (Engels: silicon-on-insulator, SOI) platform zijn gedurende het laatste decennium heel matuur geworden. De verschillende individuele componenten
op zo een platform zoals golfgeleiders met laag verlies, mode conversiestructuren,
interferometers, resonatoren, koppelaars, ... met heel goede specificaties zijn al
aangetoond. Actieve componenten zoals heterogeen geı̈ntegreerde lasers en monolithisch geı̈ntegreerde modulatoren en detectoren zijn ook ontwikkeld. Naast deze
componten is er ook nood aan niet-lineaire componenten. In verschillende toepassingen zoals golflengteconversie, modulatie, sensoren, spectroscopie ... wordt
de niet-lineaire respons van een materiaal uitgebuit. In termen van derde orde
niet-lineariteit is silicium een heel goed materiaal omdat het een grote niet-lineaire
index heeft. Daarenboven laat het hoge lineaire brekingsindexcontrast op het SOI
platform ons toe om het licht in golfgeleiders met een heel kleine doorsnede op
te sluiten [1]. Zo is het mogelijk om heel hoge lichtintensiteiten te verkrijgen
bij matige vermogens. Verder laat het platform ook toe om de dispersie van de
golfgeleiders te controleren in het ontwerp. Dit is heel belangrijk: de propagatieconstanten van de golven die deelnemen aan het niet-lineaire proces kunnen
op mekaar worden afgestemd. Dit laat toe om het niet-lineaire proces efficiënt te
maken. Spijtig genoeg zijn voor sommige functionaliteiten ook tweede orde nietlineariteiten nodig en heeft silicium geen tweede orde niet-lineaire respons. Dit
komt omdat silicium een centro-symmetrische kristalstructuur heeft. Een ander
probleem met silicium is dat het een relatief kleine bandkloof heeft. Dit heeft als
gevolg dat twee-foton-absorptie optreedt in de telecommunicatieband. Deze vorm
van absorptie is inherent niet-lineair en daarenboven genereert het proces ook nog
eens vrije ladingsdragers. Deze ladingsdragers absorberen op hun beurt nog meer
licht en veroorzaken zo nog meer verlies. Het gebruik van met waterstof gepassiveerd amorf silicium in de plaats van kristallijn silicium is daarom onderzocht
als een manier om de niet-lineaire verliezen te onderdrukken. Ook werd er werk
verricht om het platform uit te breiden naar het mid-infrarode (MIR) golflengte gebied. Dit kan belangrijk zijn voor toepassingen met betrekking tot spectroscopie.
Deze aanpak helpt evenwel niet om het gebrek aan een tweede-orde niet-lineariteit
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in kristallijn silicium op te lossen.
Samengevat is silicium een ideale kandidaat voor een waaier aan toepassingen, inclusief de niet-lineaire maar kan het niet gebruikt worden in een aantal specifieke,
doch belangrijke toepassingen. Zo is silicium een heel slecht winstmateriaal omdat
het een indirecte bandkloof heeft. Hierdoor hebben verschillende onderzoekers in
de wereld gezocht naar manieren om andere materialen te integreren op het SOI
platform. Zodoende kan extra functionaliteit alsnog worden toegevoegd aan het
platform en kunnen de enorme voordelen van het platform, zoals de schaalbaarheid van de goedkope CMOS compatibele fabricageprocessen behouden blijven.
Dit heeft er voor gezorgd dat de zogenaamde hybride integratie van SOI en III-V
materialen een actief onderzoeksgebied is geworden. Deze III-V materialen zijn
niet alleen een excellent winstmedium, ze bezitten ook een sterke twee-orde en
derde-orde niet-lineariteit. De sterkte van deze niet-lineariteit is gelijkaardig of
zelfs groter dan deze van lithiumniobaat (voor de tweede orde processen) en silicium (voor de derde orde processen). Het integreren van III-V materialen is dus
niet enkel interessant voor het genereren van licht, maar ook voor niet-lineaire
toepassingen zoals supercontinuumgeneratie, vier-bundelmenging, frequentieverdubbeling ... Zo komen we tot de kern van het doctoraat. Het doel is om een platform te ontwikkelen dat zowel een sterke tweede- en derde-orde niet-lineariteit
bezit. Verder willen we deze niet-lineariteiten karakteriseren en een aantal nietlineaire functionaliteiten aantonen. Finaal willen we deze functies integreren met
bestaande platformen zoals SOI en het siliciumnitride (SiN) platform.

Resultaten

Figuur 1 (a) Een lineaire fit van de inverse van de transmissie als functie van het piekvermogen
van de pulsen. De uitgangsspectra van de golfgeleider tonen hoe het supercontinuum evolueert als
functie van het piekvermogen. Het supercontinuum beslaat zowel de telecom als de mid-ir band.

Zoals hierboven aangehaald, is met waterstof gepassiveerd amorf silicium al onderzocht als niet-lineair materiaal omdat het minder niet-lineaire verliezen vertoont in de telecommunicatieband. In dit werk wordt supercontinuumgeneratie
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met een mid-infrarode gepulste picoseconde bron [2] aangetoond in golfgeleiders
gebaseerd op amorf silicium. Figuur 1(a) toont een lineaire trend voor de inverse
van de transmissie van de golfgeleider als in functie van ingangsvermogen voor
de gepulste bron bij 1950 nm golflengte. Uit deze grafiek wordt de twee-fotonabsorptiecoëfficiënt afgeleid. Deze bedraagt 2.3 cm/GW en is daarmee veel kleiner dan de coëfficiënt in kristallijn silicium. Hierdoor is het mogelijk om efficiënt
een supercontinuum te genereren in een voor dispersie geoptimaliseerde golfgeleider. Het spectrum van het supercontinuum liep van 1450 nm tot 2450 nm zodat
het zowel de telecom band als de mid-infrarode band besloeg. Het spectrum wordt
getoond in figuur 1(b). Deze resultaten worden besproken in hoofdstuk 2.

Figuur 2 (a) Een 1 cm lange golfgeleider opgerold in een spiraal (b) Een dwarsdoorsnede van de
InGaP golfgeleider. Het platina is gedeponeerd om de doorsnede te maken. (c) Het lineaire verlies
was 12 dB/cm.

Het III-V materiaal dat prominent gebruikt wordt in dit doctoraat is het ternaire
Indium Gallium Phosifide (InGaP). In een eerste stap is de bonding van dunne
membranen van dit materiaal op silicium substraten ontwikkeld. Bouwende op
bestaande technieken worden optische componenten zoals golfgeleiders en resonatoren gefabriceerd aan de hand van elektronenstraallithografie en plasma etsstappen. Doordat de InGaP laag optisch geı̈soleerd is van het substraat door een
glaslaag ziet het licht een heel groot brekingsindexcontrast. Dit heeft als gevolg dat
het licht kan worden opgesloten in golfgeleiders met een heel kleine doorsnede. In
het doctoraat werden de gefabriceerde componenten gekarakteriseerd [3]. Er werd
zowel gekeken naar de lineaire eigenschappen als de tweede-orde en de derde-orde
niet-lineariteiten. Fig. 2(a) toont een 1 cm lange golfgeleider opgerold in een spiraal die maar een oppervlakte van 0.03 mm2 beslaat. Fig. 2(b) toont een doorsnede
van dezelfde golfgeleider. Fig. 2(c) toont de transmissie van de golfgeleiders als
een functie van de lengte. Deze meting liet ons toe om het verlies te meten. Deze
was 12 dB/cm voor de gefabriceerde golfgeleiders.
De derde-orde niet-lineaire eigenschappen zijn samengevat in Fig. 3. Door de
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grote bandkloof van het materiaal is er geen niet-lineaire twee-fotonabsorptie. Er
is evenwel drie-fotonabsorptie. Dit is bevestigd door de transmissie van hoog vermogen pulsen in de InGaP golfgeleiders te bestuderen (zie ook figuur 3 (a) en (b)).
Omdat het drie-fotonabsorptieproces een zwakker effect is dan het twee-foton absorptieproces is de niet-lineaire absorptie in het materiaal veel zwakker dan in
kristallijn silicium. Bovendien werden vier-bundelmenging experimenten uitgevoerd om de niet-lineaire parameter van de golfgeleiders te bepalen (zie ook Fig.
3 (c) en (d)). Er werd een waarde van 475 W −1 m−1 gemeten. De grootte van
deze parameter is lichtjes groter dan de waarde van standaard SOI golfgeleiders en
dus zeker groot genoeg voor niet-lineaire optische experimenten, zeker wanneer
we ook de lage niet-lineaire absorptie van de golfgeleiders in rekening brengen.
Deze resultaten zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 3.

Figuur 3 (a) De inverse van de transmissie als functie van het piekvermogen van de gepulste
laser bij 1550 nm. De trend is niet-lineair, (b) terwijl het kwadraat van de inverse een lineaire
trend vertoont. Dit betekent dat het absorptieproces een vijfde-orde proces is: het gaat hier om
drie-foton absorptie (c) De efficiëntie van het vier-bundelmengingsproces als functie van de pompsignaal detuning. (d) Een kwadratische fit van de efficiëntie als functie van het pompvermogen
laat toe om de niet-linaire parameter γ te bepalen: 475 W −1 m−1 .

Er werd ook aangetoond dat door de golfgeleiders te pompen met sub-picoseconde
pulsen supercontinuumgeneratie mogelijk was [4]. Het uitgangsspectrum is te zien
op Fig. 4 (a). De coherentie van het gegenereerde supercontinuum is ook opge-
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meten (zie Fig. 4(b)). De resultaten alsook de vergelijking met de theorie en de
simulaties worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 4.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de frequentieverdubbeling in InGaP golfgeleiders en ringresonatoren besproken. Op Fig. 5(a) is het uitgangsfacet te zien van een InGaP golfgeleider. Hier kan men het frequentieverdubbelde licht zien van een CW laser bij
1540 nm. De phase matching in het niet-lineaire proces wordt bekomen doordat
de effectieve index van een hogere orde transversale magnetische (TM) mode gelijk is aan de index van de fundamentele tranversale elektrische (TE) mode bij het
pompgolflengte. it blijkt uit de kwadratische afhankelijkheid van de tweede harmonische vermogen als fubnctie van het pompvermogen (zie Fig. 5(b)). Fig 5 (c)
toont een foto van de ring resonator waarin quasi-phase matched frequentieverdubbeling plaats vindt.

Figuur 4 (a) Het uitgangsspectrum van de golfgeleider als deze gepompt wordt door een gepulste
laser bij 1550 nm. De pulsen waren 170 fs lang en hadden op de chip een piekvermogen van
10 W. (b) De coherentie is gemeten via de franjes veroorzaakt door de interferentie van twee
opeenvolgende pulsen.

De extra processtappen die nodig zijn om de InGaP golfgeleiders te integreren
met een CMOS compatibel platform worden besproken in hoofdstuk 5. Vierbundelmenging in InGaP microschijfresonatoren geı̈ntegreerd op het SOI platform
is gedemonstreerd alsook InGaP componenten geı̈ntegreerd op het SiN platform
(zie ook figuur Fig. 6 (a)-(d)). Dit laat toe om sterke niet-lineare optische functionaliteiten te integreren op een CMOS compatibel platform met alle voordelen van
dien.

Conclusie en Perspectieven
Het werk dat gedaan is in het kader van dit doctoraat is een eerste stap in de richting
van een volledig geı̈ntegreerd niet-lineair platform dat de voordelen van een groot
brekingsindexcontrast, lage niet-lineaire verliezen, sterke tweede-orde en derdeorde niet-lineariteit combineert. Phase matching is aangetoond voor verscheidene
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Figuur 5 a) Frequentieverdubbeld licht aan het uitgangsfacet van een golfgeleider (b) De richtingscoëfficiënt van een lineaire fit van het vermogen van het frequentieverdubbelde licht als functie van het ingangsvermogen in een dubbel logaritmische schaal is 2. (c) Frequentieverdubbeld
licht gegenereerd in een microresonator.

Figuur 6 Een InGaP microschrijfresonator met een diameter van 15 µm geı̈ntegreerd op het SOI
platform. (b) De resonantie bij 1565 nm heeft een Q factor van 60000. (c) Vier-bundelmenging in
SOI-gekoppelde InGaP microschijfresonatoren. (d) De vier-bundelmengingefficiëntie als functie
van het pompvermogen.
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processen zoals vier-bundelmenging en frequentieverdubbeling. Een laag vermogen coherent supercontinuum werd gegeneerd door de voordelen van het platform
uit te buiten. Verder zijn ook de eerste stappen gedaan om deze componenten
te integreren met mature CMOS compatibele platformen zoals het SOI en SiN
platform. Het is aangetoond dat de finale geı̈ntegreerde component de vereiste
performantie heeft.
Als we de InGaP membraangolfgeleiders in de toekomst willen gebruiken in reallife toepassingen moet het verlies omlaag. Aan de fabricagekant is er nog ruimte
voor optimalisatie. De yield in het farbicage is beperkt, zeker voor de structuren
die geı̈ntegreerd zijn op het SOI of SiN platform. In tegenstelling tot het SOI
platform laat het SiN platform ons toe om ook golflengtes met een kortere golflengte dan 1.1 µm te gebuiken. Dit is belangrijk omdat het frequentieverdubbelde
licht anders wordt geabsorbeerd. In de toekomst moet gekeken worden naar betere technieken om dit niet-lineare proces te phase matchen. De huidige techniek
is beperkt in efficı̈entie. Als dit lukt, zouden belangrijke toepassingen zoals het
stabiliseren van een frequentiekam door het meten van zijn carrier-offset frequentie mogelijk worden. Men zou ook kunnen denken aan andere III-V materialen
en deze integreren voor specifieke eigenschappen. Zo is GaP [5] al gebruikt door
verschillende groepen en is het eenvoudig om op basis van hun methodologie het
materiaal te incorperen in het geı̈ntegreerde platform. Dit is bijvoorbeeld recent
gedaan door gebruik te maken van AlGaAs [6]. We kunnen besluiten dat dit doctoraat kan gebruikt worden als een basis voor toekomstig werk dat nog meer focust
op de toepassing.
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ENGLISH SUMMARY
Goals and motivation
NTEGRATED photonic systems such as silicon-on-insulator (SOI) have, within
the last decade, began maturing as numerous individual components such as
low-loss waveguides, mode converters, interferometers, resonators, couplers
etc. with very good performance have been demonstrated. Active components
such as lasers and modulators have also been developed. In many applications
such as wavelength conversion, modulation, sensing, spectroscopy etc. the nonlinear response of materials to incident electromagnetic radiation is exploited. With
regards to the third-order nonlinearity, silicon is a good material because it offers a strong nonlinearity. Furthermore its large refractive index contrast enables
large light intensities to be achieved, which is obviously desirable for nonlinear
optics [1]. Another important feature is that the platform allows for the design
of the dispersion properties, which is important for achieving phase matching.
Hence, it allows for efficient nonlinear interactions. However, several nonlinear
functionalities exploit a second-order nonlinear response which is lacking in silicon due to its centrosymmetric crystal structure. Another problem with silicon is
that due its relatively small bandgap, two-photon absorption (TPA) is very strong
in the wavelength range of several of these applications. TPA by itself is nonlinear,
furthermore it leads to the generation of free carriers that also heavily absorb the
incident light leading to even more losses. Using amorphous instead of crystalline
silicon has been investigated as a possible means of overcoming this problem of
nonlinear loss, and some work was done as part of this PhD to extend the amorphous silicon platform into the mid-infrared (MIR) regime, which is important
for applications like spectroscopy. However, this does not overcome the problem
of the absence of the second-order nonlinearity in silicon. Thus, while silicon
has been a material of choice for many applications including nonlinear ones, for
many others, SOI is not necessarily the ideal platform. The primary example of
this is that it is a poor laser material due to its indirect bandgap structure. This
has spurred many in the integrated photonics community to develop methodologies to incorporate other materials that are more suitable for such tasks into the
SOI platform. This allows one to keep the advantages that initially motivated the
adoption of SOI in the first place namely the compatibility with complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) manufacturing techniques developed in the
electronics industry, which brings with it massive economies of scale and thus the
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potential for low-cost, mass-market applications. As a result, for many years, hybrid integration of the SOI platform with III-V materials has been an active area
of research and development. III-V materials along with being good for lasing are
also known to possess both second- and third-order nonlinearities. The strength
of these nonlinear responses is also comparable to or better than other most commonly used nonlinear materials such as Lithium Niobate (for second order) and
silicon (for third order nonlinear applications). Thus, it is very attractive to use
these materials in conjunction with a platform like SOI not just for the addition
of active functionalities such as lasers, but also for nonlinear ones such as supercontinuum generation, four-wave mixing, second harmonic generation etc. This
forms the basis of the motivation for the work in this PhD. The goal is to develop
a versatile platform that exhibits both second and third-order nonlinearities and to
characterize them for implementing specific functionalities like those mentioned
above. Demonstration of these functions integrated with existing platforms such as
SOI and silicon nitride (SiN) whose existing library of well-developed components
could then be leveraged for applications defines the final goal of this work.

Results

Figure 7 (a) The linear fit to the plot of the inverse transmission as a function of the increasing
input power gives a small TPA coefficient. (b) The buildup of the supercontinuum pumped by a
Thulium doped picosecond fiber laser source connects the telecom and MIR wavelength regimes.

As mentioned above, for the purpose of overcoming the nonlinear losses in crystalline silicon, amorphous silicon has previously been investigated. In this work,
supercontinuum generation in amorphous silicon pumped by a picosecond fiber
laser was demonstrated [2]. In Fig. 7(a), the linear trend of the inverse transmission with the increasing input peak power of the pulsed laser source centered at
1950 nm gives a TPA coefficient of 2.3 cm/GW which is much lower than the
reported values for crystalline silicon. This, along with proper dispersion engineering of the waveguide enabled the generation of a supercontinuum spectrum
that spans the wavelength range 1450-2450 nm thus connecting the telecommunications and mid-infrared wavelength regimes, as shown in Fig. 7(b). These results
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are discussed in Chapter 2.

Figure 8 (a) A 1 cm long waveguide, fabricated in the form of a compact spiral, enabled by the
large index contrast. (b) The cross-section of the InGaP waveguide. The Platinum is deposited
during the milling process while making the cross-section for taking the SEM image. (c) The
linear loss was measured by the cut-back method to be 12 dB/cm.

The primary III-V material used in this PhD is the ternary material Indium Gallium
Phosphide (InGaP). First, the process flow for bonding thin membranes of this material on top of silicon substrates was developed. Existing techniques for electron
beam lithography and dry etching were then used to fabricate various devices in
this membrane such as waveguides and resonators. The InGaP material is optically
isolated from the substrate by a silica cladding, thus ensuring that the advantageous
high index contrast is maintained, just like in SOI. These fabricated devices were
then used for the characterization of the linear as well as second- and third-order
nonlinear properties of this material [3]. Fig. 8(a) shows an image of a fabricated 1
cm long waveguide wound up in a tight spiral in an area of just 0.03 mm2 demonstrating that the high index platform indeed makes it possible for highly compact
devices and Fig. 8(b) shows the SEM cross-section of one such fabricated InGaP
waveguide. The linear loss of the fabricated waveguides was measured to be 12
dB/cm as shown in Fig. 8(c). The third-order nonlinear properties are summarized
in Fig. 9. Due to its large bandgap, the nonlinear loss for this material in the
wavelength range around 1550 nm arises from three- instead of two-photon absorption. Measurements of the inverse transmission of a high power pulsed laser
through an InGaP waveguide prove this point, as shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b). Thus,
the InGaP material suffers from far lower nonlinear losses compared to silicon because three-photon absorption (3PA) is a much weaker process compared to TPA.
Finally, four-wave mixing in these waveguides was demonstrated and the value
of the nonlinear parameter γ was extracted to be 475 W−1 m−1 from those measurements, as shown in Fig. 9(c) and (d). This value of γ is slightly larger than
in SOI and is thus large enough for several nonlinear applications. Thus, with a
strong nonlinear response and the much-lowered nonlinear losses, this platform is
shown to be quite attractive for various nonlinear applications. These results are
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described in Chapter 3.

Figure 9 (a) The inverse transmission as a function of the input peak power of a pulsed laser at
1550 nm shows a nonlinear trend while, (b) the square of the inverse transmission shows a linear
trend with the input peak power squared showing that the nonlinear loss is the fifth-order process
of three-photon absorption. (c) The four-wave mixing efficiency as a function of pump-signal
wavelength detuning shows a bandwidth exceeding 48 nm. (d) The quadratic fit of the four-wave
mixing efficiency as a function of pump power is used to extract a value of the nonlinear parameter
γ to be 475 W −1 m−1 .

Supercontinuum generation pumped by a femtosecond laser via soliton fission
and dispersive wave generation was also demonstrated in these waveguides [4],
as shown in Fig. 10(a). Coherence of the generated supercontinuum was also
measured and is shown in Fig. 10(b). In Chapter 4, these results are described
in detail and compared to theory and simulations. They show the importance of
having a good understanding of both the nonlinear and linear dispersive properties of the platform for such applications. Second harmonic generation in InGaP
membrane waveguides and ring resonators is also discussed in Chapter 4. Figure
11(a) shows the output facet of an InGaP waveguide where the second harmonic
of a 1540 nm continuous wave pump is visible. Phasematching for the second harmonic generation process is achieved by using a higher order transverse magnetic
(TM) mode at the second harmonic wavelength whose effective index matches
with that of the fundament transverse electric (TE) mode of the 1540 nm pump,
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which is proved by the quadratic dependence of the second harmonic power on
the pump power as shown in Fig. 11(b). Figure 11(c) shows the image of a ring
resonator where quasi-phasematched second-harmonic generation is achieved by
properly designing the resonant modes at the fundamental and second harmonic
wavelengths.

Figure 10 (a) The supercontinuum spectrum pumped by a pulsed laser centered at 1550 nm with
a FWHM of 170 fs and an on-chip peak power of 10 W and the coherence measurement across
a 200 nm spectral range. (b) The coherence is measured by looking at the fringe visibility of
interference between supercontinua generated by two successive pump pulses.

Finally, in Chapter 5, the additional processing steps needed for the integration of
these InGaP membrane devices with CMOS-fabricated chips are detailed. Fourwave mixing in InGaP microdisk resonators integrated on top of an SOI chip and
coupled to waveguides therein is demonstrated, as shown in Fig. 12 (a)-(d). Similarly, InGaP devices integrated with a SiN chip are also demonstrated. This paves
the way towards achieving integrated nonlinear functionalities of both second- and
third-order while taking full advantage of the advanced state of the art of photonic
circuits fabricated in CMOS foundries.

Conclusions and Perspectives
The work presented in this PhD takes a step towards achieving an integrated nonlinear platform that combines the advantages of a large index contrast, low nonlinear losses and large second-order and third-order nonlinearities. With dispersion
engineering and other techniques, phasematching was demonstrated for various
processes such as four-wave mixing and second harmonic generation. Combining
these advantages, it was also shown that important nonlinear applications such as
coherent supercontinuum generation can be implemented with ultra-low energy
requirements on the pump, in a robust way and in a compact form factor. This
paves the way towards efficient generation and stabilization of on-chip frequency
combs. The initial steps needed for the integration of these devices with CMOSmanufactured platforms such as the SOI and SiN platform were also carried out
and it was shown that the final integrated nonlinear devices can still deliver the
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Figure 11 (a) Second harmonic light observed at the output facet of an InGaP waveguide pumped
by a CW laser at 1540 nm, (b) The slope of the linear fit of the second harmonic power in dB
scale as a function of the fundamental power is 2, showing phasematched operation. (c) Second
harmonic power seen in a ring resonator with the CW pump at 1540 nm.

Figure 12 (a) An InGaP microdisk resonator of diameter 15 µm integrated on top of a SOI chip
with the silicon waveguide evanescently coupled to it. (b) The resonance at 1565 nm with a loaded
quality factor of about 60,000. (c) Four-wave mixing in SOI-coupled InGaP microdisk resonator.
(d) The four-wave mixing conversion efficiency as a function of pump power.
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expected performance.
Moving forward, more work needs to be done to improve the linear losses of the
InGaP membrane waveguides if they are to be used in real-world applications such
as wavelength conversion for telecommunications purposes. Other problems that
still need solving on the fabrication side are improving the yield of the entire process flow and improving the alignment accuracy of fabricated InGaP devices to
the SOI or SiN chip underneath. In particular, the SiN platform is interesting because the large bandgap III-V materials allow access to wavelengths below 1.1 µm,
which is not possible in SOI because of silicon’s small bandgap. For the secondorder nonlinear applications, more phasematching techniques need to be explored
and demonstrated to fully exploit the large χ(2) nonlinearity. For example, for the
application of carrier-offset stabilization of frequency combs mentioned above,
achieving efficient second harmonic generation would be essential. Further down
the road, other III-V materials more suitable for specific applications should also
be included in the process flow so that a varied library of materials is available
according to the needs of the application. Materials such as GaP [5] have already
been used by various groups in different applications, and it would be straightforward to modify the methodologies developed in this work to incorporate these
materials into the integrated framework as well, like done already for AlGaAs as
reported in [6]. Hence, based off of the work presented in this PhD, there are several avenues down which future work can proceed in order to expand into more
applications.
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INTRODUCTION

”The amount of amplification [by stimulated emission of radiation] which can be
produced by such methods is very small under ordinary circumstances and does
not appear to be able to compete with other methods. The method may have certain
special applications.” - Joseph Weber, 1953.
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A brief historical overview of nonlinear optics

O

NE way to look at the influence of any particular field of study is to take
a look at the number of Nobel prizes given out in that field over the years.
Table 1.1 below shows just a selection of the Nobel prizes awarded to
work in the field of optics. As can be seen, there has been a considerable uptick in
frequency of those awards in the decades since 1960, with prizes being awarded
at a rate of about once per decade, and increasing even more since the end of the
last millennium. The single most significant reason for this increase in the pace
of breakthroughs is the invention of the laser, for which work the Nobel Prize in
Physics was awarded to Townes, Basov and Prokhorov in 1964. Building on a theoretical prediction by Einstein in 1917 of the phenomenon of stimulated emission,
as well as on their own earlier work on masers [1], these researchers proposed the
basic principles required for building a laser in the early fifties [2, 3]. The first
working laser was then demonstrated in 1961 by T. H. Maiman [4]. With this,
researchers had for the first time access to a powerful source of coherent radiation
which greatly expanded the tool kit for researchers in many different fields leading
to many breakthroughs. As a result, various applications and associated technologies have since then garnered their own Nobel prizes such as those awarded 1971
and 1999 for the development of laser based spectroscopy and the study of chemical reactions on femtosecond timescales respectively and most recently in 2014 for
the development of efficient light emitting diodes in the blue region of the visible
spectrum.

Although optical nonlinearities had previously been observed, including very important nonlinear effects such as the DC Kerr effect [5] and the Pockels effects [6],
it was only with the invention of the laser that light intensities large enough for
observing nonlinear optical interactions with relative ease became accessible to
researchers for the first time. As a result, within a decade or so of the demonstration of the first laser, observations of many fundamentally important nonlinear effects such as second- and third-harmonic generation (SHG and THG) [7, 8],
stimulated Raman scattering [9], self-phase modulation [10], supercontinuum generation [11], soliton propagation [12] etc. had all been reported. Maiman’s first
laser gave an irregularly pulsed output, but within a few years, well-controlled
pulsed lasers were developed with the Q-switched laser coming first in 1962 [13]
and then the modelocked laser in 1964 [14]. These approaches made possible
sources capable of generating output pulses whose peak powers were on the order of thousands to even millions of Watts, which also provided another major
boost to nonlinear optical research. Another important advancement was the rise
of waveguiding platforms; specifically, the development of low-loss optical fibers.
It allowed a substantially increased light-matter interaction by not only providing
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Table 1.1: Physics Nobel Prizes related to optics

Year

Names and Prize share

1930

C. V. Raman

1964
1981
1999
2000

C. H. Townes, N. G.
Basov, and A. M.
Prokhorov
A. L. Schawlow and N.
Bloembergen (1/2)
A. H. Zewail (Chemistry)
Z. I. Alferov and H.
Kroemer (1/2)

2005

T. W. Hansch and J. L.
Hall (1/2)

2009

C. K. Kao (1/2)

2014

I. Akasaki, H. Amano
and S. Nakamura

Prize Motivation Statement
”for his work on the scattering of light and for the discovery of the effect named after him”
”for fundamental work in the field of quantum electronics, which has led to the construction of oscillators and
amplifiers based on the maser-laser principle”
”for their contribution to the development of laser spectroscopy”
”for his studies of the transition states of chemical reactions using femtosecond spectroscopy”
”for developing semiconductor heterostructures used in
high-speed- and opto-electronics”
”for their contributions to the development of laserbased precision spectroscopy, including the optical frequency comb technique
”for groundbreaking achievements concerning the
transmission of light in fibers for optical communication”
”for the invention of efficient blue light-emitting diodes
which has enabled bright and energy-saving white light
sources”

tight confinement for the laser light (thereby increasing the light intensity) but also
by allowing the accumulation of the nonlinear response over very long interaction
lengths, in contrast to bulk nonlinear optics where significant light-matter interaction could only take place near the focal point of a focused laser. In the last couple
of decades, integrated optical circuits have come up which further this trend and
are covered in the following sections.

1.2

Integrated photonic platforms

The concurrent development of low loss optical fibers and semiconductor lasers in
the 1970s (for which Nobel Prizes were awarded in 2009 and 2000 respectively, see
Table 1.1 above), led to the field of communications entering a new era. Old copper
links were rapidly replaced by fiber-optic cables that were capable of much higher
data rates. By the end of the eighties, fiber optic cables were already in widespread
use in commercial communication networks spanning thousands of kilometers and
connecting people across continents and oceans. These developments along with
the simultaneous explosion of computing power following Moore’s Law [15] have
enabled an extraordinary boom in the information market. It is hard to overstate
just how monumental the changes ushered in by these technologies are to the
global economy. An indication is given by the moniker ’Information Age’ gener-
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ally given to the current epoch of civilization, arguably putting it on the same scale
in terms of societal impact as the Industrial Age. Within just the last decade, the
massive expansion of internet-based services, especially video streaming services
like Youtube and Netflix, has driven the need for the development of ever faster
optical communication links. As indicated in Fig. 1.1, due to the rapid increase in
the number of devices connected to the internet, by 2020, the total global internet
traffic is projected to have reached about 95 times the level of 2005, probably surpassing the zettabyte (which is 1 trillion GB) level sometime this year [16]. On the
chip level, in order to keep up with Moore’s law and enable this growth, the semiconductor industry has sought to integrate ever smaller and thus faster-switching
transistors into the same chip area, thereby increasing the integration density and
eventually the computational power. The fabrication techniques developed to accomplish this have advanced to a stage that today billions of transistors can be
integrated into a single square cm of chip area. As a result of this, the information
capacity of electrical interconnects even for on-chip communications is becoming
increasingly insufficient [17, 18]. This has spurred the development of integrated
photonic platforms seeking to replace the old electrical interconnects with optical
ones, similar to how optical fibers replaced the old copper links for long-distance
communications and now, increasingly, server interconnects [19]. Mimicking the
electronic integrated circuit, these photonic platforms seek to integrate on a small
chip all the optical components that would be needed for applications and that one
would normally find on an optical table in a laboratory setting. The electronics
industry has, over the past few decades, invested billions of dollars towards establishing the manufacturing base for the fabrication of electronic chips using the
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology. In order to take
advantage of this massive industrial infrastructure, the photonics community has
devoted a lot of research effort towards developing the silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
platform for photonics applications [20]. This is because, just as silicon is the
workhorse material for electronics, fortunately, it is also a very good material for
photonic applications, as will be discussed in section 1.3. The application potential
for a platform that integrates both electronics and photonics in the same platform
is enormous, and SOI is a great candidate for achieving this. The typical photonic
SOI chip consists of a 220 nm thick light-guiding layer of silicon in which the
components of the photonic circuit are fabricated using the CMOS process. Below
the light guiding layer is a 2 µm thick silicon dioxide cladding layer (which is also
a very good electrical insulator and why it was used in electronics in the first place,
explaining the name of the platform). The bottom substrate is silicon. Depending
on the needs of the application, various modifications can be made to this layer
structure. For example, in order to integrate lasers, detectors etc. onto the same
chip, materials besides silicon are needed. In such cases, a variety of techniques
are used to integrate these materials with the CMOS-fabricated SOI chips as is
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explained in the next section.

Figure 1.1 (a) Growth in the total number of devices connected to the internet, with the biggest growth
in the next few years expected to come from the so-called internet-of-things [16]. (b) Intel’s Silicon
Photonics offers an optical transceiver at 100 Gbps (image from [21]). (c) The biosensing technology
by Genalyte uses functionalized SOI ring resonators and can detect several analytes within just a few
minutes (image from [22]).

Such CMOS-compatible photonic platforms offer a way to achieve the increased
data rates required for future on-chip interconnects. However, since antiquity, light
has been used for more purposes than just communications, such as sensing, diagnostic purposes etc. Hence, these photonic platforms also have the potential to offer advantages for many other application areas such as sensing, machine learning,
quantum information, etc. [23–27]. Because CMOS fabrication promises low-cost,
high quality and large throughput manufacturing of such chips, there is naturally
a lot of interest in exploiting these platforms for all possible applications. While
commercial SOI based products for telecommunications purposes are already being provided by established electronics giants such as Intel [21] (see Fig. 1.1(b))
as well as newer ones such as Luxtera [28] and Inphi [29], other applications
are also emerging concurrently. Thus we see companies such as Genalyte [22]
commercializing SOI ring resonator based biosensors for medical purposes aiming towards the realization of lab-on-chip (LOC) products (see Fig. 1.1(c)). Such
LOC systems hold the promise to revolutionize the medical field in every way by
providing cheaper, better and faster diagnostic tools and enabling ’personalized’
medicine [30, 31].
SOI is not the only integrated photonics platform that has been investigated for
such applications. Silicon nitride (SiN) is another material sometimes used instead of silicon, because unlike silicon it has a transparency window that extends
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into the visible spectrum, thus allowing for applications that work at those wavelengths. In the SiN platform, the silicon layer is substituted by a deposited silicon
nitride layer and the advantage is that the process is still CMOS-compatible. Thus,
SiN retains the advantage of scalability for potential low-cost applications [32].
Another prominent material used in commercial photonic platforms is the III-V
material Indium Phosphide, championed by companies such as Infinera [33] and
Aurrion [34] for telecommunications applications. In conclusion, integrated photonic platforms that provide unique, low-cost solutions for a diverse range of applications are maturing into useful products in the real world even as researchers
continue to improve them and induct even more applications into the realm of integrated photonic platforms.

1.3

The silicon-on-insulator platform

Silicon, the material at the heart of the SOI technology, has advantageous optical properties that make it a good choice for implementing several of the functionalities needed in photonic integrated circuits. In the infrared spectral region,
it is transparent for wavelengths longer than 1.1 µm which makes it suited for
telecommunications applications since fiber optic telecommunications use wavelength bands around 1.31 µm and 1.55 µm. The platform is also transparent in
the mid-infrared regime (up to 8 µm for silicon but only up to 3.8 µm for SOI
as a whole because of absorption in the silicon dioxide cladding [35]). This is
an important wavelength range for sensing and spectroscopic applications since
many important molecules have their characteristic rotational-vibrational absorption bands in this wavelength range, and so a lot of work has recently been done
in developing integrated platforms for it [36]. However, at present the wavelength
range where most of the advancements in photonic integrated circuits have taken
place is the aforementioned telecommunications wavelength range because of the
enormous market potential. Several basic photonic components needed for such
telecommunications applications such as optical fiber couplers, power splitters,
mode converters, wavelength multiplexers and demultiplexers, interferometers,
resonators etc. have all been demonstrated. Propagation losses below 1 dB/cm
have been demonstrated in SOI waveguides fabricated with state-of-the-art lithography techniques used in CMOS foundries [37]. As such, there exists now a rich
and ever-expanding library of high-quality components that one could choose from
while designing a photonic circuit for any given application.
Another important property of silicon is that it has a large refractive index contrast with its cladding. This large index contrast is important because it allows for
tight waveguide bends without incurring radiation loss, thus making it possible to
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achieve very compact designs and thus a high density of devices on-chip. Finally,
integration of these photonic circuits with electronics could allow for very compact solutions to real world problems; which is something many companies and
research groups worldwide are working towards.

Figure 1.2 A III-V active device integrated on top of an SOI circuit by means of an
adhesive bonding layer and optically connected to it using tapers (image from [38]).

Silicon does have certain drawbacks however. The most important one is its indirect bandgap. Hence, in order to incorporate a laser in to the photonic circuit,
one has to instead rely on other materials that are more suitable as gain media.
This is why several researchers have worked towards heterogeneously integrating
active materials such as III-V materials with CMOS-fabricated SOI chips. These
III-V materials provide the optical gain medium in which lasers are fabricated.
By dividing the job such that all the ’passive’ photonic circuit operations such as
routing of the light are performed in the SOI chip while the ’active’ functionalities
such as lasing action are provided by the III-V materials, one can overcome this
problem [38]. In one such approach, the III-V material is ’bonded’ on top of the
SOI chip by means of an intermediate adhesive layer. The silicon and III-V layers
are optically connected by means of tapers or other coupling mechanisms allowing
light to flow back and forth, as shown in Fig. 1.2. The III-V layer is then postprocessed to fabricate the laser and it can be pumped either optically or electrically
to provide gain for the lasing action. In this way, lasers can be incorporated in the
SOI platform even though silicon itself lacks that functionality. Other active functionalities such as on-chip modulation of the light can also be done by employing
III-V materials [39]; or directly in silicon itself by injecting/depleting charge carriers from it which modifies its dispersion properties, thus allowing for modulation
of the light [40, 41]. Similarly, the problem of on-chip detection of light can be
tackled by germanium detectors. Germanium can be epitaxially grown on silicon, making it possible to have integrated photodetectors with high functionality
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and performance [42]. In this way, the possible functionalities of silicon photonic
platforms can be greatly extended by using various techniques to integrate other
suitable materials, which we will again encounter in the next section in the context
of on-chip nonlinear optics.

1.4

On-chip nonlinear optics

As mentioned before, until the development of lasers, nonlinear optics remained
largely outside the reach of researchers. This is because under most circumstances,
when electromagnetic radiation interacts with a transparent medium, nothing really happens apart from a decrease in its propagation speed. If there are multiple
frequencies present in the same medium, they do not interact with or influence
one another. This is the principle of superposition. However, when the intensity
is strong enough, the nonlinear nature of materials manifests itself. The exact nature of the nonlinearity and how to treat it mathematically depends on the detailed
microscopic structure of the material as has been described in several excellent
textbooks on the subject [43–45]. In short, the nonlinear response is considered as
a small perturbation to the linear polarization induced by the light. Ironically, the
first ever demonstration of nonlinear interaction using the ruby laser was so weak
that it rendered the second harmonic light generated from the nonlinear crystal as
nothing but a barely-visible smudge in the photographic image, causing it to be
removed during the publication process in the journal Physical Review Letters [7].
This gives an indication of just how weak the optical nonlinearities are in general
and why the development of lasers providing intense, coherent radiation was so
vital to the development of the field. But this also means that treating the nonlinearity as a perturbation is a valid approach in most cases [43]. Having said that,
it is important to realize that despite their weak nature, nonlinear processes can
still produce a strong effect under the right conditions. For example, when there
is phasematching between the fundamental and its harmonics in optical harmonic
generation, significant conversion of the pump power can be achieved in practice [46]. Integrated photonic platforms like those discussed in the previous section
provide advantages for achieving large light intensities as well as in arranging the
proper phasematching conditions and thus allow for efficient nonlinear processes.
These advantages are discussed below along with a short overview of integrated
nonlinear optics.
In order to compare the advantages and disadvantages of specific nonlinear platforms, one needs to do it on a case by case basis for each type of nonlinear process
because of the large number of considerations that go into deciding whether the
nonlinear processes will be efficient. However, a few general notes can still be
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Figure 1.3 (a) A 1 cm long SOI waveguide tightly wound in the form of a spiral occupying an on-chip
area of about 0.03 mm2 . The 10 µm bends are made possible by the large index contrast. (b) The mode
profile of a typical sub-wavelength SOI waveguide with dimensions 450 nm × 220 nm showing strong
confinement of 1550 nm light due to its large index contrast.

made as discussed below.

1.4.1

Index contrast

As mentioned above, the large index contrast of the SOI platform enables tight
bends without radiation loss, allowing for a dense, compact design of photonic
circuits, as shown schematically in Fig. 1.3(a). This is obviously desirable for
on-chip platforms where chip real estate is valuable. To get an idea of the numbers
involved, at 1550 nm - the wavelength used in communications - the refractive
index of the oxide cladding is about 1.45 while that of silicon is 3.46. This can
be contrasted with the case in standard single mode optical fibers where the index
difference between the core and cladding is about 0.005. This gives rise to the
large difference between the effective modal areas which are 0.2 µm2 and 85 µm2
respectively, representing a 400-fold decrease for the SOI platform in comparison
to the fiber. Thus, because of the large index contrast, light can be confined to
subwavelength dimensions. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1.3(b) where the mode
profile of transverse electric polarized light of 1550 nm wavelength in a typical
SOI waveguide of cross-section 450 nm x 220 nm is shown. Thus, in comparison
to fibers, for the same power level, much larger intensity levels can be achieved in
SOI waveguides which is obviously advantageous for stronger nonlinear interactions. This is one of the advantages of using such high index-contrast integrated
platforms.

1.4.2

Waveguide loss

The interaction length between light and the nonlinear medium is important for
nonlinear processes because the nonlinear response needs to be built up over contributions from many atoms/molecules given the extremely weak nature of optical
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nonlinearities. For example, in Raman scattering (for which the Nobel prize in
Physics of 1930 was awarded, see Table 1.1), approximately only 1 out of every
million pump photons is converted to the new ’Stokes’ frequency [43]. Hence,
loss in the waveguide plays an important role the stronger the losses the shorter
the waveguide length will be beyond which the nonlinear process becomes too
weak because a significant portion of the light was lost. In this case, standard optical fibers with a loss of about 0.2 dB/km offer a much longer interaction length
than standard silicon waveguides with losses on the order of 1 dB/cm - a 4 order
of magnitude difference, which is obviously significant. For certain nonlinear processes we will encounter in this work, the effective interaction length is defined
lin L)
where αlin is the loss coefficient in m−1 and L is the
as Lef f = 1−exp(−α
αlin
physical waveguide length. Thus, a fiber length of 1 km turns in to an interaction
length of about 0.98 km, while for SOI, a waveguide length of only 1 cm turns
into a an effective length of 0.89 cm. It is clear that the relatively large loss in the
SOI platform dramatically shortens the effective interactions length for nonlinear
interactions. Fortunately, other factors more than make up for this deficit, as is
shown in the next subsection.

1.4.3

Material nonlinearity

The nonlinear response is modeled mathematically by writing the polarization
induced by the electric field of the incident radiation as a power series in the
field [43]:
P (t) = Plin (t) + Pnl (t)

= 0 χ(1) E(t) + χ(2) E(t)E(t) + χ(3) E(t)E(t)E(t) + ...]

(1.1)

In the above equation, P (t) is the total induced polarization, 0 is the permittivity
of free space, E(t) is the incident electric field, and χ(n) is the nth-order susceptibility which is described as a n+1 rank tensor. The first term on the right hand side
corresponds to the linear susceptibility responsible for the linear refractive index
while all the other terms represent the different orders of the nonlinear response
of the material. Thus, χ(2) represents the second-order nonlinearities responsible for all second-order nonlinear interactions, χ(3) the third-order nonlinearities
and so on. The existence, sign and magnitude of these tensor elements depends
on various symmetry considerations and the detailed microscopic structure of the
medium. They determine the strength of the induced nonlinear response of the
medium. Hence, individual tensor components can be compared across different
materials when comparing the nonlinearity between different platforms. For example, for the third-order nonlinear process of intensity dependent refractive index,
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the relevant susceptibility tensor is χ(3) . In this process, the refractive index felt
by light in the medium is no longer independent of its intensity. The Kerr index n2
determines the amount of index change due to the presence of the light:
n = n0 + n2 I; n2 =

3χ(3)
4n20 0 c

(1.2)

Here, n0 is the linear refractive index, n2 is the Kerr index, I is the intensity of
light and c is the speed of light in vacuum. At 1550 nm, the Kerr index for
silica is 2.7 × 10−20 m2 /W , while that of silicon is reported to be in the range
4-14 × 10−18 m2 /W i.e. more than two orders of magnitude larger [47]. The
combined effects of the nonlinear Kerr index and effective interaction area due to
waveguide confinement are generally taken together in the nonlinear parameter γ,
defined as:
γ=

2πn2
αtpa
+i
λ0 Aef f
2 Aef f

(1.3)

Here, Aef f is the effective interaction area for the nonlinear process and is roughly
equivalent to the modal area mentioned above if the waveguide core material is
the nonlinear material (as is usually the case). The second (imaginary) part of
the nonlinear parameter describes the nonlinear absorption process of two-photon
absorption, which will be discussed in the next section. The real part of γ is what
determined the gain available for third-order nonlinear processes such as four-wave
mixing, self-phase modulation etc., all of which are investigated in this work. The
Re(γ) values across various platforms can thus be compared to get an idea about
the combined effect of the effective interaction area as well as the strength of the
material nonlinearity. Table 1.2 below shows the typical values for Re(γ) for a few
popular on-chip or fiber-based platforms:
Table 1.2: Comparison of Re(γ) values for various platforms
Platform
Standard optical fiber
Highly nonlinear fiber
Silicon-on-insulator
Chalcogenide fiber
SiN platform
III-V-on-insulator

Re(γ)
[W −1 m−1 ]
0.001
2
100-1180
10-145
1
475-600

Reference
[47]
[47]
[47]
[48, 49]
[50]
[51, 52]

As can be seen, there is a great range of values available in different platforms.
SOI and other integrated platforms form the high end of this range because of the
strong confinement as well as large material nonlinearity, resulting in Re(γ) values
more than 5 orders of magnitude larger than standard optical fibers. As a result,
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SOI and other such integrated platforms can compete with and even significantly
outperform fiber based platforms in terms of nonlinear processes even though, in
general, they suffer from a larger loss as mentioned in the previous subsection.
Thus, nonlinear processes that take kilometers of interaction length in fibers can
be accomplished in such platforms in mm to cm long waveguides. Also, because
the high index contrast enables tight bends in these waveguides, these waveguides
can be fitted inside a very small area on the chip, as shown in Fig. 1.3(a). Thus,
extremely compact designs for nonlinear applications are made possible in integrated platforms like SOI because of the compounded advantages of a large index
contrast as well as large nonlinearity.

1.4.4

Phase matching and dispersion engineering

The final general consideration that is important for achieving efficient nonlinear
processes is the condition known as phase matching. Phase matching is found to
be an important condition that needs to be satisfied in a wide variety of nonlinear
processes across all platforms. Stated in the most general way, this condition is
nothing but the requirement that any newly generated frequencies be in phase with
the already existing light at that frequency. It is easy to see that if this condition is
not satisfied, then destructive interference will occur between the light generated
during the nonlinear process and the already existing light at that frequency (which
was either previously generated during the nonlinear process at some prior time or
was externally supplied). Hence, the intensity at that frequency will decrease. One
can look at this phenomenon as the nonlinear process going in reverse when the
phase lag has reached , converting back the new frequency to the old ones. However, if there is phase matching (i.e., the phase lag remains zero), then the newly
generated light coherently adds up with the existing light at that frequency, increasing in intensity. In the quantum view, phase matching can be seen as a form
of the law of conservation of momentum (while energy conservation is ensured by
realizing that the sum of the ’generating frequencies’ is equal to the sum of the
’generated frequencies’) [43].
Dispersion refers to the change in the refractive index of the medium as a function
of frequency. Since the phase evolution of any frequency in a medium is determined by the refractive index felt by that frequency, phase matching conditions
generally reduce to conditions on the refractive index (or its derivatives) at those
frequencies. Thus, for the numerous processes that require phase matching, it is
important to have control over the dispersion properties of the nonlinear platform.
As we saw in the previous section, the refractive index experienced by light also
depends on its intensity. Thus, both the linear (dispersive) and nonlinear properties
can have a role to play in achieving phase matching, especially when talking about
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Figure 1.4 The geometric modification of dispersive properties is demonstrated by variation of waveguide width in the amorphous silicon platform. The parameter β2 is
the second order derivative of the propagation constant β with respect to frequency:
β2 = d2 β/dω 2 . The material dispersion (black dashed line) is markedly different
from the waveguide dispersion (solid colored lines) even changing in sign over a certain
wavelength range. Waveguides with different widths (in legend) also exhibit different
dispersive properties.

third-order processes. One can thus take advantage of the nonlinear contribution
to dispersion to achieve phase matching. This concept is exploited for the experiments discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. However, in most cases, the dominant contribution to dispersion comes from the linear properties of the platform, and clever
ways of finding phasematching have to be found for most nonlinear processes. In
bulk nonlinear optics for example, one common method of achieving phase matching is to use the birefringent nature of the nonlinear medium to match the refractive
index at the fundamental and its nonlinearly generated harmonic frequencies. In
waveguiding platforms such as fibers and SOI, dispersion is a function both of the
material properties as well as its geometry. The confining nature of these platforms
imposes certain conditions on the propagation of light, which results in the light
feeling an ’effective’ index instead of purely the material refractive index. And as
one changes the geometric properties, this effective index will also change. As a
result, the geometry of the waveguiding platform has an impact on its dispersive
properties, as shown in Fig. 1.4. Hence, one can design the platform to have the
overall dispersive properties that are favorable for a particular nonlinear process
(and even suppress unwanted nonlinear processes). This phenomenon is exploited
in many publications as well as throughout this work for achieving phase matched
operation of nonlinear processes, as demonstrated in chapters 3 and 4.
In conclusion, integrated photonic platforms offer several advantages for the implementation of nonlinear functionalities because of the general reasons mentioned
above. Integration of course allows one to have both the linear and nonlinear optical elements on the same chip and this greatly improves the scope of applications
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where these functionalities may be used. For example, III-V lasers integrated on
top of an SOI chip could be used as the pump source for performing nonlinear
operations to generate new frequencies which could then be routed to the desired
optical port using filters and waveguides in the SOI photonic circuit and eventually
detected by on-chip Ge photodiodes. In this way, one can integrate an experimental setup that would normally take up an entire optical table onto a single chip the
size of a coin. Thus, nonlinear optical interactions are a valuable addition to the
design toolkit of integrated photonic circuits.

Exploiting these advantages, several groups around the world have demonstrated
a wide variety of on-chip nonlinear functionalities [46]. As mentioned above,
the third-order nonlinearity in silicon and similar integrated platforms is found to
be strong. As a result, a lot of attention has been paid to applications based on
third-order nonlinear processes. One such application is supercontinuum generation (SCG) wherein a broadband spectrum (i.e. a ’continuum’ of frequencies)
is generated. It has applications in spectroscopy, optical coherence tomography,
wavelength division multiplexing for telecommunications etc. and is also one of
the main subjects of investigation in this work, and will be discussed in chapters
2 and 4. SCG has been demonstrated by a number of groups in the SOI platform
using both crystalline [53–59] and amorphous [60–62] forms of silicon. SCG has
also been demonstrated in other platforms such as SiN [50, 63–65], chalcogenide
fibers and planar waveguides [48, 49], AlGaAs- and InGaP-on-insulator waveguides [52, 66] etc. In several of these demonstrations the supercontinuum spectra
extend into the mid-infrared regime [56, 57, 60–62, 65, 66], which is important
for spectroscopy as mentioned before. Additionally, it has also been shown both
theoretically and experimentally in some of these demonstrations that the supercontinuum can be generated coherently; which means that the phase profile across
the generated spectrum is not random which in turn implies that the spectrum is
not actually continuous but consists of equidistant lines at specific frequencies.
Because of this property, such supercontinua are also referred to as ’frequency
combs’. Another important consideration is that several of these demonstrations
have achieved octave-spanning spectra. This means that the frequencies within
the spectrum span at least one octave i.e. one of the frequencies is at least the
double of another frequency present within the bandwidth of the spectrum. Both
of these features are important for applications concerning frequency comb generation and its frequency stabilization. In fact, the Nobel Prize for Physics in
2005 was awarded partly in connection to the work done for developing the techniques for the stabilization of such frequency combs (see Table 1.1). Thus, it can
be seen that these demonstrations are important for a wide range of applications.
Other third-order nonlinear processes such as four-wave mixing and self-phase
modulation have also been shown in these platforms and are discussed in Chapter
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3. Similarly, third-harmonic generation has been demonstrated in the SOI platform [67]. Second-order nonlinearities have also been demonstrated in several of
the aforementioned platforms. Specifically, second-harmonic generation has been
shown in the AlN [46], GaAs [68], GaP [69] and other such platforms that possess
strong second-order nonlinearities. All these demonstrations cumulatively show
that these nonlinear integrated platforms can indeed be used in wavelength ranges
extending from the visible to mid-infrared.
Of course, the diversity of both nonlinear optical processes as well as nonlinear
platforms is much greater than just those listed in Table 1.2 or mentioned above.
For instance, photonic crystals which work on the photonic analog of the bandgap
effect [70] have been investigated since the 1970s, both in fibers [70, 71] and more
recently in integrated platforms [72]. Other novel approaches include integrating unique materials such as graphene and other 2D materials [73–76], plasmonics [77–80], metamaterials [80–83] etc. into these platforms to exploit their exotic
properties for nonlinear applications. Thus, there is a rich variety of materials and
techniques available for whichever nonlinear application one is looking to implement on a chip.

1.5

The need for looking beyond silicon

As mentioned before, silicon has a lot of desirable properties that make it a good
choice for implementing photonic circuits. We have also seen that in terms of
third-order nonlinearity, silicon has also been heavily investigated and some impressive results have been reported, mainly by taking advantage of the large Re(γ)
value of SOI. However, going back to Eq. 1.3, it should be realized that the imaginary part of γ poses a problem. Just like in the case of the linear refractive index
whose imaginary part is responsible for absorption loss the imaginary part of γ is
responsible for third-order nonlinear loss processes. That is, there also exists an
intensity dependent loss which is called two-photon absorption (TPA). The name
comes from the fact that in contrast to linear absorption where a single photon
of light gets absorbed, in this case, two photons simultaneously get absorbed. In
case of silicon for example, light of wavelength larger than 1.1 µm cannot be directly absorbed since the photons do not have enough energy to promote electrons
from the valence band to the conduction band. However, two-photons together
might have enough energy to do so, and this is exactly what happens, as shown
in Fig. 1.5(a). Being a third-order nonlinear process, this loss is intensity dependent and so will increase with increasing intensity. Thus, while the available
nonlinear gain increases with intensity, so does the nonlinear loss. Additionally,
there is another source of nonlinear loss that must be considered. Once electrons
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are promoted to the conduction band, they are free to absorb light on their own.
In fact, this ’free-carrier’ absorption (FCA) is proportional to the square of the
intensity, unlike TPA, which is only linearly proportional to the intensity. Thus,
as the intensity is increased, eventually FCA becomes the dominant loss term and
completely overwhelms any nonlinear gain. Thus, to avoid these loss mechanisms,
either these carriers must not stay very long in the waveguide or one must work
with frequencies corresponding to photon energies less than half the bandgap of
silicon to avoid their generation by TPA in the first place. Both these approaches
have been used for achieving efficient third-order nonlinear interactions in silicon.
The former approach has been employed in [84, 85] while the latter one in [86].
However, the former approach needs extra fabrication steps, which is not always
desirable, and the latter one necessitates working at wavelengths longer than 2.2
µm, which is not always possible. Hence, nonlinear losses in silicon pose a problem for the efficient implementation of third-order processes. Another approach
is to use amorphous silicon instead of crystalline silicon, which is used in most
applications. Depending on the fabrication methodology, amorphous silicon can
have a bandgap that is large enough to suppress TPA for the telecommunications
wavelengths [87, 88]. This would certainly alleviate the problem of the nonlinear
loss.

Figure 1.5 (a) Two-photon absorption causes electrons to be promoted to the conduction
band, where they cause more loss via free-carrier absorption. (b) The crystal structure
of Si is centrosymmetric, meaning that there can be no second-order nonlinearity.

The other major problem with silicon is its lack of second-order nonlinearity. All
materials possess third order (and all other odd numbered) nonlinearities, but only
materials whose crystal structure does not have inversion symmetry exhibit second (and the other even numbered) nonlinearities. The reason for this can be seen
from Eq. 1.1 easily. Considering only even-numbered nonlinearities, if one flips
the sign of the electric field, the sign of the induced polarization doesn’t change
because it is proportional to the electric field raised to an even power. However,
since the material possesses inversion symmetry, by definition, when flipping the
sign of the electric field, the sign of the polarization must also flip. Thus, we end
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up with χ(2) = −χ(2) and so the second order (and all even ordered susceptibility
terms) must be identically zero. Silicon belongs to a class of crystals that do possess inversion symmetry as shown in Fig. 1.5(b) and hence does not exhibit these
even ordered nonlinearities, which as we have seen in the last section are important
for several applications.
Both these reasons - the fact that silicon suffers from large nonlinear losses in the
important telecommunications wavelength range and that it has no second-order
nonlinearity - mean that it is deficient for several nonlinear applications. Thus, as
good as it has been demonstrated to be for nonlinear applications, there is a real
need to look beyond silicon. This is the main reason for the work taken up in this
PhD, which is outlined in the next section.

1.6

An overview of the work presented in this thesis

The approach of using amorphous silicon was further investigated as part of this
work. By taking advantage of the reduced nonlinear loss and with proper dispersion engineering, SCG in amorphous silicon waveguides was demonstrated and
is discussed in Chapter 2. However, there was still a need to incorporate secondorder nonlinearities into the SOI platform, ideally, without needing to sacrifice any
of its advantages.
It so happens that several III-V materials like In0.5 Ga0.5 P and Alx Ga1−x As (with
x > 0.17) also possess the same advantageous nonlinear properties as silicon,
namely, large refractive index as well as a strong third-order nonlinearity. But
additionally, they also have bandgaps large enough to avoid TPA in the telecommunications wavelength range. Thus, the penalty of large nonlinear losses can be
avoided in this wavelength range. On top of this, since these materials also do
not have inversion symmetry, they possess a second-order nonlinearity (which is
known to be large enough for practical applications [68, 69]). Thus, III-V materials are ideally placed to eliminate the main problems in doing nonlinear optics
with silicon. As we have seen previously, in order to incorporate active functionality into the SOI platform, methodologies have already been developed to integrate
III-V materials into the platform. Hence, it should be possible to leverage these
techniques for nonlinear applications as well. This is the main motivation for this
work.
The III-V nonlinear material used in this work is InGaP. As mentioned above, it
has all the properties needed to implement efficient second- and third-order nonlinear processes. Chapter 3 describes the process flow for the fabrication of devices
in a thin membrane of InGaP bonded on top of a silicon substrate. This fabrica-
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tion ensures that the InGaP membrane is clad either by a low index adhesive or
silica in order to maintain a large index contrast. Using the optimized processing
flow, simple components such as gratings, waveguides and ring resonators were
fabricated which were then used to characterize the linear and nonlinear properties of the platform, as is also discussed in Chapter 3. It is demonstrated that the
platform is indeed suitable for the implementation of both second- and third-order
nonlinear applications. This point is further exemplified by the demonstration of
an octave-spanning, coherence-preserving supercontinuum in these InGaP waveguides which is discussed in Chapter 4. Following that, in Chapter 5, the processing
steps required for the integration of the InGaP nonlinear devices with SOI and SiN
photonic circuits is discussed and some preliminary results are shown. Finally,
Chapter 6 provides a brief overview of the future scope for this work and other
perspectives related to this work in the overall context of integrated nonlinear optics.
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2.1

Amorphous silicon as a CMOS-compatible nonlinear optical material

S discussed in the previous chapter, performing nonlinear operations in an
integrated platform offers various advantages over bulk nonlinear optics.
Also, because of its CMOS compatibility, the SOI platform offers the possibility for the production of these integrated chips at a very low cost, which is
thus very attractive for specific applications. In terms of nonlinear properties, a
large index contrast, low linear losses and large third order nonlinearity are the
advantages of crystalline silicon (c-Si). However, c-Si suffers from large nonlinear
losses arising from two-photon and free-carrier absorption. When photons with
energy larger than half the bandgap energy of c-Si are present, two of them can
be simultaneously absorbed thus promoting electrons from the valence to the conduction band. These free electrons can further cause losses by absorbing more
photons, referred to as free carrier absorption as shown in Fig. 2.1 below.

A

Figure 2.1 The nonlinear loss mechanisms in c-Si: two-photon absorption and freecarrier absorption.

In general, the total loss in a waveguide arising from all sources can be written
as [1]:
dI
= −(αlin + αtpa I + ... + σf ca Nc )I
dz
dNc
αtpa 2
Nc
=
I −
dt
2hν0
τrecomb

(2.1)
(2.2)

Here, αlin and αtpa correspond to the linear and two-photon absorption loss coefficients, σf ca is the absorption cross section for free carriers and Nc is free-carrier
density. Higher order multi-photon absorption terms could also be included in the
above equation if needed. Clearly, the two-photon absorption loss increases with
the incident intensity and thus at high enough intensities, it dominates over the
linear loss. The second equation gives the free carrier concentration where twophoton absorption is the source term for the carriers. Here, ν0 is the frequency
of the light and τrecomb is the recombination lifetime of the carriers. It should be
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noted that due to the Kramers-Kronig relations, the presence of carrier-induced
loss also has a dispersive effect which can be important in certain situations [2, 3].

From these equations, it is clear that with increasing light intensity in the c-Si
nonlinear waveguide, the loss arising from both the two-photon as well as the freecarrier absorption increases. Specifically, from Eq. 2.2, it can be seen that FCA
scales with the square of the intensity, while the nonlinear gain for nonlinear processes such as four-wave mixing scales linearly with the intensity. Thus, at large
intensities, the intensity dependent loss overwhelms the nonlinear gain, limiting
the efficiency of any nonlinear functionality one may want to implement. One
way to circumvent this problem is to work at frequencies with photon energies
smaller than the half bandgap value of silicon, i.e. at wavelengths of 2.2 µm or
longer. However this is not always possible for all applications - for example, applications in the telecom domain may require one to work at wavelengths around
1550 nm. Another problem of working at these longer wavelengths compared to
the telecommunications wavelength range is the scarcity of sources, detectors etc.
Another approach is to apply a voltage over the waveguide and sweep out the carriers that are generated, limiting the losses from the free-carrier term. This approach
has been successfully applied by researchers for applications such as four-wave
mixing in SOI waveguides in the telecom wavelength regime [4–6]. However, the
presence of TPA means that net gain can still only barely be achieved. This approach also adds to the complexity of the fabrication process, and suffers from
distortions at high-speed signals (depending on the lifetime of the carriers). Another approach is to use ultrashort pulses with pulse widths of up to a few hundred
femtoseconds for nonlinear applications. Since FCA and FCD are proportional
to the integral of the square of the intensity, these effects for such pulses can, in
many cases, be neglected because of the short pulse duration, even considering
their large instantaneous power. This approach has been exploited for some applications such as supercontinuum generation in the telecommunications wavelength
range [7, 8]. However, this approach is obviously limited by the constraint on the
pulse duration. One approach which keeps the advantages of the SOI platform
of CMOS-manufacturability, a relatively simple fabrication process, large index
contrast, loss linear losses and large third-order nonlinearity but avoids the disadvantages of the nonlinear losses is to use hydrogenated amorphous silicon instead
of crystalline silicon. Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) has been shown
- depending on the fabrication process - to have a larger bandgap compared to cSi [9, 10]. Thus, one can work at shorter wavelengths while either avoiding or at
the very least significantly lowering TPA and FCA losses compared to the losses
at the same wavelengths in c-Si. This has enabled several nonlinear functionalities
such as all-optical control or signal processing [11, 12]. To that end, the use of the
a-Si platform for generating a broad supercontinuum with a spectrum extending
from the telecommunications wavelength range to the mid-infrared is described in
this chapter.
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Introduction to supercontinuum generation

Supercontinuum generation (SCG) - an all-encompassing term for the various
manifestations of using nonlinear processes to generate a broadband source with
a large power spectral density - has been the subject of intense study for several
years now [13–19], both because of its interesting properties as well as its potential for application in various domains including spectroscopy, optical coherence
tomography, wavelength division multiplexing etc. [20–25]. In particular, because
broadband spectra that are spatially and/or temporally coherent can be controllably generated, it is of particular interest for spectroscopic applications. Specific
implementations of SCG can be classified according to many considerations - the
nonlinear platform used for the SCG, the pump wavelength and pulse duration, the
spectral coverage of the supercontinuum, the spatial and temporal coherence properties, the underlying nonlinear dynamics etc. From the point of view of spectroscopic applications, the most important considerations would be the wavelengths
covered by, as well as the power spectral density of the supercontinuum spectrum and its coherence properties. Initially, SCG was practiced mainly in the fiber
community and especially the photonic crystal fiber community because of some
inherent advantages such as low losses (enabling a long interaction length) and
accurate control over dispersion properties of the fiber which, as we will see, are
critical for achieving a broad spectrum. In recent years, with the maturing of integrated photonic platforms like SOI, these have also been investigated for SCG.
There have been several demonstrations in the SOI platform [8, 19, 26–33], the
SiN platform [17, 34–36], the chalcogenide platform [37–40] etc. which cover
several different wavelength ranges in the visible and infrared.
As mentioned above, for pump wavelengths below the half bandgap value of silicon of 2.2 µm, the SOI platform suffers from large nonlinear losses as a result
of TPA and FCA and thus efficient SCG is difficult, especially in the case where
the pump pulse duration is in the order of picoseconds. Thus, SCG below the half
bandgap value is only possible with pump pulse durations significantly smaller
than 1ps [8, 27]. For example, in [8] a 550 nm wide spectrum was generated by
pumping SOI waveguides with 150 fs pulses centered at 1550 nm while in [29]
and [30], octave spanning spectra are generated in extensively dispersion engineered SOI waveguides by pumping them with similar femtosecond-scale pulses
centered at 1550 and 1800 nm respectively. The pulse energy in these cases is
in the range of 5 to 50 pJ. However, it is not always possible to have convenient
access to such short pulses, mainly because the most common sources for them
are mode-locked sources which are not necessarily available in the wavelength
range of interest. Optical parametric oscillator (OPO) setups that can translate the
output of these mode-locked lasers to the wavelength range of interest are also
available, but are so bulky that they tend to occupy entire optical tables. In recent
years, thulium-doped fiber laser sources with picosecond pulse durations and pump
wavelengths slightly below 2 µm have become commercially available [41]. Using these convenient sources would allow for SCG in the mid-infrared wavelength
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range. The mid-infrared - which spans the 2-20 µm wavelength range - is interesting from an application point of view because of various reasons. Chief among
them is the fact that the rotational-vibrational absorption bands of several important molecules like water, CO2 etc. fall in this region, which makes it an important
wavelength range for spectroscopy and sensing. However, there has been a shortage of cheap, integrated solutions for sources, detectors etc. in this wavelength
range. Thus, it is attractive to use compact and cheap sources like the Thulium
doped fiber modelocked laser in conjunction with an integrated nonlinear optical
platform like a-Si:H to perform SCG since it allows for an extension of the source
spectrum into the mid-infrared. This opens up the possibility of having cheap, reliable sources in that wavelength range.
Another reason why pumping at 1.95 µm is advantageous is because it should allow for a further reduction of the nonlinear losses. While pumping at 1.55 µm
might be preferable under most circumstances because of the easy availability
of sources, detectors etc., previous experiments conducted at 1550 nm [42] have
shown that the hydrogenated amorphous silicon suffers from degradation effects
when exposed to the high pump powers needed for SCG. In this earlier work, the
degradation was attributed to the Staebler-Wronski effect where breakage of SiSi bonds occurs due to the recombination of electron-hole pairs created by TPA.
Thus, pumping at longer wavelengths is expected to reduce the number of carriers
generated by TPA and help alleviate the material degradation issues. And since
the bandgap of a-Si is larger than that of c-Si, one doesn’t need to move the pump
wavelength all the way above 2.2 µm where, as mentioned above, compact and
cheap sources are scarce. Instead, one can make the happy compromise between
source availability and material needs and pump at 1.95 µm while still managing
to generate a useful supercontinuum. It should be noted that the tendency for the
material to degrade when exposed to high intensities is known to be a function of
the deposition technique, and other groups have shown that it is possible to deposit
degradation-free material [9, 43]. Thus, it is possible that even this compromise
may not be strictly necessary in all implementations of SCG [7]. Nevertheless,
with the mid-infrared being an important wavelength range for spectroscopic applications means that for several applications, pumping around 2 µm might just be
the best option.

2.2.1

Mechanism for supercontinuum generation

As mentioned above, various implementations of SCG are categorized according
to the pump pulse duration, the underlying physical dynamics and the coherence
of the supercontinuum spectrum. It turns out that in general, a parameter called the
soliton number gives a strong indication of exactly which physical processes will
contribute to the supercontinuum generation, as well as what the coherence properties of the resulting supercontinuum will be [15]. The square of the soliton number
is proportional to the nonlinearity, peak power and the pulse width and inversely
proportional to the magnitude of the group-velocity dispersion. For small soliton
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numbers, the route to SCG is through a process called soliton fission and the theory behind that will be discussed in detail in chapter 4. Here, we are concerned
with the SCG mechanisms for large soliton numbers because the laser employed
here is of picosecond duration. Since the soliton number is directly proportional
to the pulse duration, for the picosecond pump pulse duration, the soliton number
is in general too large for the soliton fission process. Instead, the mechanism leading to the generation of the supercontinuum in the picosecond regime begins with
self-phase modulation of the pump pulse leading to spectral broadening and then
the subsequent amplification of the background noise which results in the generation of modulation instability (MI) sidebands on either side of the pump. Both
of these processes create new frequency components, thus extending the spectral
coverage. With increasing pump powers, the MI sidebands may merge together
with the original pump pulse creating a continuous spectrum. As we will see in
the subsequent discussion in this section, if the nonlinear medium is appropriately
designed to have the correct dispersion properties, then it’s even possible for multiple sidebands to exist which experience nonlinear gain thus giving rise to several
MI sidebands, which arise from noise with increasing pump power. Additionally,
four-wave mixing between the different spectral components can also occur. In
some cases, Raman scattering may also play a role in the dynamics that lead to the
formation of the supercontinuum, especially if there is a strong Raman gain that
lies in the same spectral region as the MI sidebands. Since the spectral positions
of the MI sidebands depend on both the dispersion and nonlinear properties of
the medium, there is a clear need for careful management of both if one wants to
generate the broadest possible supercontinuum. As a result, with a proper design
of the cross-section of the a-Si:H waveguide, it ought to be possible to generate a
supercontinuum with a large spectral bandwidth. In this chapter, it will be shown
that it is indeed possible to efficiently generate a broad supercontinuum using aSi:H waveguides when pumped by a Thulium-doped pulsed fiber laser source at
1.95 µm.
In order to get insight into all the physical dynamics underlying supercontinuum
generation, it is instructive to start with the simple model of four waves propagating down a waveguide. The properties of the waveguide can be characterized
by its linear properties of effective and group indices, effective area of interaction,
linear loss, group velocity (and higher order) dispersion terms, as well as its nonlinear properties (nonlinear Kerr index and any nonlinear loss terms such as TPA
and FCA). These four waves will interact with one another through the nonlinear
response of the waveguide material. Thus, we end up with four coupled equations
that we can then solve analytically if possible or numerically.
We can start by looking at how the third order nonlinear response of a material is
written [44]:
PN L,i =

X
j,k,l

(3)

χijkl Ej Ek El

(2.3)
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Here, PN L,i describes the i-component of the nonlinear polarization arising due
to the third order response of the material to incident radiation described by the
electric fields Ei . PN L acts as the source term in the general wave equation:
∇2 E −

∂2P
1 ∂2E
= µ0 2
2
2
c ∂t
∂t

(2.4)

where
P = PL + PN L

(2.5)

This gives a complete description of the third order effects that can occur in the
material. In general, we can write the incoming field at a frequency ωn as:
 i(ω t−k z)

E e n n + E ∗ e−i(ωn t−kn z)
E(ωn ) =
2

(2.6)

By substituting Eq. 2.6 back into Eq. 2.3, we can look at the general case when
four different fields are interacting inside the nonlinear material. The degenerate
cases where two or more of the fields are at the same frequency can be understood
from the general properties. Substituting, we have:
3
P = χ(3) |E(ω4 )|2 E(ω4 )
4

6 (3)
χ
|E(ω1 )|2 + |E(ω2 )|2 + |E(ω3 )|2 E(ω4 )
4
6 (3)
χ E(ω1 )E(ω2 )E(ω3 )exp(jθ1 ) + ...
4
θ1 =(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω4 )t + (k1 + k2 − k3 − k4 )z

(2.7)

All the terms in the above equation are grouped according to the different physical
processes that they denote. The first term represents a process called self-phase
modulation (SPM) where, as the name implies, the presence of the electric field
influences its own phase through the instantaneous Kerr response of the material.
Similarly, the second group of terms describes the influence of the other fields
on the refractive index experienced by the first one and is thus called cross-phase
modulation (XPM). Note that for all these terms, the imaginary part of the susceptibility describes the corresponding absorption processes of two-photon absorption
(TPA), cross-amplitude modulation (XAM) etc. The final group of terms represents the processes of four-wave mixing (FWM) where a fourth field is generated
at a frequency that is some linear combination of the frequencies of the incident
fields (and thus also includes the term corresponding to third-harmonic and third
order sum-frequency generation). It can be seen that the efficiency of this process
is dependent on a phase term, which is defined by the phase mismatch terms θ1 etc.
Thus, it can already be seen that phase-matching between the various frequencies
in the medium is an important consideration for effective wavelength conversion
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to take place.
Substituting Eq. 2.7 into the general wave equation for each frequency component,
we end up with four coupled equations that describe the evolution of each of the
frequencies due to the various nonlinear interactions.
dA1
dz
dA2
dz
dA3
dz
dA4
dz


=iRe(γ)

=iRe(γ)

=iRe(γ)

=iRe(γ)



2

2

2

2



2A∗2 A3 A4 ei∆klin z

2

2

2

2



2A∗1 A3 A4 ei∆klin z

2

2

2

2



2A1 A2 A∗4 e−i∆klin z

2

2

2

2



2A1 A2 A∗3 e−i∆klin z

|A1 | + 2|A2 | + 2|A3 | + 2|A4 | A1 +
|A2 | + 2|A3 | + 2|A4 | + 2|A1 | A2 +
|A3 | + 2|A4 | + 2|A1 | + 2|A2 | A3 +
|A4 | + 2|A1 | + 2|A2 | + 2|A3 | A4 +





(2.8)
Here, the linear phase mismatch is defined as ∆klin = k3 + k4 − k1 − k2 and γ is
the nonlinear parameter defined as follows (also see [44–48] for useful discussions
on the appropriate definition for the effective area):
γ=

2πn2
αtpa
+i
λ0 Aef f
2Aef f

(2.9)

If we now take a look at what happens when two of the waves (A1 and A2 ) are
much stronger compared to the others - referred to as the undepleted pump approximation - the situation can be greatly simplified. Hence, we can set A3 and A4 to
zero in Eqs. 2.8 and obtain the following expressions for the pump waves:
p


P1 exp iγ(P1 + 2P2 )z]
p

A2 (z) = P2 exp iγ(2P1 + P2 )z]

A1 (z) =

(2.10)

Clearly, the amplitude of the pumps is uninfluenced in this process and they merely
serve to alter the phase acquired by each other though SPM and XPM. The evolution of the other two waves - known as the signal and idler waves - can now be
written as:


p


dA3 (z)
= 2iγ (P1 + P2 )A3 (z) + P1 P2 exp − i(∆k − 3γ(P1 + P2 ))z A∗4 (z)
dz


p


dA∗4 (z)
= −2iγ (P1 + P2 )A∗4 (z) + P1 P2 exp i(∆k − 3γ(P1 + P2 ))z A3 (z)
dz
(2.11)
After some algebraic manipulations, we end up with the equation for evolution of
the signal and idler waves along the waveguide:
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B3 (z) = a3 egz + b3 e−gz e(−iκz/2)

B4∗ (z) = a4 egz + b4 e−gz e(iκz/2)

(2.12)

Here, the total phase-mismatch is written as follows:
κ = ∆k + γ(P1 + P2 )
(2.13)
p
√
The gain g is defined as g = (2γ P1 P2 )2 − (κ/2)2 and the amplitudes Bm (m =
3, 4) are related to the signal and idler amplitudes Am by the transformation
Bm = Am exp[−2iγ (P1 + P2 )z].
As can be seen from the above equation, the gain experienced by the signal and
idler waves depends on two factors: the linear phase mismatch, denoted by ∆k as
well as a contribution by the nonlinear interactions, which is proportional to the
power as well as the nonlinear parameter γ. Thus, we can see that proper dispersion control is required to make sure that the overall phase-mismatch, including
the nonlinear contributions, is zero for efficient conversion.
It is instructive to look at the dependence of the nonlinear gain as a function of the
total dispersion of the waveguide. For this, wep
assume that there is only one pump
wave. For this case, the gain becomes g = (γ P0 )2 − (κ/2)2 and the phasemismatch becomes κ = ∆ k + 2γP0 . The linear phase-mismatch can be written
in terms of the dispersion by writing the propagation constant β of the signal and
idler waves as a Taylor expansion around the pump frequency:
β(ω) = β(ω0 ) +

∞
X
di β
(ω − ω0 )i
(ω
)
0
dω i
i!
i=1

(2.14)

Here, β(ω) corresponds to the propagation constant at the frequency ω and ω0 and
ω are the pump and signal (or idler) frequencies. Ideally, one would know all the
dispersion terms in the expansion, but for now we limit ourselves to the fourth
order:

β(ω) = β(ω0 ) + β1 (ω0 )∆ω +

β2 (ω0 )
β3 (ω0 )
β4 (ω0 )
∆ω 2 +
∆ω 3 +
∆ω 4 (2.15)
2!
3!
4!

Here, βi is the ith order derivative of the propagation constant. β1 and β2 are commonly encountered in many areas of optics. β1 is reciprocal of the group velocity
and β2 is the group velocity dispersion (GVD) and is related to the dispersion parameter D commonly used in fiber optic systems by the relation D = −2πcβ2 /λ2 .
Note that the D and β2 have opposite signs. Depending on whether β2 is positive
or negative, the dispersion is termed to respectively be in the normal or anomalous
regime. Using this expansion for each of the participating frequencies, we can
write the linear phase mismatch as follows:
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∆k = (n3 ω3 + n4 ω4 − 2n0 ω0 )/c
= 2β(ω0 )

β2 (ω0 ) 
+ β1 (ω0 ) (ω3 − ω0 ) + (ω4 − ω0 )] +
(ω3 − ω0 )2 + (ω4 − ω0 )2 ]
2
β3 (ω0 ) 
β4 (ω0 ) 
+
(ω3 − ω0 )3 + (ω4 − ω0 )3 ] +
(ω3 − ω0 )4 + (ω4 − ω0 )4 ]
6
24
− 2β(ω0 )
(2.16)
Since ω3 − ω0 = −(ω4 − ω0 ) due to the requirement of energy conservation, only
the even orders of the expansion survive. Thus, we can re-write Eq. 2.13 it as
follows:
β4 (ω0 )
∆ω 4 + 2γP
(2.17)
12
Using the above equation, we can immediately see the effect of the interplay between dispersion and nonlinearity on κ. Fig. 2.2 below shows how the different
signs of β2 and β4 affect the phase matching (under the assumption of a positive
n2 and thus positive γ).
κ = β2 (ω0 )∆ω 2 +

Clearly, both the sign and magnitude of both β2 and β4 , along with the magnitude
of the nonlinear phase mismatch - which equals 2γP - influence the regions where
gain is achieved. For example, in the case where both β2 and β4 are negative, one
can only have a single phase matching point (M1) close to the pump frequency
as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). While in the case of negative β2 but positive β4 , there
can be two phase matching bands (M1 and M2), one close and one far away from
the pump, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). In fact, if the nonlinear contribution is strong
enough, the two sidebands are no longer distinct and merge into a single large spectral band where there is gain. In this way, one can control the wavelength regions
where there is phase matching and consequently, nonlinear gain for the signal and
idler waves. It should be noted that even though the preceding discussion was
for the case where the signal and idler waves are present in the waveguide, the
same arguments clearly also apply even when there are no signal or idler waves
present [49].
In such a case, the nonlinear gain would amplify the ever-present noise around the
phase matching points where there is the maximum gain. Thus, if a sufficiently
intense pump is launched down a waveguide, the resulting large nonlinear gain
would cause signal and idler frequencies to arise out of the noise. This situation
is sometimes encountered in fiber communication networks where a large power
maybe required for reliably transmitting data over hundreds or even thousands of
kilometers of fiber length [50]. In that case, the nonlinear gain amplifies the noise
in the system and gives rise to additional frequencies around the pump. Thus, the
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Figure 2.2 The total dispersion including the nonlinear contribution is shown as a function of the frequency detuning from the pump. The role of second and fourth order
dispersion terms in phase matching can be clearly discerned. The shaded area is the region where the nonlinear gain is available, i.e. −2γP > κ > 2γP . (a) When both β2
and β4 are negative, then there is only one modulation instability sideband close to the
pump frequency, labelled as MI1. (b) When β2 is negative but β4 is positive, there is
one sideband close and another one far away from the pump frequency, labelled as MI1
and MI2 respectively. (c) When β2 is positive and β4 is negative, only the sideband far
away from the pump frequency exists. (d) No phase matching is possible when both β2
and β4 are positive.

strong CW pump can break up into a periodic pulse train the frequency of which
is determined by the phase matching points. This is termed as sideband or modulation instability and is in fact a phenomenon that is ubiquitously encountered
in many kinds of nonlinear systems. In this thesis, the term modulation instability
(MI) will be used. As is clear from Eq. 2.12, as long as g is real, there will be some
gain available in the sidebands. We can thus we can derive the gain bandwidth and
arrive at the condition 0 > ∆k > −4γP with the maximum occurring when the
linear and nonlinear contributions exactly cancel each other: ∆k = −2γP . For
the sidebands closest to the pump where only the β2 term is
pimportant, the gain is
maximum at a pump frequency detuning given by ΩM I = 2γP/|β2 |. As shown
in Fig. 2.2, the MI sideband close to the pump is possible only when the second order dispersion is negative, while there are two possible sidebands when the
fourth order dispersion is additionally positive. These phase matching points will
be called MI1 and MI2 respectively in this thesis. The existence of these multiple
MI sidebands will be leveraged for broadband supercontinuum generation.
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Waveguide design

As discussed above, it is critical to have the correct dispersion properties for generating a broadband supercontinuum. The linear phase-mismatch between the waves
interacting in a waveguide is composed of two contributions: the ’bulk’ dispersion
arising from the material and the geometrical dispersion arising from the properties
of the waveguide. Both contributions can be of significant importance depending
on the circumstances. Geometrical dispersion arises from the confining nature of
the waveguide. This can be intuitively understood by realizing that the relative
dimensions of the waveguide as experienced by different wavelengths are different. As a result, there is a dispersive nature associated with purely the geometric
properties of the waveguide. Thus, even in wavelength regimes where the material
dispersion is pretty flat - such as wavelengths far away from the material bandgap
- the geometric contribution can still result in significant dispersion. Also, since
in many cases, one is working close to the bandgap, the material dispersion can
become quite strong and thus there needs to be a way to compensate for it. The
total dispersion can thus be tailored to have the desired value by selecting an appropriate cross-section of the waveguide. It should be noted that a method for
dispersion measurement as well as dispersion tuning by post-processing the fabricated waveguides to remove the bottom oxide cladding by wet etching in buffered
hydrogen fluoride solution has been presented in [51]. Typically, the waveguide
height is fixed by other considerations - for example in the SOI chips fabricated at
imec [52, 53], the height is fixed at either 220 nm or 400 nm - and hence, one can
only alter the waveguide width to achieve the desired dispersion at any given wavelength. In silicon, in the wavelength regimes of interest in this work, the material
contribution to GVD is generally normal. Thankfully, in these large index contrast
(and thus strongly confining) waveguides, the geometric dispersion contribution
can be strong enough to overcome the normal material dispersion such that the total dispersion is anomalous in certain wavelength regions. Figure 2.3 below shows
an example of the contributions of the waveguide geometry and material to the
total second and fourth order dispersion for different waveguide widths. It is clear
that by adjusting the waveguide width, one can access the anomalous dispersion
regime, which, as was discussed above, is essential for achieving phase matching
in sidebands both near and far away from the pump wavelength. The fourth order
dispersion is similarly modified allowing for the MI2 sideband.

2.3

Experimental supercontinuum generation

In order to prove that hydrogenated amorphous silicon is a viable nonlinear platform, supercontinuum generation in the short-wave infrared was demonstrated.
The pump wavelength was chosen to be 1.95 µm because of the reasons of convenience and relevance to spectroscopic applications as outlined above. The pump
source was a thulium-doped modelocked fiber laser from AdValue Photonics [41]
with a full width at half maximum of 1.24 ps and a repetition rate of 26 MHz. The
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Figure 2.3 The influence of the geometric properties of the waveguide on the overall
dispersion at any given wavelength can be quite pronounced. (a) For certain waveguide
widths, the group velocity dispersion can become anomalous in a certain wavelength
range even when the material contribution is normal. (b) The fourth order dispersion can
similarly become stronger due to the waveguide contributions, thus making it possible
to position the MI2 sideband reasonably close to the MI1 sideband.

a-Si:H chips with the waveguides for SCG were fabricated at imec.

2.3.1

Linear loss properties

In order to evaluate the potential of using the a-Si:H material platform for nonlinear applications, the linear and nonlinear losses need to be evaluated. Figure 2.4(a)
below shows the linear losses as measured by the cut-back method at a wavelength
of 1950 nm [54]. The different lengths were actually different waveguides fabricated simultaneously and are located next to each other on the chip. Hence, the
loss is assumed to be identical for all of them and thus the cut-back method is
suitable.
As one can see, the linear loss of 2.2 dB/cm is comparable to the SOI platform
and is low enough to allow for relatively long interaction lengths. This can be
quantified by calculating the effective length Lef f of these waveguides which is
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Figure 2.4 (a) Linear loss measurement of the a-Si:H waveguides by the cutback method at
the pump wavelength of 1950 nm. The slope of the linear fit gives the loss as 2.2 dB/cm. (b)
Losses at longer wavelengths measured with the same technique.

given by
Lef f =

1 − e(−αlin L)
αlin

where L is the physical length of the waveguide and α is the loss parameter in
m−1 . In the present case, the measured loss of 2.2 dB/cm means that a waveguide
with a physical length of 1 cm reduces to an effective length of 7.85 mm. It is
a handy metric to use for comparison with other characteristic length scales such
as the nonlinear and the dispersion length. Figure 2.4(b) shows the linear loss
at longer wavelengths showing a dramatic increase in the linear losses at longer
wavelengths. Because these wavelengths are less well confined in the waveguides
and thus are more strongly affected by both the sidewall scattering losses as well
as any radiation leakage through the substrate the losses are higher. This can be a
limiting factor in some applications.

2.3.2

Nonlinear loss properties

Two-photon absorption occurring in the waveguide can be quantified by measuring the transmission through the waveguide as a function of input power. Since the
effects of TPA are only expected at high powers, the modelocked laser was used
for this experiment. Figure 2.5(a) below shows that the peak output power from
the waveguide has a sub-linear trend with respect to input peak power, thus showing that the waveguide experiences stronger losses at higher input powers. The
relationship between the input and output powers can be discerned more clearly
by plotting the inverse transmission as a function of the input power, which is
shown in Fig. 2.5(b). As can be seen, the two have a linear relation, which proves
that TPA and not any other higher-order absorption terms are responsible for the
losses. If we limit Eq. 2.1 to only the TPA term, then we can integrate it to derive
the expression for the inverse transmission as a function of the input power [55].
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Figure 2.5 (a) Output peak power is a sub-linear function of the input peak power, showing
the existence of nonlinear losses.

e−αlin L I(0, t)
(1 + αtpa I(0, t)Lef f )
1 + αtpa I(0, t)Lef f
I(0, t)
=
=
I(L, t)
e−αlin L

I(L, t) =
TN−1L

(2.18)

Thus, from the slope of the linear fit in Fig. 2.5(b), we can extract the TPA coefficient for the waveguide as 4.9±0.3x10−13 mW −1 . This compares well with other
values reported in literature [56], and as expected, it is significantly lower than the
TPA coefficient at 1.55 µm which is 7x10−12 mW −1 . Hence, we can expect the
nonlinear figure of merit which we will discuss in the next section to be far better
than at 1.55 µm.

2.3.3

Self-phase modulation

To characterize the real part of the nonlinear parameter, self-phase modulation
of a laser pulse was measured as a function of input power. As explained in
sec. 2.2.1, self-phase modulation takes place because the instantaneous Kerr response of the material modifies its own refractive index. This modification is
given by ∆nKerr (t) = n2 I(t) where n2 is the Kerr index of the material and
I is the intensity. Thus, the additional phase acquired is given by φN L (z, t) =
k0 z∆nKerr (t) = ω0 n2 I(t)z/c = γP z. Now consider what happens when a
pulse of light is incident on the nonlinear medium. Since the index change - and
hence the additional phase acquired by the light - is proportional to the intensity
which is a function of time (as shown in Fig. 2.6(a)), the total phase acquired
by the light including the nonlinear phase φN L will now be a function of time,
resulting in a change in the frequency spectrum of the pulse - i.e. the pulse modifies its own spectrum because of the intensity dependence of the refractive index.
This spectral modification is expressed as a change in the instantaneous frequency,
which is related to the nonlinear phase as δω(t) = −dφN L (t)/dt. Thus it can
be seen that the rising and falling edges of the pulse will experience a red and
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blue shift respectively as shown schematically in Fig. 2.6(b). The longer the pulse
travels through the nonlinear medium, the more spectral shift it will accumulate.
Similarly, for the same length of the nonlinear medium, increasing the input power
will mean an increased spectral shift for the pulse at the output end. Hence, we
can quantify the nonlinear response of the medium by measuring the output pulse
spectrum as a function of the input power.
Figure 2.7(a) shows the result of the measurement through the same waveguide
that was used for the nonlinear transmission experiment of sec. 2.3.2. It can be observed that with increasing input power not only does the output spectrum broaden,
but it also displays the lobed structure characteristic to SPM [44, 57]. These lobes
in the spectrum are a result of the time-dependent phase introduced across the
pulse and the exact amount that is accumulated depends on both the power and
the length of the waveguide. It should be noted that the small, rapid oscillations
in the spectra are not a result of SPM but because the input pulse itself does not
have a clean spectral profile, which is related to the internal dynamics of the pulsed
laser itself. Nevertheless, it is clear that the increasing input power introduces the
characteristic lobed structure of SPM.

Figure 2.6 (a) The initial pulse (blue line) shown with no phase modulation, whose
leading and trailing edges induce a phase shift proportional to the instantaneous intensity. (b) The output pulse (red line) after propagation through some length of the nonlinear medium shows frequency chirp. The black line shows the relative instantaneous
frequency shift induced by the pulse at the rising and the falling edges respectively.

In order to extract the nonlinear parameter γ from this measurement, the effects of
not only SPM, but also GVD and higher order dispersion terms as well as nonlinear
losses need to be properly taken into account as all these processes will have an
effect on the output pulse spectrum. For this purpose, the generalized nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLSE) was numerically integrated:
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The derivation of the exact form of the NLSE is left for Chapter 4 where it will
be discussed in more detail. Here, E is the amplitude, normalized such that |E|2
represents the total power. The first term on the right hand side of the equation
corresponds to the dispersive effects of the waveguide, the second terms accounts
for the linear loss, next two terms are for SPM and TPA respectively while the
last term accounts for FCA and FCD. The results of the numerical integration of
Eq. 2.19 for the experimental conditions of Fig. 2.7(a) - with only the value of
γ being a free parameter - are shown in Fig. 2.7(b). It can be seen that there
is a reasonably good match with the experimental spectra. Specifically, the extra
lobes introduced to the spectra as a result of SPM can be clearly identified. Thus,
the value for the nonlinear parameter γ was extracted to be 100 W −1 m−1 . With
this, the nonlinear figure
 of merit (FOM) for these waveguide can be calculated
as F OMN L = Re(γ)/ 4πIm(γ) = 3.5 which is quite impressive compared to
other nonlinear platforms [58–60]. With the Re(γ) value, one can also calculate
the characteristic nonlinear length, which is defined as the length over which the
nonlinear phase φN L is 1 radian: LN L = (γP )−1 . Thus, we see that for peak
input powers of up to 78 W, LN L > Lef f .

Figure 2.7 (a) The experimental output spectra for coupled peak powers of 1.9 W, 6.1 W, 7.6 W, 9.5 W
and 11.1 W showing SPM-mediated broadening and the characteristic lobed spectral profile. (b) The
simulated spectra using the NLSE to extract the nonlinear parameter.

2.3.4

Supercontinuum generation

With the results and understanding of the previous two sections, all the important
and relevant parameters of the a-Si:H waveguide for supercontinuum generation
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have been characterized. Figure 2.8 below shows the build-up of the supercontinuum spectrum in this waveguide with increasing input pump powers.
Several features of this build-up should be noted that relate to the previous sections. First, as the input pump peak power increases beyond 6 W, clear SPMrelated spectral broadening is observed, as expected from the discussion in the
previous section. Secondly, above a pump peak power of 7.5 W, two sidebands are
visible at 1820 nm and 2100 nm, emerging from the background noise on either
side of the pump. We know from sec. 2.2.1 that this is the first modulation instability sideband (labelled as MI1 in Fig. 2.8) due to the anomalous dispersion of
the waveguide at the pump wavelength. As the pump power approaches 10 W, the
second pair of MI sidebands (labelled as MI2 in Fig. 2.8) is seen emerging farther
away around 1650 nm and 2100 nm. As the pump power is further increased to
about 11 W, the MI sidebands begin merging into a continuous spectrum. Upon
further increase of the pump power, the spectrum broadens further until at 46 W
peak power its -40 dB bandwidth extends from 1470 nm to 2470 nm, thus connecting the telecom and short-wave infrared range. It can be observed that on the
longer wavelength side, the MI sidebands are less pronounced. This is a result of
the increased linear losses in that wavelength range as was shown in Fig. 2.4(b).

Figure 2.8 The buildup of the supercontinuum with increasing input pump peak powers of
(from bottom up) 6.1 W, 7.6 W, 9.5 W, 11.1 W 12.6 W, 14.7 W and 46 W. Successive plots
are shifted up by 20 dB for visual clarity. The rise of modulation instability sidebands MI1
and MI2 is shown.

Clearly, both the dispersive and nonlinear properties of a-Si:H are important in
realizing this large bandwidth. Since the value of γ is known from the SPM measurement, we can extract the values of the second and fourth order dispersion of
the a-Si:H waveguide from the positions of the MI1 and MI2 bands respectively as
β2 = 0.4 ps2 /m and β4 = 1.3×10−3 ps4 /m. The value of β2 compares well with
the simulated value for the waveguide shown in Fig. 2.3, however, the β4 value
is much larger than expected. This discrepancy can be explained by realizing that
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the higher order dispersion terms are very sensitive to exact parameters of the simulation, both for the material as well as geometric. The simulations of Fig. 2.3
were performed for a waveguide cross-section as measured in the scanning electron microscope and the material dispersion of c-Si since this data was unavailable
for a-Si:H. Obviously, using the actual material dispersion of a-Si:H would give
a better simulation of the dispersive properties of the waveguides. However, it
was observed in [51] that even for the case of SOI waveguides where the material
dispersion of c-Si is very well known, extracting the correct β4 value from simulations is unlikely because even small errors in the knowledge of the geometry is
enough to significantly affect the calculations. Hence, values for dispersion terms
of orders higher than β2 need to be measured experimentally [51].
The figure of merit for this a-Si:H shows that it is definitely an attractive candidate
for nonlinear applications such as SCG. However, as we have seen in the discussions of sec. 2.2.1, the dispersive properties remain a vital component in such
applications. Thus, it is instructive to be able to examine the roles that the dispersive and nonlinear properties each play in this specific case of SCG. For example,
it might be argued that the main advantage of the platform comes from its dispersive properties. Specifically, it is the emergence of the MI2 sidebands that makes it
possible to achieve the broadband SCG. While this is true, the nonlinear properties
also have an important role to play. This can be proven by trying to generate a
supercontinuum in a similar waveguide structure on the SOI platform, and thus be
able to directly compare the a-Si:H and c-Si materials. Their similarity in terms of
material dispersion should mean that one should be able to set up a c-Si waveguide
with similarly placed MI1 and MI2 sidebands. In that case, one can directly compare the efficiency of SCG on both platforms purely in terms of their respective
nonlinearities. Exactly such an experiment was performed and the results of the
supercontinuum buildup in such a c-Si waveguide are shown in Fig. 2.9. The cross
section dimensions of this waveguide were nominally the same as the one used for
SCG in the amorphous case.
We can see that similar to the case of the a-Si:H waveguide, MI1 and MI2 sidebands emerge with increasing pump powers, but the spectral coverage at the same
input powers is much smaller in this case. This is because the nonlinear losses
arising from TPA are quite significant in c-Si since the pump wavelength of 1.95
µm is below its half-bandgap value. Clearly, the high figure-of-merit of the material is vital for SCG and other nonlinear applications.
Compared to other integrated nonlinear platforms, the present demonstration of
SCG is certainly not the broadest, both in terms of the absolute bandwidth and in
terms of the number of octaves it spans. However, the present demonstration of
SCG does highlight the possibility of using this material platform for useful applications in important spectral windows such as the MIR wavelength range. This
could thus enable low-cost, robust solutions for such applications because of the
CMOS-compatibility of the a-Si:H platform. Table 2.1 shows a comparison of the
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Figure 2.9 Supercontinuum generation experiment in a c-Si waveguide with the same
dimensions for a-Si:H. The dispersive properties are clearly similar as shown by the
positions of the MI1 and MI2 sidebands. However, the SCG is not as efficient, showing
the importance of a high figure of merit platform.

different results in various on-chip nonlinear platforms in terms of the SC bandwidth and various pump characteristics such as the pulse width, center wavelength,
average and peak powers. The present work is shown in the first row of the table
(published in [31]).

Table 2.1: Comparison of present work to supercontinuum generation in literature

Ref.

[31]
[7]

Material
platform

Bandwidth
(in octaves
at -30 dB)

Pulse
energy
(pJ)

Pulse
width
(fs)

Average
power
(mW)

Peak
power
(W)

Pump
Wavelength
(nm)

a-Si:H

0.65

21

1240

0.54

16.5

1950

a-Si:H

0.53

6.4

1600

0.064

5

1550

0.7

60

610

0.5

68

1550

1.6

160

200

13

800

1335

1 (-40 dB
level)

7000

97

500

72000

2000

Chalcogenide
[37] waveguide
Silicon
[61] Nitride
Lithium Nio[62] bate

A final consideration is the material stability in the presence of high powers that
was alluded to in section 2.2. Since it was hypothesized in [63] that the mate-
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rial degradation observed when high power pulses are coupled into the waveguide
occurs due to TPA, the reduced TPA absorption coefficient at the pump wavelength of this experiment should allow for a better material stability. Indeed, it
was found that no material degradation occurs at this pump wavelength even when
the coupled-in peak powers are more than an order of magnitude higher than those
required to degrade it at 1.55 µm. Figure 10 shows that a broad supercontinuum
is continuously observed for a time period of several hours, which is a timescale
about 40 times longer than the timescales over which the degradation was observed at 1.55µm. Clearly, the lowered TPA at this pump wavelength significantly
alleviates the problem of material degradation.

Figure 2.10 Stability of the generated supercontinuum over several hours showing no
significant material degradation due to the high pump powers coupled into the waveguide.

2.4

Conclusions

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon was shown to be an interesting material for nonlinear applications. Its inherent advantages over crystalline silicon in terms of reduced nonlinear losses were highlighted. Specifically, supercontinuum generation
spanning the telecom to mid-infrared wavelength range was demonstrated with a
fiber-based pump source. It was also shown that unlike the experiments at telecom
wavelengths, material stability to high pump powers is not a problem in this wavelength range. Thus, it is an interesting platform for spectroscopy and sensing, not
in least because it is an integrated platform with a high figure of merit that can be
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mass manufactured in a CMOS foundry.
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PHOSPHIDE-ON-INSULATOR AS
AN INTEGRATED NONLINEAR
PLATFORM
”People won’t ever remember how many failures you’ve had, but they will remember how well it worked the last time you tried it.” - Charles F. Kettering
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Introduction

E saw for the case of the hydrogenated amorphous silicon platform in
chapter 2 that there are several important considerations that need to be
taken into account for achieving efficient nonlinear processes. Ideally,
one would have a medium where both linear losses arising from scattering and
absorption as well as nonlinear losses arising from multiphoton absorption and
free-carrier absorption are minimal in the entire wavelength range of interest. Simultaneously, a large index contrast is desirable because the strong confinement
leads to an enhanced intensity of the light and thus a stronger light-matter interaction. Another important consideration is of course the ability to tailor the dispersion properties in order to achieve phase matching as we have already encountered
in the last chapter. Finally, access to both the second and third order nonlinearities
in the same platform would greatly widen the range and kinds of nonlinear functionalities available.

W

III-V semiconductor materials offer the possibility to fulfill all of the above requirements. III-V materials are already in widespread use for various active functionalities such as lasers [1–3], modulators [4, 5] etc. As such, there exist robust
techniques for the growth, processing and integration of these materials with the
already well-developed SOI platform. Moreover, many III-V materials such as
Alx Ga1−x As [6], GaAs [7], GaP [8], InGaP [9–13] etc. have been investigated in
various contexts for the implementation of nonlinear functionalities. Furthermore,
it is desirable (and indeed necessary for certain applications such as wavelengthdivision multiplexing) to work in the telecommunications wavelength range. Certain III-V materials such as Indium Gallium Phosphide - which will be the primary
III-V material employed in the work presented in this thesis - have a bandgap larger
than 1.6 eV [14] which means that there is no two-photon absorption when working at 1550 nm, which goes a long way towards reducing the nonlinear losses at
these wavelengths in comparison to silicon [9]. Also, because the crystal structure
of III-V materials lacks centrosymmetry, they possess non-zero even-order nonlinear susceptibilities contrary to the case of bulk silicon and silicon nitride [15–17].
As a result, important second-order nonlinear processes such as sum and difference frequency generation become possible. Finally, integration of III-V materials
with CMOS-compatible platforms such as SOI and SiN is eventually needed for
fully integrated solutions. Towards that end, since these materials are already in
widespread use for achieving active functionalities in these platforms, one can
leverage the existing technologies to also use them for nonlinear functionalities.
Hence, the use of the III-V material InGaP for integrated nonlinear optical applications is investigated in this thesis.
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Bulk optical properties of InGaP

Indium Gallium Phosphide (Inx Ga1−x P) is a ternary alloy where the III-sites are
occupied by either Indium or Gallium atoms while the V-sites are occupied by
Phosphorus atoms. Figure 3.1(a) shows the material refractive index as a function
of wavelength as measured by ellipsometry and compared to the values found in
literature [18]. As can be seen, in the telecommunication wavelength range, the index is comparable to that of silicon (which is 3.45 at 1550 nm) and hence structures
with a similar index contrast are possible. This provides one of the motivations for
using this III-V semiconductor material for on-chip nonlinear applications since
the large index contrast implies large intensities for stronger nonlinear interactions.

Figure 3.1 (a) Refractive index of the bulk InGaP material as measured by ellipsometry as well
as a comparison to values found in literature for In0.49 Ga0.51 P grown lattice matched on GaAs.
(b) The photoluminescence measurement of InGaP shows a peak at 675 nm, indicating a partially
ordered crystal structure and a bandgap large enough to avoid TPA around 1500 nm.

Another motivation for using this material is its crystal structure. In general, III-V
semiconductors have a zinc blende type crystal symmetry, i.e. they belong to the
crystal symmetry group 4̄3m. For InGaP, the crystal class it belongs to depends
on the growth conditions. This is because under certain conditions, when the material is grown on GaAs, it could either be in what is known as the ordered or the
disordered state. The ordered state is where the In and Ga atoms are all aligned in
alternating planes along the [1̄, 1, 1] or the [1, 1̄, 1] directions [15], while the disordered state is the one where the In and Ga atoms are randomly distributed among
the III-sites. The disordered state belongs to the usual 4̄3m symmetry class. The
ordered state on the other hand, has some extra symmetry because of the ordered
arrangement of the III atoms and consequently belongs to the C3v or the 3m crystal class. The ordered state is known to be stable as the material has been used
in red laser diodes which have been shown to stay operational for long periods of
time, and can be reliably grown under a wide range of growth parameters. The
ordered and the disordered states differ from each other in their bandgap energies
with the disordered state exhibiting bandgap energies of up to 0.47 eV higher than
the ordered one (depending on the amount of disordering) [14, 19, 20]. Thus the
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largest bandgap would be that of the fully disordered state which is known to be
2.005 eV [20] - well above the threshold needed for suppressing TPA at 1550 nm.
Since the bandgap decreases for a more ordered material structure, it is important
to determine the degree of ordering to be sure of avoiding any TPA in the material
at 1550 nm. Figure 3.1(b) shows the photoluminescence spectrum of the InGaP
material used in this work. It indicates that the bandgap is large enough to suppress
TPA at 1550 nm. It should be noted that the exact bandgap value has a complicated dependence on the degree of ordering, the strain profile etc [21, 22]. Another
difference is that since they belong to different crystal symmetry classes, the number of non-zero elements of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor χ(2)
is different [15–17]. However, the dominant χ(2) contribution in both cases comes
from the d14 element which is unaffected by the amount of ordering present in the
crystal (since it is a feature of the zinc-blende structure itself). The interesting implications of this ordering based change in the χ(2) tensor will be discussed further
later on. For now, it suffices to say that the value of the dominant tensor element
d14 is approximately 110 pm/V [16]. This is large enough to be of interest for several second-order nonlinear applications such as second-harmonic and difference
frequency generation (SHG and DFG). For these processes, def f /n2 is the relevant metric and its value for InGaP is more than double the value for LiNbO3 , the
material of choice for several second-order nonlinear applications. Thus, at least
from the point of view of the strength of the available second-order nonlinearity,
III-V materials in general and InGaP specifically are very interesting indeed. Similarly, the χ(3) properties of the material have already been shown to be useful
for several on-chip third-order nonlinear applications such as four-wave mixing,
self-phase modulation etc. in a photonic crystal platform [9–13]. Thus, the optical
properties of the material definitely provide enough motivation for investigating it
as a material of choice for integrated nonlinear applications.

3.3

Fabrication of InGaP-on-insulator devices

As mentioned above, a large index contrast is important to have strong confinement
of the light, which in turn enables strong light-matter interactions. For example,
in the supercontinuum generation experiments discussed in chapters 2 and 4, the
strength of the nonlinear interaction is dependent both on the material nonlinearity (characterized by its Kerr index value n2 ) as well as the effective area Aef f .
A stronger index contrast implies a stronger light matter interaction for the same
power by decreasing the effective area. Traditionally, many nonlinear functions
implemented in popular III-V materials such as AlGaAs establish waveguiding
by slightly varying the material composition to define the core and cladding layers [23–27]. This enables convenient growth of these layers and fabrication, and
hence is a great approach for proof-of-concept demonstrations. However, this approach does not lend itself to easy integration with other platforms which is important for final applications. Moreover, it also results in a reduced index contrast
since the index difference between various III-V material compositions is typi-
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cally small. Compared to that, the index contrast between III-V materials and the
cladding layer in the SOI platform - silicon dioxide - is much larger. Hence, if
instead of another III-V material, one could have a low index material like silica
as the cladding layer for the III-V core, then the resulting index contrast would be
much higher. For example, at 1550 nm, InGaP has a refractive index difference of
about 1.60 and 2.05 with silica and air respectively, which is comparable to that of
silicon. The index contrast - defined as (n2core − n2clad )/2n2core - in SOI is 41%
while in case of InGaP it is pretty close at 39%. Thus, one can achieve Aef f values
approximately as small as those in SOI. This could thus greatly enhance the efficiency of the nonlinear processes and is the motivation for using III-V membranes
clad by low index materials to fabricate the devices for implementating nonlinear
functionalities. As we shall see, the same approach also allows for easy integration with platforms such as SOI. Also an important feature of this approach is the
possibility to modify the dispersion properties according to the needs of a specific
application. The high-index contrast nature of this platform naturally lends itself to
dispersion engineering because the waveguide contribution to the total dispersion
can be significant, similar to what was seen in the previous chapter with the a-Si
platform. Another degree of freedom available here while designing for applications is the ability to freely choose the thickness of the III-V membrane in which
the nonlinear devices will be fabricated. In platforms such as SOI, the total thickness is restricted by various other considerations. As we shall see in this section,
all these advantages naturally come together in the approach followed in this work.
In order to overcome the problem of the lack of a direct bandgap in Si, a lot for
work has already been done towards integrating III-V materials with CMOS-fab
processed SOI chips by post-processing them to incorporate active elements such
as lasers in the SOI platform [1–5]. This can be done either by ’gluing’ the IIIV layer to the SOI chip thereby bonding them together [28, 29] or by the direct
growth of the required material on the SOI itself [30]. Direct growth is difficult to
achieve and depends on the specific material used, while the bonding approach is
both easier and more versatile in terms of materials, and is the approach followed
in this work. The bonding can be done either using an appropriate adhesive agent
as the intermediate layer or by means of the so-called direct bonding where the
two surfaces to be bonded together are treated such that the intermolecular forces
between them cause them to adhere [31]. Direct bonding requires extremely clean
surfaces and is procedurally speaking more difficult. Here, the adhesive bonding
approach is followed.
Briefly, the procedure begins by taking the desired III-V epitaxial stack and using
the polymer Divinylsiloxane-bis-benzocyclobutene (BCB) as the adhesive agent
to bond it upside down to the desired substrate as shown in Fig. 3.2. The III-V
growth substrate and any other layers not needed for the final devices are then
removed with dry or wet etching techniques leaving behind a thin membrane of
the desired III-V material bonded on top of the substrate. BCB is a transparent
polymer in the wavelength range of interest in this work (which is primarily the
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telecommunications wavelength range) and has a refractive index of about 1.55
i.e., only slightly larger than silica. Thus, BCB does not pose a problem in terms
of its optical properties, at least when working in this wavelength range. It should
be noted for future reference that any nonlinear processes that extend into the midinfrared (MIR) wavelength regime might be hampered by strong absorption in the
BCB, which might be a problem that needs specific attention in the device design
to ensure that the BCB layer is nowhere near where the MIR light will be [32]. For
those cases, direct bonding might be an option worth considering. After bonding
and substrate removal, the devices in the III-V membrane are defined by electron
beam (e-beam) lithography and those patterns are subsequently etched by an inductively coupled plasma (ICP), as shown in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Overview of the various steps in the fabrication of InGaP-on-insulator devices. The
process begins with BCB bonding of the III-V stack, followed by its substrate removal, E-beam
lithography and finally ICP etching of the InGaP membrane to define the devices. The substrate
could be a patterned SOI or SiN chip, or, as is shown here, it could just be a ’carrier wafer’ which
is a silicon substrate and an oxide top cladding.

Obviously, the integration of the devices in the InGaP layer with those in the SOI
chip first requires an optimized process for the fabrication of those devices in the
bonded membrane. Hence, a step-by-step approach was followed where first the
bonding and substrate removal processes of the III-V epitaxial stack to an unpatterned carrier wafer were optimized (see Fig. 3.2). Then, the pattern definition in the bonded InGaP membrane by e-beam lithography and the ICP etching
of those patterns was also optimized. The unpatterned carrier wafer (referred to
from here onwards as the ’blank substrate’) was a silicon substrate wafer with a
3 µm thick thermal oxide layer on top, which acted as part of the cladding for
the bonded InGaP layer, thus ensuring a large index contrast for the devices in
the InGaP membrane. This approach allowed the optimization of the fabrication
of the InGaP structures without worrying about the next step - integration with a
CMOS-fab processed chip. Another advantage was that it allowed for the fabrication of simple devices such as gratings, waveguides, ring resonators etc. which are
very useful in characterizing the linear and nonlinear properties of the platform.
This way, it was possible to test whether or not the overall approach as well as the
specific material chosen here are indeed viable for the various intended nonlinear
functionalities. Once it is proven that the InGaP devices fabricated in this way are
indeed suitable for nonlinear applications, the same process flow can be adapted
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to using a patterned SOI or SiN chip as the substrate instead of the blank carrier
wafer. In doing so, some additional complications of course arise in terms of aligning the respective patterns in the two device layers to efficiently couple light back
and forth, but the overall fabrication flow can be adopted more or less exactly.
Thus, as a first step, the fabrication of InGaP devices on a blank carrier wafer was
carried out, which is described in this chapter. The details of the extra processing
steps required for the integration with both SOI and SiN chips are detailed later in
Chapter 5.

3.3.1

Bonding

First, an InGaP layer of appropriate thickness is grown lattice matched to the GaAs
substrate. A couple of intermediate etch-stop layers are also incorporated into the
stack. They are subsequently used during the substrate removal step, as will be
explained later. The typical epitaxial stack is shown in Table 3.1, with only the
thicknesses of the individual layers being varied according to the needs of the
specific task. The epitaxy was not grown as part of the work of the PhD thesis
but was either procured from collaborators at Thales, Paris or LPN, Paris or from
the commercial vendor EPILAB, Poland [33]. The top layer is a thin cap layer
for protection of the epitaxy. Below that is the InGaP device layer of appropriate
thickness in which the nonlinear devices will be eventually fabricated. Beneath the
device layer are the two sacrificial layers, which are used as etch stops during substrate removal. Finally, at the bottom is the GaAs substrate whose lattice constant
matches that of In0.51 Ga0.49 P (hereon referred to simply as InGaP).
Table 3.1: The III-V epitaxial layer stack for InGaP-on-insulator devices
Material
GaAs
InGaP
GaAs
InGaP
GaAs

Thickness (nm)
50
250
200
200
350 µm

Layer function
Cap Layer
Device Layer
Sacrificial Layer
Etch Stop Layer
Growth substrate

Immediately upon receiving the epitaxy, a layer of the resist AZ5214E would be
spun on top to provide extra protection for ease of handling. This is especially necessary when handling a new wafer without a protective cap layer or when cleaving
the wafer into smaller sections. Typically, these cleaved dies used for individual fabrication runs would be ∼5×5 mm2 to 1 cm2 . In case the final devices for
whatever reason required a silica layer between the III-V and the BCB/substrate either to function as buffer layer for optical isolation or merely for improving the
adhesion to the BCB - the resist is removed from one of the cleaved sections by
rinsing it with Acetone, Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and deionized (DI) water and silicon oxide (also referred to as just oxide in this thesis) of the required thickness is
deposited using plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD). In order
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to have a uniform oxide thickness, a piece larger than a few cm is typically cleaved
for deposition since some height variation at the edges is usually expected. The
required dies are then cleaved from this larger piece while being careful to avoid
the edges. If the GaAs cap layer is present it is removed after the resist removal
step prior to the deposition by etching the die for 30 s in an oxidizing acid solution
of H3 PO4 :H2 O2 :H2 O in volume ratio 3:1:25. This solution selectively etches only
the GaAs at a rate of approximately 100 nm/min, thus exposing the InGaP device
layer. This surface needs to be as clean as possible since it will form the bottom
surface of the InGaP devices and any particles or roughness present will cause
losses. The presence of large particles can also ruin the bonding as we shall see.
The dies are then kept aside until they are ready to be used for bonding. If needed,
the dies can be placed in an ultrasonic bath of Acetone for a few minutes with
gentle agitation to remove any particles on the surface. They are then baked on a
hotplate set at a temperature of 120 ◦C for 15 minutes to remove any trace of water.
The preparation of the substrate prior to bonding for both the blank wafer and the
CMOS fab-processed SOI or SiN chip begins first with an Acetone-IPA-DI water rinse of the substrate in order to remove any resist layer on top. Just like the
III-V die, the substrate also needs to be cleaned thoroughly in order to ensure a
successful bonding. For this purpose, the standard clean (SC1) procedure, which
involves immersing the substrate in a 5:1:1 solution of ammonia, hydrogen peroxide and DI water for 15 minutes at 70-80 ◦C, can be employed to remove any
organic and other particulate contaminants. In case the substrate has a silicon top
surface, it also assists in making the silicon surface hydrophilic, which improves
the adhesion to BCB since it is hydrophobic. However, in case the substrate is a
new wafer of the blank substrate with the thermal oxide on top, this step is typically not necessary. It is then cleaned with O2 plasma for 15 minutes to both
remove any remaining organic contaminants as well as activate the surface for
bonding. The substrate is subsequently also baked for 15 minutes on a hotplate at
120 ◦C to ensure complete water desorption before bonding. Meanwhile, the BCB
bonding solution is prepared by mixing the commercially available BCB solution
BCB-3022-35 (CYCLOTENET M 3000 Series from Dow chemicals [34]) with its
solvent Mesitylene. The exact ratio of the BCB and the solvent depends on the
desired thickness of the final BCB layer. The solution is then spin coated onto
the substrate, with the spin rate, again depending on the desired BCB thickness.
In this work, a distinction is made between two kinds of bondings that were performed, characterized by the approximate thickness of the spin-coated BCB layer.
In the case of the substrate being the blank silicon wafer, a ”thick” bonding was
usually preferred where pure BCB-3022-35 solution undiluted by Mesitylene was
used (resulting in a thick BCB layer), while for the case of patterned SOI or SiN
chip substrates, a diluted BCB:Mesitylene solution was used. The reason for using a thick BCB for the blank substrate was that since there was no coupling of
light between different layers (as would be the case for the patterned SOI/SiN substrate), there is no specific restriction on the BCB thickness based on those optical
considerations. The thick BCB layer is more tolerant of any remaining particu-
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late contaminants and thus increases the chances of a successful bonding. On the
other hand, with the patterned chip substrates, the necessity of coupling of light
between the silicon/SiN layer and the InGaP layers imposes certain restrictions on
the overall thickness of the intermediate layers between them. The exact thickness needed depends on the manner of light coupling, the exact geometry as well
as the refractive indices of all the layers. However, as we will see in chapter 5,
these thicknesses are in the range of 50-300 nm and thus, large BCB thicknesses
are not desirable. In that case, the BCB solution is diluted by Mesitylene and spin
coated at a specific rate to produce the desired thickness. It should be realized that
the final thickness also depends on the amount of pressure applied to the III-V die
while bonding and thus the BCB dilution, spin rate as well as bonding pressure are
all factors to be considered while optimizing the process in terms of the final BCB
layer thickness.
For the thick bonding, the pure BCB solution is spin-coated at 2000 rpm for 30
s. Fig. 3.3(a) shows the measured thickness profile across a scratch made in the
BCB after the bonding (in an area not under the III-V die) showing that the BCB
thickness is 1.59 µm. It should be noted that this is not the BCB thickness beneath
the III-V layer, which also depends on the pressure applied. A range of BCB thicknesses can be realized by simply varying the spin-rate of the pure BCB solution
as shown in Fig. 3.3(b) [34]. Once the substrate is spin coated with the BCB, it
is baked at 155 ◦C on a hotplate for 15 minutes to evaporate the solvent. The IIIV dies are then placed with the InGaP surface (or deposited oxide) contacting the
BCB (see Fig. 3.2). To make sure that there are no bubbles trapped underneath, the
die is lightly pressed with the handling tweezers and dragged around the substrate.
Because the bonding is done ”manually” by merely placing the III-V die on top
of the substrate, this kind of bonding is also referred to as ’manual bonding’. The
hotplate is then switched off and the substrate and III-V die are left to slowly cool
down to room temperature. The BCB now needs to be fully cured so that it crosslinks and polymerizes thus securely bonding the two surfaces together. In case of
the thick bonding, this is done in an oven programmed to increase the temperature
in steps to 300 ◦C, at which temperature the BCB is cured for 1 hour. Table 3.2
below gives the details of the temperature ramps and the time spent at a particular
temperature. The curing is done in a N2 environment.
Table 3.2: The curing procedure for bonding with thick BCB
Step
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Duration
(hh:mm:ss)
0:01:00
0:25:00
0:25:00
1:33:45
1:00:00
1:13:20

Temperature
(◦C)
25
150
150
300
300
25

Ramp rate
(◦C/min)
–
5
0
1.6
0
–3.75

N2 environment
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Figure 3.3 (a) The measured BCB thickness across a scratch made in a bonded sample.
(b) The spin-coated BCB thickness as a function of the spin rate.

In case of the thin bonding, the BCB:Mesitylene solution is prepared in a volume
ratio 4:3 while the substrate is being baked for desorption. After the desorption
bake, the substrate is cooled down to room temperature and spin coated with the
BCB solution at a rate of 5000 rpm for 30s. The spin-coated chips are then baked
at a temperature of 80 ◦C for 15 minutes before proceeding to bonding. The actual
bonding is done in the Suss Microted Bonder [35], which provides control over
the various parameters that are important for good, repeatable bondings. The parameters are the pressure in the bonding chamber, the temperature as well as the
pressure applied to the III-V/substrate stack while bonding. For the case of thin
bonding, since the success of the bonding is very sensitive to these parameters, the
level of control provided by the bonder is important. As a result, thin bonding is
also sometimes referred to as ’machine bonding’. After the BCB bake, the III-V
die is placed on the substrate at the appropriate position and loaded into the bonding machine between two glass plates. The bonder is programmed to evacuate
the bonding chamber to a vacuum of 10−4 mbar and the temperature is raised to
170 ◦C and maintained there for 15 minutes to remove all the solvent. Then the
temperature is increased to 300 ◦C and maintained for half an hour. Meanwhile
the bonding tool (which applies the preset pressure to the III-V die) is brought in
contact with a force calculated to provide a pressure of 500 mbar. Then the temperature is lowered back down to room temperature. This results in a final BCB
thickness of about 50 nm. Once the bonding is done, the bonded stack can be taken
for removal of the III-V growth substrate.

3.3.2

Substrate removal

The III-V growth substrate removal is done via wet etching. If for some reason, a reduced etching time is needed, grinding can be done beforehand to thin
down the substrate. The GaAs substrate is etched by a 1:4:1 volume ratio of
HNO3 :H2 O2 :H2 O [36]. The etch process involves two steps both of which occur in the same solution concurrently. In the first step, the peroxide oxidizes the
top surface of the GaAs. In the second step the oxidized layer is then removed
by the acid. The relative ratio of the oxidizer to the acid can be used to control
the etch rate. In fact, several different acids can be employed for the second oxide
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removal step [37]. For example a phosphoric acid based etch was also trialed but
it was the nitric acid etch that gave the most reliable results with an acceptably
fast etch rate. Without any stirring of the solution, the etch rate of the optimized
solution is typically 4-5 µm/min and stays more or less constant throughout. The
etch rate can be increased to about 6 µm/min by stirring the etch solution at 50
rpm. The etch solution is selective against the etch-stop layer of InGaP. Due to the
large selectivity ratio (>100), the etch-stop layer does not need to be very thick,
and hence typically, a 200 nm thick etch-stop layer was used. As the substrate is
being etched the top surface looks rough and has a grey metallic color. When the
etch-stop layer is reached a shiny metallic copper-colored surface can be observed.
Hence it is very easy to spot the end of the GaAs substrate removal. The InGaP
etch-stop layer is then removed using a pure HCl solution. The etch-stop removal
in HCl gives rise to bubbles and the end of bubble formation indicates the end of
the etch-stop removal, which takes approximately 30 s. The final sacrificial GaAs
layer is removed using the same nitric acid solution as was used for the substrate
removal. The phosphoric acid based etch that was used to remove the cap layer
can also be used to ensure a smooth top surface. The final layer has a pinkish or
greenish hue depending on whether the InGaP device layer thickness was 250 nm
or 320 nm. Fig. 3.4 shows the microscope images of the various stages of the
substrate removal for the case of the InGaP device layer being 250 nm thick.

Figure 3.4 Cracks parallel to the cleaved edges are clearly visible after the GaAs substrate is
removed. Also observable in these microscope images is the color change associated with each of
the successive stages of the substrate removal process.

Several difficulties were encountered during the development of the substrate removal process apart from finding an appropriate etching chemistry. For one, cracks
can emerge during any stage of the substrate removal, but are generally observed
after there is less than 100 µm of substrate left, and mostly only when a few um of
the substrate is left, as shown in Fig. 3.4. They are observed to always be parallel
to the edge of the bonded die. The appearance of the cracks can be due to any
particle contaminants on either of the surfaces during the bonding. It could also be
a result of any residual strain in the epitaxy growth, which is released during substrate removal. However, with careful control of parameters, a strain free growth
is possible. If the right stoichiometric ratio of In and Ga atoms can be achieved, it
enables the lattice constant of InGaP to be matched to that of GaAs. However, the
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growth of the epitaxial stack was not under the scope of this thesis. Still, in order
to avoid crack formation it is extremely important to have clean surfaces prior during the bonding. The BCB solution itself may also contain impurities and hence
these should be removed by using an appropriate filter.
Another problem associated with the growth is that sometimes a specific section
of the epitaxy wafer would contain lots of micron-sized defects and would only be
visible after the substrate removal was completed, as shown in Fig. 3.5(a). This
can also be avoided with the appropriate optimization of the growth process. Even
overetching for several minutes would not get rid of these defects as shown in Fig.
3.5(b). The only solution to this problem was to use a section of the III-V wafer
that was free of such defects, which could be done by cleaving a small portion of
the wafer close to where the dies to be used for bonding were located and removing
its cap layer, and if needed, the device layer, to observe if the surface was defect
free or not.

Figure 3.5 (a) Micron-sized defects can be seen in the device layer after the substrate removal has
finished. (b) Overetching these defects does nothing to remove them.

Another problem encountered exclusively during the development of the substrate
removal process for the thin BCB bonding was that at the point when it is nearly
complete and only a few µm of substrate is left, one or multiple corners may
debond and that part of the die begins curling back onto itself. This is thought to
occur due to etching from the side and the solution reaching underneath the epi
from the corners and the residual strain causing the subsequent curling of the epi.
The problem is especially exacerbated if the etching solution was being stirred
as it promotes the etchants to reach underneath the debonded part. This leads to
low yields of the overall bonding-substrate removal process (estimated to be about
30%). The problem was mitigated in the ways outlined below.
The first approach involved applying Crystal Wax to the sides of the bonded epi
immediately after the bonding was done and prior to the substrate removal. This
wax is impervious to the etching solution and can thus be used to prevent the side
etching. The procedure for applying the wax begins with heating the bonded sample up to a temperature of 120 ◦C on a hotplate, which is the melting temperature
of the wax. Thus, when a small piece of the wax is held to the sides of the bonded
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die, it will melt and gets deposited on the sidewalls. It is still quite viscous and
adhesive and so it doesn’t flow away from the sidewalls but rather adheres to them.
Once all the sides and corners are satisfactorily coated with the wax, the sample is
removed from the hotplate and cooled down. Once it is back to room temperature,
the wax will harden and provide protection to the sidewalls. During this procedure,
inevitably some of the wax gets onto the top surface and needs to be removed before etching may be performed. Grinding can be performed in a lapping machine
for a few minutes to remove any wax on the top side. Once the wax application
is finished, the rest of the substrate removal process follows as before. Once the
substrate has been removed, the wax can subsequently be removed with Acetone
either at room temperature or slightly warmed to a temperature of 50 ◦C. This procedure thus allows for substrate removal without any peeling or curling of the epi.
However, it was observed that it often (though not always) lead to the formation
of micron-defects sized like the ones mentioned above, which are impossible to
remove. Sometimes, the defects would be confined to only the etch-stop layers
and their removal would thus get rid of all the defects leading to a large uncracked,
defect free and fully bonded InGaP membrane on the substrate, i.e. in nearly ideal
condition. Hence, even though this approach solved the one problem of the side
etching, it did not significantly improve the yield.
The other approach involved simply sacrificing a part of the die as it began curling
back during the final stages of the substrate removal. The curling back of the die
usually begins at one corner and if one breaks off that portion by gently tapping it
with the tweezers while the rest of the die was still being etched, it would reduce
the amount of die that finally became unbonded. This of course required one to
bond a III-V die whose area was large enough such that even if a section of the die
had to be broken off in this way, the remaining III-V would still cover the relevant
areas above the patterned chip. This approach gave higher yields per bonding, but
of course, used more of the III-V material to achieve it. Typically, the size of the
die needed to ensure full coverage would be larger than the chip design on which
the III-V membrane was to be bonded by about 2-3 mm on all sides. With these
approaches, bonding of InGaP membranes to patterned chips and then patterning
them to couple light between the two layers was successfully achieved, as will be
discussed further in chapter 5.

3.3.3

Lithography and etching of InGaP structures

For various nonlinear applications, devices such as gratings, tapers, waveguides,
microdisks and microrings needed to be fabricated. Electron beam (e-beam) lithography is the ubiquitous tool for such fabrication needs because not only does it
allow for the definition of deep subwavelength, nanometer-scale structures; it also
makes rapid prototyping of such devices possible. Thus several design iterations
are possible, which is essential while developing new technologies. Hence, ebeam lithography was ideally suited for the purpose of this work. Also, it helps
that in the photonics community, there is a large amount of expertise of fabricating
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submicron sized features with e-beam lithography for a variety of similar III-V
materials in the context of applications such as lasers etc. This applies to not only
the lithography but also the etching of these structures. Since, in the cleanroom
facilities of the Photonics Research Group of Gent University, e-beam lithography
was not available, a collaboration was set up with the group of Fabrice Raineri at
LPN, Paris, who do have the required facilities and expertise. There, a process had
already been developed for fabricating photonic crystal lasers in InP using e-beam
lithography and inductively coupled Plasma (ICP) etching. This same process was
leveraged with a few modifications to fabricate the required structures in InGaP
since the materials are very similar. It should be noted that although these modifications to the existing lithography and etching process were developed as part of
the work of this thesis, it was primarily the work of Fabrice Raineri and his group.
Here, a brief overview of the process is given.
For the e-beam lithography, the sample preparation begins with doing oxygen
plasma treatment on the sample for 3 minutes followed by baking it in an oven
at 150 ◦C for 15 minutes to remove all the surface moisture. A few nm of oxide is
then sputtered onto the surface to improve the adhesion of the resist layer. Then,
hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) is spin coated on the sample at 3000 rpm for 60
s resulting in a 280 nm thick layer, followed by baking it at 90 ◦C on a hotplate
for 45 minutes. The sample is then loaded into the e-beam machine for exposure.
Care must be taken to properly align the sample’s edges with the holder because
the e-beam can only handle up to a 1◦ of angular misalignment of the sample relative to the holder. Thus, it is helpful to have long straight edges or structures on
the sample to aid with this pre-alignment. When the sample has been exposed, it is
developed in a 1:4 volume solution of AZ400K in DI water for 40 s. During development, bubble formation can be observed and the sample can be gently removed
from the solution for an instant to remove the bubbles. Since it is a negative resist,
the exposed patterns remain after the development and the structures written in the
HSQ resist layer should now be visible under a microscope. Once it is confirmed
that the structures have been written properly, the sample is ready to be etched.
The etching is done in the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etcher. The sample is
attached to a silicon carrier wafer with the help of a thermal glue which assists in
regulating the heat flow. The silicon carrier is important since it will help in the creation of the oxides that passivate the sidewalls during the etching. The gases used
are HBr/O2 /He. HBr provides the reactive species that do the etching. One advantage of using HBr over similar etchants like Cl2 is that the byproducts formed are
more volatile at lower temperatures and need not be removed separately [38, 39].
The oxygen combines with the silicon carrier and aids in the passivation of the
sidewalls [40, 41], while the He-species provides the right dilution of the reacting
species as well as a physical component to the etch mechanism. The progress of
the etching can be followed in real time by observing the reflected signal of a laser
as it reflects off of the surface being etched. The interference between the reflected
signals from the top and the bottom of the membrane causes a change in the re-
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flected signal. Figure 3.6(a) shows an example of this trace. A change in the slope
indicates that the etching is finished. From this, the etch rate can be calculated to be
5.8 nm/s. Once the etching is finished, the sample is unmounted from the carrier.
If required, the HSQ resist on top of the structures can be removed using reactive
ion etching (RIE). As mentioned, several iterations are required to optimize the
etching recipe. Each time, the ratio of the gases was slightly varied and the result
observed in the SEM. The sidewall roughness is observed and decreased through
several iterations in order to get better devices. Figure 3.6(b) shows the SEM image of the optimized InGaP waveguide using the gases in the ratio 10:0.9:90 sccm.
As will be described in the next section, there is still room for improvement of the
overall processing since the linear losses observed with this were still relatively
high.

Figure 3.6 (a) The reflected laser signal for following the progress of the etching. The etching
begins at about the 30 s mark and finishes at 70 s marked by the change in the laser signal’s slope.
(b) The SEM image of an InGaP photonic crystal waveguide etched with a 10:0.9:90 sccm gas
ratio. The sidewall roughness observed is a quick indication of the etch quality.

If a second etch step is required - as in the case of the shallow etched gratings
described in the next section - the same e-beam lithography and ICP etching steps
can be repeated with the only modification being that the e-beam resist is a positive
tone resist (PMMA) and it is used to define patterns in a silicon nitride hardmask.
In this way, the already written structures are protected as only the portions to
be etched in the second stage would be exposed in the e-beam and removed at
the development stage. The exposed PMMA resist is developed in a 1:3 solution
of Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and IPA in a temperature controlled bath at
20.5 ◦C. Then, the PMMA patterns are transferred to the SiN hardmask by RIE
etching (which does not affect the InGaP membrane below). Subsequently, the
second ICP etching can be performed. As before, the etching can be followed
by observing the reflected laser signal but since this time a full etch is not to be
performed, the etching has to be stopped after a time calculated from the etch rate
as deduced from Fig. 3.6(a). Then the SiN hardmask is removed using CHF3 /SF6
gases in RIE. In this way, structures with a two etch steps were fabricated. Figure
3.7 below summarizes the entire fabrication flow.
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Figure 3.7 A detailed overview of the entire process flow for the fabrication of two etch-step devices
in an InGaP membrane bonded to a blank silicon wafer.

3.4

Properties of InGaP waveguides for nonlinear
applications

The potential of the InGaP-on-insulator platform as a nonlinear platform is characterized by measuring its linear and nonlinear properties. For this purpose, InGaP
waveguides were fabricated in the bonded membranes as outlined in the previous section. To couple light into these waveguides, shallow-etched gratings were
designed and fabricated. Both continuous wave and pulsed transmission measurements were performed in order to quantify the linear and nonlinear losses. Finally,
four-wave mixing and self-phase modulation measurements were performed in order to determine the Re(γ) value as well as prove the usability of the platform for
important nonlinear applications.

3.4.1

Grating coupler design and measurement

As a first step towards characterizing the linear and nonlinear properties of this
platform, grating-coupled waveguides of various widths and a height of 250 nm
were fabricated. Both fully and partially etched gratings for the transverse electric
(TE) polarization were designed and fabricated. Because of the large index contrast between InGaP and the air/oxide cladding, fully etched grating structures are
generally not very efficient. The reason for this is that the light experiences a large
change in effective index between the unetched and etched portions of the grating,
and hence most of the light is coupled out within a few grating periods resulting
in a poor mode-overlap with the single-mode fiber, whose mode field diameter is
about 10 µm. This is also found to be the case in the SOI platform, which has a
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slightly larger index contrast [42, 43]. A smaller index step would thus be beneficial and it is generally achieved by partially etching the grating trenches. This
obviously requires two etch steps to be performed which increases the fabrication
complexity. However, as explained in the previous section, the second step is not
overly difficult since it requires exposure over only the small area of the gratings,
which is very fast and also does not need a very precise alignment since the grating
is actually defined in the second step. Thus, for most of the work reported in this
thesis, these shallow etched gratings were used.
The design process starts with estimating the parameters of the equation for Bragg’s
Law:
βW G − Gm = kz
(3.1)
2π
2π
2π
nef f −
m=
nclad sin(θ)
(3.2)
λ
Λ
λ0
λres
nef f = nclad sin(θ) + m
(3.3)
Λ
Here, βW G is the propagation constant of the waveguide mode, Gm is the grating
vector and kz is the projected wave vector in the plane of the grating, nef f and
nclad are the effective and the cladding indices respectively, m is the grating order,
θ is the angle of the incident light, λ0 is the wavelength of peak grating efficiency
and Λ is the grating length. The nef f can be estimated by taking the average of the
effective indices of the two slab waveguides corresponding to the unetched and the
partially etched thicknesses (or in the case of the fully etched grating, the index
of the trench-filler material). The value of the grating order m is generally kept
to be 1 for maximum efficiency. Knowing all the other parameters, Λ can thus be
extracted. For example, for the shallow etched grating, the average effective index
for slab heights of 200 nm and 250 nm was calculated to be 2.257. The slab mode
effective index can be easily calculated from the transcendental equation for the
fundamental TE mode of an asymmetric slab waveguide. This yields for the period
a value of 744 nm for a wavelength of 1550 nm. Compared to the grating period of
630 nm used in 220 nm thick SOI waveguides for the same wavelength, the InGaP
period needs to be larger. The larger period is required since the effective index in
InGaP is smaller compared to that in silicon. Thus a grating period of 744 nm, a
fill factor of roughly 50% and a partial etch depth of 50 nm are thus the starting
parameters for full finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. FDTD is a
suitable technique for such simulations because it naturally provides the coupling
efficiency for a wide frequency bandwidth in a single simulation run [44, 45]. The
parameters that need to be optimized are the period, fill factor, partial-etch depth
and coupling fiber angle. The total slab thickness is fixed depending on the specific
application considerations and was 250 nm here.
The simulations were performed initially using CrystalWave software from Photon Design [46] and then later using Lumerical FDTD [47]. Fig. 3.8(a) shows
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Figure 3.8 (a) The setup for 2D-FDTD simulation of a grating coupler showing the relevant
geometry. (b) The simulation gives coupling efficiency over a wide range of wavelengths.
Inset: The simulated electromagnetic energy flux (Poynting vector) distribution over the
grating structure shown in (a) at the peak grating efficiency wavelength.

the setup for simulation in the Lumerical FDTD software. The simulation in the
CrystalWave software was similar. In this 2D simulation, the fiber on the top side
is the source that acts as the input to the grating structure. The software simulates the passage of a pulse of light centered at the desired wavelength through
this structure. Monitors placed all over the simulation area register the power flux
going through them. Once the simulation is complete, these monitors then perform a Fourier transform of the time domain information they registered to give
the transmission as a function of frequency. Monitor 2 registers the power flux
going through towards the grating and monitor 1 registers the power flux going
through the waveguide which is coupled to the grating. The coupling efficiency as
a function of wavelength can thus be calculated by taking a ratio of the power flux
through the power monitors 1 and 2. If the simulation is setup correctly, the results account for the variation in the coupling efficiency due to the bottom cladding
thickness as well. Fig. 3.8(b) inset shows an example of field distribution at the
peak coupling efficiency wavelength for one such grating structure. It can be observed that most of the light is coupled to the waveguide on the left while the rest
is mostly lost to the substrate or reflected back.
Thus, the output of such a simulation gives the grating coupling efficiency over a
wide range of wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 3.8(b). In this way, starting from the
values calculated from Eq. 3.3, the various parameters can then be varied to optimize the desired characteristics like the coupling efficiency at any desired wavelength or the 3dB bandwidth of the grating. Designs based on such simulations
were fabricated as outlined in the previous section. The best coupling efficiency
achieved with a fully etched grating at a wavelength of 1550 nm was only -13
dB. As expected, the fully etched gratings are quite inefficient and hence partially
etched gratings were also fabricated. Figure 3.9(a) shows the measured coupling
efficiencies of various fabricated partially etched gratings with different periods,
all with a fill factor of 0.5 and an etch depth of 70 nm. It can be observed that the
grating with period 725 nm has the highest coupling efficiency of -7.5 dB at 1540
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Figure 3.9 (a) The measured coupling efficiencies of various partially etched gratings with different
periods (solid lines) and the simulated efficiency for the 725 nm period grating (dashed line). (b)
Microscope image of the fabricated test gratings as well as the taper to couple to waveguides.

nm. For comparison, the simulated coupling efficiency for the 725 nm grating as
a function of wavelength is also shown in dashed line. The difference in the peak
coupling efficiency is only a few nm, while the 3 dB bandwidths vary considerably.
The value for the peak efficiency was also higher in the simulation by about 5dB.
These differences could arise from a number of factors like deviation of actual
grating parameters from the optimized design. For example, a change in the bottom oxide thickness from 3 µm to 3.25 µm causes the simulated peak efficiency to
decrease from -3 dB to -7 dB. However, even with these variations, an acceptable
coupling efficiency of -7.5dB and a 3dB bandwidth of about 47 nm is obtained
for the wavelength range of interest in the telecommunication C-band. Also, the
optimized fabrication process flow yields reliable results over several separate fabrication runs. Figure 3.9(b) shows the microscope image of the fabricated gratings
at the bottom and, at the top, the gratings coupled via tapers to waveguides. The
grating width of 12 µm is tapered down to the required waveguide width (which
was typically between 0.5-1 µm) via a 900 µm long taper which is long enough
to ensure adiabatic transition and thus minimal conversion loss to the fundamental
TE mode of the coupled waveguide.

3.4.2

Linear loss

Once grating couplers with a reasonable efficiency and bandwidth were achieved,
loss properties of the waveguides could be characterized. Figure 3.10(a) shows the
loss measured as a function of waveguide length at 1540 nm, which is the peak
grating efficiency wavelength. From the slope of the linear fit, the linear loss is
extracted to be 11.8 dB/cm. Obviously, compared to the SOI platform, the linear
loss is about an order of magnitude higher and should be reduced in order to be
able to fully exploit the advantageous nonlinear properties of InGaP. This requires
further optimization of the fabrication process, and every step along the way needs
to be carefully re-optimized to get the best possible quality. For example, in the
present case, the large loss is thought to occur due to sidewall roughness of the
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waveguides. Thus, to get the smoothest possible sidewall surface, both the e-beam
lithography and ICP etching processes should be optimized together. Nevertheless, as we will see demonstrated in the following sections and chapters, despite
the relatively large linear loss, the platform is already capable of supporting several nonlinear functionalities with a high efficiency. It should also be noted that
in individual fabrication runs linear losses as low as 6 dB/cm were achieved but
these have been difficult to repeat. Also, other groups have demonstrated low loss
III-V waveguides in similar platforms by developing highly optimized fabrication
processes specifically for those materials [48].

InGaP
BCB
SiO2

Figure 3.10 (a) Linear loss characterization by the cutback method with waveguide
lengths up to 4 cm. (b) The 1 cm long spiral fits easily inside a square space of 180 µm
by 180 µm due to the large index contrast of the III-V material. (c) A SEM cross-section
image of the waveguide.

Figure 3.10(b) shows the 1 cm long waveguide used in this measurement. It is
wound into a tight spiral with bends of 10 µm, thus making it possible to accommodate the full 1 cm long waveguide inside a 180 µm wide square. This is possible
because the large index contrast allows for these tight bends without incurring a
debilitating loss penalty. This shows another advantage of the high index contrast
nature of this InGaP-on-insulator platform: highly compact designs are possible
similar to the case of the SOI platform. Figure 3.10(c) shows a SEM image of a
waveguide cross-section.

3.4.3

Nonlinear loss

From the photoluminescence measurement shown in Fig. 3.1(b), it is expected
that there should be no two-photon absorption loss in InGaP above a wavelength
of 1350 nm. Thus, the nonlinear loss consists of the next higher order loss term,
which is of course three-photon absorption (3PA). In this situation, the loss in the
waveguides is characterized by the following equations:
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dI
= −(αlin + α3pa I 2 + ... + σf ca Nc )I
dz
dNc
α3pa 3
Nc
=
I −
dt
3hν0
τrecomb

(3.4)
(3.5)

Here, αlin and α3pa are the linear and three-photon absorption loss terms, σf ca
is the free-carrier absorption cross-section, Nc is the carrier concentration, ν0 is
the frequency of light and τrecomb is the recombination lifetime of the carriers.
Note that here the source term in the carrier equation corresponds to three-photon
absorption since that is the lowest-order mechanism by which electrons can be promoted to the conduction band, as opposed to equation 2.1 where it was the TPA
term. And since 3PA is a fifth-order effect, it is expected to be much weaker, and
hence its influence is especially small at low to moderate intensities. Hence, as a
first approximation, the carrier term can be ignored unless the powers get so high
as to cause a significant amount of carriers to be generated.
Following the experiment for the determination of the TPA coefficient of the aSi:H waveguides in sec. 2.3.2, the 3PA coefficient α3pa of InGaP waveguides can
similarly be extracted by measuring the transmission of a pulsed laser with high
enough peak powers to induce significant 3PA losses. For this experiment, the
source used was a modelocked laser centered at 1540 nm with a sech2 pulse shape
with a width of 2.8 ps (as determined by autocorrelation measurement) and repetition rate of 10 MHz. The measurement was performed on a vertical setup as
described in chapter 2 with in- and out-coupling of the pulsed laser through the
grating couplers. The laser was kindly provided by collaborators at ULB, Brussels
where this experiment was conducted. Figure 3.11 below shows the peak output
power from a 1 cm long InGaP waveguide of 650 nm width and 250 nm height as
a function of the input peak power and a clear decrease in the transmission at high
peak powers is evident.
In order to prove that the decrease in the transmission with increasing pump power
is really due to 3PA and not TPA (which would cause a similar looking decrease in
the output power with increasing input power), Eq. 3.4 is solved first by keeping
only the αlin and αtpa terms and then by only keeping the αlin and α3pa terms to
analyze the TPA and 3PA-only cases respectively. The respective solutions are as
follows [49]:
Pin
αtpa Lef f
1
1
=
=
Pin + −α L
T
Pout
e lin
A3ef f e(−αlin L)

(3.6)

P2
2 α3pa L3ef f
1
1
= 2in = 2
P2 +
2
T
Pout
A5ef f e−2αlin L in e(−2αlin L)

(3.7)

Here, Pin and Pout are the input and output peak powers, Lef f and L3ef f are the
respective effective interaction lengths defined as (1 − e−αlin L )/αlin and (1 −
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Figure 3.11 The transmission behavior of a 2.8 ps laser pulse as a function of the input
peak power (dots) and the fit (solid line) using the theoretical formula of Eq. 3.7 to
extract the α3pa value of 2.5 × 10−2 cm3 GW −2 .

e−2αlin L )/(2αlin ) , L is waveguide length and A3ef f and A5ef f are the effective
waveguide
areas for
processes
RR
RR third-order and fifth-order
RR
RRrespectively defined as
( |E|2 dxdy)2 /( |E|4 dxdy) and [( |E|2 dx dy)3 / |E|6 dx dy]1/2 [49]. As
can be seen from these equations, in case of the TPA dominated waveguide, the
reciprocal transmission is a linear function of the input power while in the case of
the 3PA dominated waveguide, it is the reciprocal transmission squared that is a
linear function of the input power squared. Figure 3.12(a) and (b) show the measured data of Fig. 3.11 replotted in terms of the reciprocal transmission. The clear
linear trend of Fig. 3.12(b) shows that the nonlinear loss is indeed 3PA-dominated,
as expected from the photoluminescence data in Fig. 3.1(b). The value for the 3PA
coefficient can now be extracted using Eq. 3.7. Considering that the nonlinear absorption is strong at the peak of the pulse and weak or negligible at the tails, the
time domain nature of the pulse should be taken into account while using Eq. 3.7:
Z∞
T =
−∞

(1/2t0 ) e−αL sech2 (t/t0 )

 1 dt
1 + (α3pa /αlin ) I02 sech4 (t/t0 ) (1 − e−2αL ) 2

(3.8)

The solid line in Fig. 3.11 is plotted by fitting this to the data with the 3PA coefficient as the free parameter. In this manner, the value for α3pa is extracted to
be 0.025±0.005 cm3 /GW 2 . This is comparable to the theoretically calculated
value [49] of 0.066 cm3 /GW 2 for similar materials. The theoretical curve of the
α3pa value for longer wavelengths is shown in Fig. 3.13. Even though the experimentally determined value is not exactly the same as theory predicts, the general
trend is still instructive. As can be seen, the 3PA coefficient peaks at about 1920
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Figure 3.12 (a) The reciprocal transmission is not a linear function of the input peak power as
would have been the case if TPA were the lowest order multiphoton absorption according to Eq.
3.6. (b) The reciprocal transmission squared is a linear function of the input peak power squared,
which shows that the waveguide is 3PA dominated as described by Eq. 3.7.

nm, which is close to a third of the bandgap and is about 3 times larger. Thus
it is important to consider 3PA related losses when especially operating at those
longer wavelengths. For wavelengths shorter than 1350 nm, of course, even TPA
would be of importance. Thus, for this material the 1.5 µm telecommunications
wavelength window is best suited for nonlinear applications since both TPA and
3PA related losses are minimal.

Figure 3.13 Theoretical extension of the 3PA coefficient shows that it is maximal
close to a third of the bandgap energy. It shows that operating at longer wavelengths might thus lead to stronger nonlinear losses.
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Third order nonlinear gain

The nonlinear parameter γ defined in Eq. 2.9 is still what we are interested in when
it comes to the third-order nonlinear processes such as four-wave mixing and selfand cross-phase modulation. As we have seen, there is no TPA, and hence the
imaginary part of γ is zero. In this section, the characterization of the real part
of γ from a four-wave mixing (FWM) experiment is described. The governing
equations (Eq. 2.8) of the FWM experiment have already been described in chapter 2. Here, the FWM experiment is performed in the continuous wave regime as
opposed to the pulsed regime. Consequently, the overall efficiency is quite low
since the pump power is orders of magnitude smaller than was the case in section
3.4.3. However, the advantage of this approach for the characterization of the nonlinearity is that the various complicating effects that come into play when pulses
are involved such as nonlinear losses, self-phase modulation and dispersion related
spectral changes (and the associated change in peak power) etc. are absent and we
can extract the value of Re(γ) directly from the efficiency of the idler wave generation as a function of the pump or signal power.
The setup for this measurement is shown in Fig. 3.14(a). A CW laser (the pump)
is amplified in an Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) background is filtered out with a narrowband bandpass
filter. It is then combined with another CW laser (the signal) using a 50:50 splitter
and both are coupled into a 650 nm wide and 2 mm long waveguide via the grating.
The waveguide used here is much shorter than the one used for the characterization of the nonlinear loss since the effective interaction length gets saturated due
to the high linear losses and hence longer waveguide lengths do not mean any increase in the nonlinear efficiency and in fact, only cause additional losses to the
converted signals. The polarization controllers ensure that the polarization of each
laser is TE for maximum coupling efficiency. Light from the output grating is sent
to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), which records the powers of the pump and
signal lasers as well as the generated idler wavelength. Figure 3.14(b) shows the
output when the coupled in pump (1552 nm) and signal (1551 nm) powers are 38
mW and 1.47 mW respectively. Since the pump power is much larger than the
signal or idler powers, we are operating in the undepleted pump regime.
In general, if all three waves are coupled into the waveguide then the direction
of the power flow depends on the relative phases of the three waves. Specifically
power flow from the pump to the signal and idler waves termed as parametric
amplification or the reverse process termed as parametric attenuation occurs if the
phase difference θ = 2φp − φs − φi = π/2 or −π/2 respectively [50]. Since
in this case, only the pump and the signal are input to the InGaP waveguide, the
idler that is generated in the very beginning of the waveguide will have a phase
corresponding to that of parametric amplification. In this way as they propagate
forward together, the signal and idler waves will be amplified. For this degenerate
FWM process, the following equations describe the evolution of the pump, signal
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and idler waves along the waveguide [51, 52].

Figure 3.14 (a) The experimental setup for the four-wave mixing experiment for the determination
of Re(γ). (b) From the left, the idler, pump and signal powers as measured by OSA for coupled
in pump and signal powers of 38 mW and 1.47 mW respectively. (c) The numerically simulated
evolution of the pump, signal and idler waves according to Eqs. 3.9-3.11 reproduces the measured
idler power for a Re(γ) value of 482 W −1 m−1 . All the powers have been reduced by -7.5 dB to
take into account the out-coupling efficiency and facilitate easy comparison with the experimental
measurement of Fig. 3.14(b).

dAs
ωs
= iRe(γ)
dz
ωp





αlin
|As |2 + 2|Ai |2 + 2|Ap |2 As + A∗i Ap Ap ei∆klin z −
As
2
(3.9)

dAi
ωi
= iRe(γ)
dz
ωp





αlin
|Ai |2 + 2|As |2 + 2|Ap |2 Ai + A∗s Ap Ap ei∆klin z −
Ai
2
(3.10)




dAp
αlin
= iRe(γ) |Ap |2 + 2|As |2 + 2|Ai |2 Ap + A∗p As Ai e−i∆klin z −
Ap
dz
2
(3.11)
Here, As,i,p represents the complex electric field amplitude of the signal, idler and
pump waves respectively, z is the position along the waveguide, ∆klin is the linear
phase mismatch defined as ∆klin = ks +ki −2kp ≈ β2 ∆ω 2 where ∆ω = ωs −ωp
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is the pump-signal detuning, and αlin is the linear propagation loss in m−1 . Since
we are working in the low power continuous wave regime, nonlinear loss terms
are negligible and can be ignored. Figure 3.14(c) shows the result of the numerical integration of these coupled equations for the experimental parameters of Fig.
3.14(b). The simulation has Re(γ) as the unknown free parameter and it matches
the experimentally observed idler power when setting Re(γ) = 482 W −1 m−1 . The
conversion efficiency η is defined as the ratio of the generated idler power to the
signal power. To get a better estimate of the Re(γ), the FWM experiment was
performed while varying the pump power. Figure 3.15 shows the measured conversion efficiency as a function of the pump power and a comparison with the
numerically simulated efficiency which gives a Re(γ) value of 475±50 W −1 m−1 .
For comparison, the theoretical conversion efficiency is also included in Figure
3.15. If the undepleted pump approximation is made, theoretically it is given by
the following relation [53]:

Pidler (L)
Pidler (L)
=
=
η=
Psignal (L)
Psignal (0)e−αlin L
v
u
2
u
g = t γPpump (0) −

!2
γPpump (0)
sinh(gL)
g

∆klin + 2γPpump (0)
2

(3.12)

!2

Figure 3.15 The measured (blue dots), numerically simulated (solid black line) and
theoretical (red dashed line) conversion efficiency as a function of the coupled in pump
power. The simulated and theoretical lines match loosely the experimental data for a
Re(γ) value of 475 ± 50 W −1 m−1 .

(3.13)
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Here, g is the parametric gain, Ppump (0) is the input pump power and L is the
waveguide length. In the regime where the pump-signal detuning ∆ω is very small
such as in the case of the measurement data shown in Fig. 3.15; the linear phase
mismatch ∆klin = ∆ω 2 β2 is also very small and thus the effect of the waveguide
dispersion is negligible. In that case, η is given by:
η=

2
Pidler (L)
= Re(γ)Ppump (0)Lef f
−α
L
lin
Psignal (0)e

(3.14)

Here, Lef f is the effective interaction length as defined in Eq. 3.6 and Re(γ) is
used in this formula to emphasize that imaginary part of γ is zero in this case. It
should be noted that the signal amplification here is very small 0.0034 dB and so
the linear loss is the dominant factor in determining the signal output power. Compared to the reported η values for III-V waveguides in literature where the core
and cladding layers are both III-V with slightly different compositions, the value
measured here is much larger [24–27]. For example, because the Re(γ) values
obtained in [27] and [26] are in the range 35-82 W −1 m−1 , the pump power (or
effective waveguide length) required to achieve a similar conversion efficiency as
in the present case would be about an order of magnitude larger. Shortly after the
present work was published, another group used a similar approach as presented
here but with the III-V material AlGaAs and achieved even larger conversion efficiency owing to a stronger confinement [54]. This validates the overall approach
used here and proves that it can be used with other materials with stronger index
contrasts or nonlinearities.

Figure 3.16 (a) The four-wave mixing experiment with several different pump-signal detunings. The
pump, signal and idler outputs are shown in green, red and blue respectively. (b) The conversion
efficiency for the different detunings (red dots) and the simulated efficiency for Re(γ) = 475 W −1 m−1
and |β2 | = 0.15ps2 /m.

It is also instructive to look at the efficiency as a function of the pump-signal detuning. Figure 3.16(a) shows the FWM output from a 1cm long InGaP waveguide
(which corresponds to an effective length of 3.4 mm) with 12 mW pump power
as the detuning is increased. As the coupling bandwidth of the grating coupler is
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limited, the pump-signal detuning can only be increased up to about 40 nm before the generated idler becomes too weak because of higher coupling losses. Of
course, at the larger detuning values where Eq. 3.14 may no longer be valid, it is
possible that the idler power drops as a result of a reduced conversion efficiency η
due to non-negligible role of the phase-mismatch. From Eq. 3.13, it is clear that
the detuning required for this drop in the efficiency to be observable depends on
the exact value of β2 (since ∆klin is directly proportional to β2 ). If β2 is small
enough, η will remain close to the maximum efficiency even for large detunings.
In Fig. 3.16(b), the extracted conversion efficiency as a function of the detuning is
shown. As can be seen, there is no significant drop in the efficiency even for the
largest detuning, implying that the β2 value is small. For comparison, the theoretical efficiency calculated using Eq. 3.12 is also shown, where the largest |β2 | value
that would produce the observed conversion efficiency bandwidth is used. This
|β2,max | value gives an estimate of the smallest 3dB bandwidth of the conversion
efficiency which in this case is 57 nm.

Figure 3.17 (a) The simulated dispersion for InGaP waveguides of various widths (legend, in nm) is
shown. (b) The corresponding theoretically calculated FWM conversion efficiency at a pump power
of 10 mW and a waveguide length of 1 cm using Eq. 3.12 for various waveguides widths using the
experimentally measured Re(γ) value. Inset: 3dB-bandwidths of η as a function of the waveguide
width reveals that a bandwidth of several hundred nm is achievable with the right width selection.

This bandwidth can be increased or decreased easily by selecting the appropriate
waveguide width to give the required amount of dispersion. A 3 dB-bandwidth
of hundreds of nm can be easily achieved by designing the waveguide to have a
very small dispersion at the pump wavelength. Figure 3.17(a) shows the simulated
dispersion of various waveguides with different widths using the material model
from the fit of Fig. 3.1(a). Figure 3.16(b) shows the FWM conversion efficiency
for a pump power of 10 mW and a waveguide length of 1 cm calculated using
Eq. 3.12 as a function of the pump-signal detuning with the dispersion values
corresponding to Fig. 3.17(a) and the experimentally determined value of Re(γ)
but rescaled according to the waveguide effective area. As can be seen, by only
changing the waveguide width by few tens of nm, the 3 dB-conversion bandwidth
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can be significantly modified. There is a small corresponding change in the maximum η of a few dB because the values for the effective area and thus the Re(γ)
of the waveguides are slightly different. 3dB-bandwidths of several hundred nm
are thus achievable with the right waveguide width as shown in the inset of Fig.
3.17(b). This is just another demonstration of the importance of dispersion engineering for nonlinear applications. Another point that should be noted is that the
approach of bonding InGaP membranes allows one to freely choose the height of
the waveguide as a parameter, which is not the case in the SOI platform. Thus, if
the dispersion properties are more advantageous for a different waveguide height,
one could simply bond an InGaP membrane of that thickness.
The Re(γ) measured here is slightly larger than the value reported for the SOI
platform which is around 400 W −1 m−1 [55]. As can be seen from Eq. 3.14,
for the same effective interaction length, the generated idler power in the dB
scale is linearly proportional to the linear loss of the signal wave. Thus, reducing the losses by 10 dB/cm would give a 10-fold improvement in the generated
idler power. With a fully optimized fabrication methodology, such improvements
could arguably be expected since other groups have demonstrated such low loss
waveguides in a similar platform already [54]. The large linear losses currently
experienced mean that it is not possible to improve the conversion efficiency by
simply having longer waveguides since the effective interaction length quickly
saturates for longer waveguide lengths. For example, at the current loss level, a 2
mm long waveguide reduces to a 1.54 mm long interaction length, while a 1 cm
long waveguide, which is physically 5-times longer, only improves the effective
interaction length by about a factor of two. Thus, for applications such as wavelength conversion, the only recourse would be to increase the pump power which,
as can be seen from Eq. 3.14, provides the same quadratic scaling, but which may
not always be desirable.
Nevertheless, even with the current linear loss, and with a Re(γ) value only slightly
larger than in SOI, a comparable FWM conversion efficiency in SOI is only obtained in rib waveguides equipped with p-i-n diodes that sweep out the carriers
thereby reducing the nonlinear losses [56–58]. Without the p-i-n diodes mitigating the FCA losses, the efficiency saturates at pump powers somewhat higher than
those used here [58], and thus, the efficiency cannot be dramatically improved simply by stronger pumping of the waveguides. This is because, as discussed earlier,
for the large intensities involved, it is the nonlinear losses that become the limiting
factor. Considering that the nonlinear losses arising from multiphoton absorption
(and consequently, from FCA) are much smaller in these InGaP waveguides, it is
possible to pump them much harder thus making it possible to implement several
nonlinear applications that are either difficult or simply not feasible in the SOI
platform without complicated countermeasures such as the incorporation of p-in diodes. Just such an application - octave spanning supercontinuum generation
pumped at telecom wavelengths - is discussed in the next chapter.
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Self-phase modulation

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the intensity dependence of the refractive
index due to the Kerr effect results in a change in the spectral content (usually a
spectral broadening, depending on the sign of n2 and the initial chirp) of a pulsed
laser as it propagates through the nonlinear waveguide. This self-phase modulation (SPM) can be useful in certain applications such as soliton propagation [59],
in all-optical regeneration [60], supercontinuum generation especially in the normal dispersion regime [61–63], pulse compression [64, 65] etc., and detrimental in
others such as communications [66]. Since the FWM experiment described in the
previous section is designed to avoid all interplay with the nonlinear losses, it is
interesting to demonstrate a nonlinear process where both the nonlinear gain and
loss are present. SPM is one such an application since the peak powers required
for large phase shifts of π or more mean that the nonlinear losses can no longer be
ignored.

Figure 3.18 The output (solid lines) from the 1 cm long InGaP waveguide show the characteristic SPM initiated dips in the spectra with increasing pump powers. The dotted line shows the
input spectrum corresponding to the 4.9 W input peak power and it is identical for all the others
except for an increase in the peak power since the input power level was controlled by a variable
attenuator.
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The setup for measuring SPM was the same one used to characterize the nonlinear
losses in sec. 3.4.3. The laser pulse width was 2.8 ps and the repetition rate was 10
MHz. The InGaP waveguide was 1 cm long and had a cross section of 650 nm by
250 nm, light was coupled in and out via gratings. The laser pulses passed through
an EDFA, a polarization controller and a variable attenuator before in-coupling
through the grating. The variable attenuator is needed so as to allow changing the
input power without changing the pulse spectrum which can occur if one instead
changes the laser gain. As it is passing through several meters of fiber before
the waveguide, certain broadening could occur through SPM in the fiber itself.
Hence, to characterize the SPM of the waveguide, it is important to compare it with
the input pulse spectrum. Figure 3.18 shows the input and the output spectra for
increasing input peak powers. As can be seen, the pulse spectrum both broadens
and shows the characteristic spectral dips as the input peak power is increased.
The time-bandwidth product of the input pulse is about 0.7 which when compared
to the ideal transform limited case of 0.315, shows that the input pulse is not an
ideal sech2 -pulse as can be seen from spectrum of the dotted line in Fig. 3.18.

Figure 3.19 (a) The simulated (dotted black lines) and experimental (solid blue lines) for the
Re(γ) of 475 W −1 m−1 for input peak powers of 4.9 W, 9.8 W, 22 W and 44 W respectively
from bottom to top. (b) The comparison of the simulated and experimental SPM spectral with a
reduced Re(γ) value of 150 W −1 m−1 .

This is not unexpected since the laser passes through several meters of fiber as well
as the EDFA before it reaches the InGaP waveguide. Figure 3.19(a) shows the
attempt at modelling the behaviour of these pulses in the waveguide by integrating
the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLSE) as was done in chapter
2. The only difference is that the TPA term is now replaced by the corresponding
3PA term and the carrier term is given by Eq. 3.5:
∂E
β2 ∂ 2 E
αlin
=−i
−
E+
∂z
2 ∂t2
2
σ
− (1 + iµ)Nc E
2

i ∂
1+
ω0 ∂t

!

!
α3pa
4
iRe(γ)|E| −
|E| E
3A25ef f
2

(3.15)
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The simulation was carried out with the known values of the parameters Re(γ), β2 ,
α3pa , αlin as mentioned above, and the rest were taken from literature [67–69].
Specifically, σ = 7 × 10−21 m2 , µ = 5.8 and the carrier lifetime τc = 50 ps. As
can be seen, the simulated spectra do not match the observed experimental ones. In
particular, the simulated profiles show that the output spectra ought to have more
broadening and many more dips than were actually observed. Even including a
(linear) chirp in the input pulse could not account for the large discrepancy between the simulated and experimental spectra. Hence, a more complicated chirp
profile might be needed to account for this behavior. Other ’usual suspect’ errors
such as an overestimation of the input peak power etc. would need to be too large
to account for this discrepancy to be reasonably assumed. It is unclear at this point
what exactly the reason is for the observed SPM broadening to be smaller than
expected. For comparison, Fig. 3.19(b) shows the simulated SPM spectra for a
reduced Re(γ) value of 150 W −1 m−1 .
However, one can at the very least estimate the amount of phase shift experienced
by the pulse by counting the number of peaks in the output spectrum [51, 70]. In
this case, at the highest powers, 4 peaks can be observed, which corresponds to
a phase of φmax = 3.5π. A better understanding of the dynamics of the interplay
between nonlinear gain, loss and the dispersion can be obtained by the use of more
ideal pulses, which is what is done in the next chapter for the demonstration of
supercontinuum generation by pumping the InGaP waveguides with femtosecond
pulses.

3.4.6

Second-order nonlinearity

As mentioned in section 3.2, the d14 element of the χ(2) tensor for InGaP is large
enough to be of practical use in applications such as sum- and difference-frequency
generation. The fact that it is the d14 tensor element that is non-zero (regardless
of the amount of ordering present in the crystal) and that it is the dominant tensor element has some implications when it comes to using it for such second-order
(2)
nonlinear processes. Since it is the χxyz tensor element that corresponds to the d14
in the shortened representation of the susceptibility tensor [71], it becomes clear
that the input field’s electric field components need to be along at least any two of
the crystal axes in order to invoke this nonlinearity. This will result in a nonlinear
polarization along the third crystal axis. Since the growth of InGaP lattice matched
to a GaAs substrate is along the [001] direction, the plane of the InGaP membrane
layer that is bonded to the substrate will contain the [010] and the [100] crystal
directions, as shown in Fig. 3.20. The InGaP membrane facets correspond to the
directions the [110] and the [11̄0] directions. Hence, one can immediately see
that the electric field of a TE mode (which is of course parallel to the membrane
surface) in a waveguide oriented at an angle of 0◦ will have equal components
along two of the crystal axes, while in case of the being waveguide oriented at
an angle of 45◦ , the electric field will be along one of the crystal axes and thus
have no second-order response. One can thus easily access the d14 tensor element
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of the second-order nonlinearity by simply coupling light into the TE modes of
waveguides oriented at the correct angle in the InGaP membrane for implementing second-order nonlinear processes. In case of second-harmonic generation for
example, light at the fundamental wavelength in a waveguide will generate the second harmonic wavelength with the electrical field oriented along the third crystal
axis, which obviously corresponds to the TM mode of the waveguide. Similarly,
one could have the input electric fields in some combination of TE and TM modes
of the waveguide interacting through the d14 tensor element to generate new fields
at the sum or difference frequency.

Figure 3.20 Orientation of the InGaP waveguide facets with respect to its
crystallographic axes implies that for a waveguide oriented parallel to either
of the membrane facets, the TE mode overlaps with two of the crystal axes.

Of course, the efficiency of any such interaction depends on phase matching. Phase
matching simply ensures that the phase difference between the nonlinear polarization (whose phase obviously depends on the input fields) and the generated
field (whose phase evolves according to the linear dispersive properties of the nonlinear medium) remains zero so that there is coherent addition between the two.
For second-order nonlinear processes, there are many techniques that are used for
achieving phase matching. One very popular technique exploits the birefringence
of anisotropic materials to match the index for fields with different polarizations.
This technique has been used especially in bulk nonlinear optics for a long time
and has contributed to the popularity of materials such as KH2 PO4 (KDP) and
LiNbO3 (LN) in such applications. While bulk InGaP is isotropic, this functionality can still be exploited by using the birefringence of the high index contrast
waveguide structure, in which TM modes have very different propagation properties compared to TE modes. This geometrical birefringence, together with the
waveguide dispersion, can be exploited to achieve phase matching by properly designing the waveguide.
For example, in case of SHG, the condition for phase matching is simply that
the effective index at the harmonic and the fundamental wavelengths should be
equal [71]. Now, in general, the material refractive index at the harmonic wave-
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Figure 3.21 The effective index of the fundamental TE mode at 1550 nm (black solid line with black
dots) and the first 10 modes at the SH wavelength as a function of the InGaP waveguide width. For the
SH modes, the TE modes are plotted in dotted lines and the TM modes are plotted in solid lines.

length is larger than the index at the fundamental wavelength. This is especially
true for InGaP when the fundamental wavelength is in the telecommunications
wavelength range since the second harmonic wavelengths lie near the band edge
where dispersion is quite strong. Now, since at any given wavelength, the effective index of higher-order modes of a waveguide is lower than that of the fundamental mode, it is possible to have a higher-order mode at the second harmonic
wavelength whose effective index is equal to that of the fundamental mode at the
fundamental wavelength. This is termed as modal phase matching. Figure 3.21
shows how this is possible for SHG at the fundamental wavelength of 1550 nm in
InGaP waveguides with a height of 250 nm and various widths. The effective indices of various modes (numbered 1 through 10) at the SH wavelength of 775 nm
as well as the effective index of the fundamental mode at 1550 nm are shown. As
can be seen, for certain waveguide widths, the effective index for the fundamental
mode (which happens to be a TE mode) at 1550 nm is the same as that of one of
the higher-order modes at the SH wavelength of 775 nm. Thus, for these widths,
that particular higher-order mode at the SH wavelength is perfectly phase matched
with the fundamental TE mode at the fundamental wavelength. However, given
the previous discussion about the χ(2) tensor of InGaP, there is another consideration that must be taken into account, which is that the SH mode must be a TM
mode because the generated electric field at the SH wavelength will be along the
[001] direction. From Fig. 3.21 it can be seen that for a waveguide width of about
770 nm, the fundamental TE mode at 1550 nm will be phase matched with the
8th mode (which is a TM mode) at 775 nm. As can be seen, another possibility
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for phase matching is available at a waveguide width of about 1075 nm, where
it is the 10th mode (which is also a TM mode) instead which is phase matched.
In order to choose between the two, the overlap integral between the two modes
needs to be calculated [23]. The higher the overlap, obviously, the greater the nonlinear interaction will be between the two modes. Since the fundamental TE mode
is symmetric, the SH TM mode should also be symmetric; otherwise the overlap
integral will be zero. The respective fundamental TE and SH TM modes that are
phase matched for the width of 770 nm are shown in Fig. 3.22. A similar phase
matching point can be found for SHG at other wavelengths of course. Thus, in
summary, for modal phase matching for second harmonic generation, we need a
symmetric higher-order TM mode at the SH wavelength whose index is the same
as that of the fundamental TE mode at the fundamental wavelength.

Figure 3.22 (a) The fundamental TE waveguide mode at 1550 nm and (b) the 8th order mode
which is a third-order TM mode at the SH wavelength.

To observe second-harmonic generation, 2 mm long InGaP waveguides of various widths and oriented at 0◦ , 22.5◦ and 45◦ to the facets were fabricated. The
experiment was conducted in a horizontal setup where the cleaved facets of the
waveguides were coupled to lensed fibers. The angled waveguides were terminated with a bend such that their end facets were always parallel to the 0◦ waveguide. This was done in order to facilitate the cleaving of the chip on both ends
for use in a horizontal measurement setup where the waveguides are coupled to
lensed fibers. Figure 3.23 shows the result of one such experiment where a 2 mm
long InGaP waveguide of width 800 nm oriented at 45◦ is seen to ’glow’ with the
generated second-harmonic light when pumped with a CW laser at 1576 nm. Less
efficient SHG was observed in the same waveguide oriented at 22.5◦ and no SHG
was observed in the 0◦ waveguide. This is contrary to the expectation from the
crystallographic orientation as shown in Fig. 3.20. The reason for this discrepancy
is not entirely clear at this point. Either the χ(2) reported in literature is not what
we have here and there are other components of the tensor that are non-zero (in
(2)
this case it would seem to be χxyy ) or the crystallographic orientation of the membrane is along a different direction from what is shown in Fig. 3.20. Nevertheless,
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whatever the reason might be, it is clear from this experiment that the second harmonic generation occurs most efficiently in waveguides oriented at 45◦ angle to
the membrane facet with the pump being in the TE mode and the second harmonic
output being in the TM mode. And while this information is enough for designing
waveguides for such appplications, it is of course important to understand the origin of this discrepancy. This is something that can be tackled in future work. Once
the lensed fibers were aligned with the waveguide at the fundamental wavelength,
the output lensed fiber was replaced with a multimode fiber because it has a better collection efficiency of the higher-order mode at the second harmonic. Figure
3.24(a) shows collected second harmonic power as a function of pump power. The
slope of the linear fit of the collected SH power to the pump power (in dBm) is
2.04, which is of course very close to the expected quadratic scaling of perfectly
phase matched SHG.

Figure 3.23 The output facet of a 800 nm × 250 nm InGaP waveguide oriented at 45◦ shows the
glow of generated second harmonic light when pumped by a laser at 1576 nm. The waveguide
ends in a bend in order for the waveguide to be cleaved at a zero angle and coupled to a lensed or
multimode fiber. The SH light is collected using a multimode fiber.

A couple of different off-chip conversion efficiencies (in units of %/W and %/W/mm2 )
are used in literature, which are defined as follows:

η1 = 100

PSH,out
%
2
PF,in

(3.16)

η2 = 100

PSH,out
%
(PF,in L)2

(3.17)

For this particular case, the values of the conversion efficiency are: η1 = 2.8 ×
10−3 %/W and η2 = 6.9 × 10−4 %/W/mm2 . These values are comparable
with the reports in literature of modal phase matching in AlGaAs waveguides
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Figure 3.24 (a) Coupled-out SH power as a function of the coupled-in pump power. The slope
of the linear fit is 2.04, very close to the expected slope of 2.00 from perfectly phase matched
operation. (b) The phase matched fundamental wavelength as a function of the waveguide width
(for a slightly smaller waveguide height of 225 nm, different from the case of (a), because of
which the phase matching points fall at slightly different wavelengths).

[23]. In other waveguides, coupled-out SH powers as high as -64 dBm and offchip conversion efficiencies as high as η1 = 6.6 × 10−3 %/W and η2 = 2.3 ×
10−3 %/W/mm2 were observed. Figure 3.24(b) shows the wavelengths at which
different waveguide widths show modal phase matching, demonstrating that the
method can be used to generate SH using a pump across the telecommunications
wavelength range. It should be noted that the SH power used in these definitions
is the power collected by the multimode fiber and the fundamental power is the
coupled-in power to the waveguide. As the out-coupling efficiency and the loss
for the higher-order TM mode at the SH wavelength are unknown, the calculation
of the internal conversion efficiency is difficult. The coupling efficiency could be
estimated by calculating the overlap of the SH mode with those of the multimode
fiber. However, in this particular case, such calculations are unreliable because the
higher-order modes can couple to other modes in the bend section of the waveguide structure unless the bends are very large (> 100 µm for example). In future
designs, such bends could easily be incorporated. Alternatively, the InGaP die itself could be bonded at an angle of 45◦ so that it is now the 0◦ -oriented waveguides
that exhibit the second-order nonlinearity, removing any need for bends. Another
issue is that the loss of the higher-order SH mode has previously been reported to
be very high (up to 100 dB/cm) [23] and as such should not be easily neglected
in calculations for the internal conversion efficiency. This loss of this higher-order
TM can be extracted from the wavelength dependence of the SH conversion efficiency as in [23], or by comparing the generated SH power between waveguides
of different lengths.
Until now we have discussed a technique for achieving perfect phase matching.
However, perfect phase matching is not always possible and in such cases, another popular technique for achieving efficient nonlinear interactions is quasiphase matching (QPM). In QPM, in lieu of perfect phase matching, the sign of
the χ(2) tensor element is inverted periodically whenever the phase difference be-
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tween the nonlinear polarization and the generated field reaches π, thereby avoiding destructive interference (and thus the power flowing back from the generated
to the generating fields). The distance after which the accumulated phase difference equals π and hence the distance after which the χ(2) inversion needs to take
place is called as the ’coherence length’. Obviously, this technique requires a way
to invert the sign of the χ(2) nonlinearity. For III-V material such as InGaP, this
tensor inversion is possible but requires significant alterations of the growth process in a technique called orientation patterning [72]. However, there is a way
to achieve QPM without having to alter the growth process. Because of the nature of the χ(2) tensor of III-V materials, turning the material by 90◦ changes the
sign of the χ(2) [16]. As a result, if a waveguide has a 90◦ bend, it will experience
equal but opposite χ(2) in the two arms of the bend. Thus, one only needs to have a
bend radius such that one 90◦ bend section is twice the coherence length in order to
achieve QPM. Thus, the advantage of this is that it is a very easy way to implement
the QPM without having to resort to complicated growth processes. Also, this allows for the freedom to achieve QPM for various different processes simply by
changing the bend radius, while in the orientation patterning technique, this is not
the case. The inversion period Λ (i.e. one region each of the positive and negative
χ(2) , each corresponding to one coherence length) is given by ΛQP M = 2π/∆k
where ∆k = 2 kF − kSH is the phase mismatch between the fundamental and SH
wavelengths. Thus, ΛQP M = λF /(2 ∆nef f ), where ∆nef f = nef f,F − nef f,SH
and hence the bend radius is given by Rbend = 4/(∆k) = λF /π∆nef f . This
implies that the index difference between the fundamental and SH fields should
be lower than ≈ 0.025 in order to have reasonable bend radii larger than 20 µm.
This is the main disadvantage of this technique - the bend radii required for QPM
in processes with a large phase mismatch can become too small for efficient operation. Of course, a bend radius which is large enough to avoid losses through
radiation leakage and thus appropriate for low-loss operation would depend on the
wavelengths involved. For example, the same concept can be extended to quasiphase matching of sum and difference frequency generation. Again, it is the total
phase mismatch ∆k that determines the inversion period and thus the bend radius.
For example, in the case of generation of mid-infrared frequencies by DFG between two lasers at 1064 nm and 1510 nm (thus generating a difference frequency
located at about 3.6 µm), an InGaP rib-waveguide of width 2.8 µm and a height
of 220 nm with a rib-height of 110 nm can be quasi-phase matched with a bend
radius of about 36 µm.
QPM, while in principle less efficient compared to perfect phase matching, can
still be of practical interest, especially considering that the modal overlap can potentially be dramatically improved since now we have the freedom to choose the
fundamental modes at all the interacting wavelengths. Using fundamental modes
(or at least lower order modes compared to the modal phase matching case) may
also improve the loss penalty for the generated wavelengths, thereby further increasing the generation efficiency. It also allows for a larger bandwidth compared
to modal phase matching which of course works for a very small range of wave-
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lengths with any appreciable efficiency. Hence, it is a promising technique that
should be explored in future work.

Figure 3.25 InGaP ring resonator with a diameter of 100 µm showing quasi-phase matched second
harmonic generation at a pump wavelength of 1526 nm.

Another way to improve the efficiency is to conduct the nonlinear interaction inside a resonant cavity, where the enhancement provided by the cavity greatly increases the nonlinear interaction. As mentioned above, for QPM-SHG with bent
waveguides, the index difference between fundamental and SH wavelengths needs
to be quite small in order to have reasonable radii. It can be seen from Fig. 3.21
that the bend radius required for QPM-SHG at 1550 nm between the fundamental
TE (for the pump wavelength) and TM (for the SH wavelength) modes is in the
range of 1 µm, which is too small for low-loss operation. However, combining the
modal-phase matching and the QPM techniques can somewhat alleviate this problem (of course at the cost of once again having to use a higher-order SH modes).
Basically, if operated close to the modal phase matching point, then the index difference is small enough for large bend radii. Then, if such a waveguide is turned
into a ring-resonator, the quasi-phase matching will still occur along the 4 bends
of the ring, but now we can take advantage of the intensity enhancement provided
by the cavity to boost the conversion efficiency. This approach has been reported
before in case of GaAs and GaP microdisks [8].
Figure 3.25 shows the fabricated InGaP ring with a width of 760 nm which is side-
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Figure 3.26 (a) The InGaP ring resonator shows the SH light getting coupled out via the bus
waveguide on the right hand side. (b) The resonance fit at the fundamental wavelength shows a
loaded quality factor of about 26000. (c) The linear fit to the coupled out SH power as a function
of the coupled-in fundamental pump power has a slope of 2.49.

coupled to a bus waveguide connected to grating couplers. Light from a CW laser
at 1525 nm is coupled into the bus waveguide from the left fiber and one can see the
InGaP ring glowing with the generated SH light. The SH light couples to the same
bus waveguide and is collected by a (standard single mode) fiber via the same grating. Figure 3.26(a) shows the same ring with the ambient lights switched off to get
a better look at the SH light being generated in the ring resonator. Figure 3.26(b)
shows the Lorentzian fit for the resonance at the fundamental wavelength of 1525.3
nm from which a loaded quality factor of about 26000 can be extracted. Finally,
Fig.3.26(c) shows the dependence of the SH power on the fundamental power. The
reason for the slope of the linear fit being larger than 2 is unclear. One possibility is that at the higher powers, the out-coupling of the SH mode is better (due to
thermal effects on the ring-bus coupling coefficient) and so the collected SH power
also increases with the pump power. Nevertheless, η1 and η2 can be extracted from
these measurements to be 1.6 × 10−3 %/W and 2.55 × 10−2 %/W/mm2 (taking
the length to be the ring circumference) respectively. Thus, it can be seen that the
conversion efficiency is indeed greatly improved. SH power levels comparable to
the straight waveguide case can be easily obtained for the same pump powers but
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in a far smaller chip-area. Of course, these values are only for the off-chip conversion efficiencies and the out-coupling method is different in both cases (cleaved
facet to a multimode fiber in the former and grating coupled to a single mode fiber
in the latter case). Also, the efficiency enhancement will depend on whether both
the fundamental and the SH modes are in resonance or not. In order to extract the
internal conversion efficiency, again, the collection efficiency of the grating needs
to be known. These and other issues can be tackled in future works.

3.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, InGaP-on-insulator has been proposed as a platform suitable for
various on-chip nonlinear applications. More generally, it was argued that the
incorporation of suitable nonlinear III-V materials such as InGaP into integrated
platforms provides a path towards the realization of a large array of applications
such as those in telecommunications, sensing, spectroscopy etc. This is done by
leveraging the maturing technologies of hybrid integration. The integrated photonics approach could provide these applications with cheap, reliable and robust
alternatives to current approaches such as those based on bulk or specialized but
not easily scalable solutions.
The processing steps required for such an approach with the specific material of
InGaP - i.e. bonding, substrate removal as well as the patterning of the bonded
InGaP membranes - were developed. The basic characterization of the linear and
nonlinear properties was then performed. With this process, a linear loss of 12
dB/cm was measured, which needs to be improved through further optimization
of the process flow. Nonlinear losses arising from three-photon absorption were
characterized and it was shown that the material is suitable for high power operation in the telecommunications wavelength regime. The third order nonlinear
response - characterized by the nonlinear parameter γ - was also measured in a
four-wave mixing experiment in the low power continuous wave regime and the
value of the nonlinear parameter was determined to be 475 W −1 m−1 . Finally,
self-phase modulation was observed in the InGaP waveguides as well.
The second-order nonlinearity of the platform was characterized through secondharmonic generation experiments in both straight waveguides as well as ring resonators. Strategies for achieving efficient nonlinear interactions via modal and
quasi-phase matching were discussed and demonstrated.
By extending this work by bonding to patterned silicon or SiN chips, one could
compound the advantages of specific III-V materials such as high nonlinearity of
both second- and third-order, low loss, and high index contrast with the advantages provided by those technologically mature platforms. Specifically, the welldeveloped library of filters, modulators, sources, detectors etc. could be leveraged
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for fully integrated solutions for the various applications mentioned above. One
such application could be the generation and full phase-stabilization of frequency
combs to connect the microwave and optical domains. The first step towards such
an application is demonstrated in the next chapter. Furthermore characterizations
of and demonstrations of the applications using the second-order nonlinear response also need to be carried out to fully realize the vision that motivated this
approach - to integrate both second- and third-order nonlinearities onto a CMOScompatible integrated photonics platform. These issues will be all dealt with in
subsequent chapters.
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COHERENT SUPERCONTINUUM
GENERATION IN THE
INGAP-ON-INSULATOR
PLATFORM
I felt electrified when we observed stable interference fringes of high contrast for
all the colors that I could record with my handheld camcorder electronic notebook... [this meant that] the white light pulses had to be phase-locked to the driving laser field! - Theodor W. Hänsch, Nobel Lecture, 2005.
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Some of the text in this chapter has been adapted from reference [1].

4.1

Introduction

N the last chapter, InGaP-on-insulator was proposed as an integrated nonlinear platform and shown to exhibit several advantageous properties such as low
nonlinear losses and a large value of the third-order nonlinear parameter γ. It
was further shown that this strong third order nonlinear response can best be exploited in the telecommunications wavelength range around 1550 nm because the
cumulative nonlinear losses from two- and/or three-photon absorption are the lowest there. In this chapter, supercontinuum generation (SCG) using a pump in this
wavelength range is demonstrated in this platform showing that these properties
can indeed be leveraged for useful practical applications. The underlying dynamics that lead to the formation of the broadband supercontinuum are discussed in
detail. The nature of these dynamics is further illustrated by looking at the dependence of the supercontinuum spectral coverage on the dispersion properties in
various InGaP-on-insulator waveguides. These insights thus enable designing the
InGaP waveguides to tailor the generation of the supercontinuum for specific applications. Furthermore, experimental characterization of the coherence properties of
the generated supercontinuum is also carried out and the underlying mechanisms
for the observed coherence properties are discussed and compared with other platforms such as the SOI platform and photonic crystal fibers. Compared to the state
of the art results in integrated platforms such as SOI or SiN, it is also shown that
this particular demonstration of SCG was achieved with ultra-low on-chip pulse
energies and results in a wider spectrum that spans more than an octave of frequencies. This octave-spanning characteristic is important for applications such
as frequency metrology and spectroscopy. Moreover, because of the strength of
the nonlinear interaction as well as the large index contrast, SCG is achieved in
waveguides only a couple of millimeters long.

I

The field of supercontinuum generation began (although not yet named as such)
with early reports of the observation of χ(3) nonlinearity-induced spectral broadening of pulsed sources in a variety of materials [2–4]. Soon afterwards, SCG in
borosilicate glass was reported that spanned the entire visible wavelength range
[5]. The phenomenon of SCG was interesting because several nonlinear interactions were being observed and utilized for the first time, and also because of its
potential in applications such as spectroscopy [6, 7]. As a result, SCG has been
intensively studied in all kinds of material systems such as solids [5], liquids [7, 8]
and even gases [9]. Initially, SCG was primarily done by exploiting self-phase
modulation in these nonlinear materials [4, 8]. However, over the years, more
routes to SCG have been discovered and studied in detail as different nonlinear
effects became more or less dominant in various platforms depending on a wide
variety of experimental parameters. In more recent years, research efforts have focused more on SCG in waveguiding platforms because they enable a much longer
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interaction length as compared to bulk materials where significant nonlinear interactions can only happen near the focus or through filamentation of high power
lasers [2, 5]. Thereby, the various nonlinear effects previously observed in bulk
systems have also been reported in these waveguiding systems with the longer
interaction lengths giving the advantage of much lower power requirements. Primary among the waveguiding systems that were first to be explored were ultralow loss optical fibers that had been concurrently developed for telecommunication purposes. Examples of fiber based systems that were investigated for SCG
are single mode silica fibers used in communications [10], photonic crystal fibers
(PCFs) [11, 12], chalcogenide fibers [13] etc. The emergence of PCFs near the
end of the last millennium provided a fresh impetus to the field because of several
inherent advantages for SCG and unprecedented ability to tailor their dispersion
properties, as well as the ability to fill the hollow cores with strongly nonlinear
materials [12]. Then, as integrated photonic platforms emerged due to a need for
faster interconnects and began maturing, SCG has also been investigated in platforms such as amorphous and crystalline silicon-on-insulator platforms [14–20],
SiN [21], [22], AlGaAs-on-insulator [23] etc., resulting now in a rich library of
materials and platforms where SCG has become well-studied. Thus, there now
exists a very good theoretical understanding of the various complicated dynamics that come into play for the generation of the broadband spectra under different experimental circumstances. As a result, properties of the supercontinua can
be tailored according to the needs of a particular application. We have already
seen how self-phase modulation and the rise of multiple modulation instability
sidebands results in supercontinuum generation in the amorphous silicon platform
when pumped by picosecond pulses close to the mid-infrared wavelength range.
As intimated above, there exist other avenues for SCG which can be chosen according to the desired properties or for practical convenience. In this chapter, SCG
in the InGaP-on-insulator platform with pump pulses in the femtosecond regime
is discussed.

4.2

Theory

The various routes for achieving SCG were briefly introduced in chapter 2, and
SCG in amorphous silicon waveguides spanning the telecom and mid-infrared
wavelength regimes was demonstrated. In that case, a thulium doped fiber laser
with picosecond pulses was used as the pump to generate the supercontinuum. It
was shown that in that context, the route to SCG proceeds through the creation
of multiple modulation instability bands via the amplification of the background
noise. Since these sidebands are amplified from noise, the supercontinuum spectrum is expected to be different from pulse to pulse [12]. As a result, even though
the spectrum is wideband, spectra from individual pulses will not be phase coherent with each other. This is a direct consequence of the nature of the physical
mechanism exploited for supercontinuum generation. For applications where such
shot-to-shot differences are undesirable, another route to the generation of the su-
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percontinuum is needed which preserves the phase coherence between subsequent
pulses. Modelocked lasers are one source where the phase coherence is known to
be preserved from pulse to pulse. However, the spectral bandwidth of modelocked
lasers is generally limited and for many applications, one would want spectra that
are much wider. On-chip modelocked lasers have also recently been demonstrated
with reasonable peak powers and very good phase properties. Hence, if the pulses
from such a modelocked laser could be spectrally broadened without destroying
its phase coherence, one could satisfy both the bandwidth as well as coherence
requirements. Supercontinuum generation through the fission of a higher order
soliton into fundamental solitons and subsequent dispersive wave generation is
one mechanism that allows precisely that, as will be explained in this section. This
is the mechanism that is exploited for SCG in the InGaP-on-insulator platform.
Solitons, first observed during the study of surface waves in shallow water, have
become the subject of study in many nonlinear systems. In a variety of systems
that contain nonlinearities, such as hydrodynamics, plasma physics and nonlinear optics, solitons are naturally found as stable wave packets that maintain their
own waveforms through a balance of nonlinear and dispersive effects. Apart from
this persistence of the waveform over long periods of time, they also exhibit many
other interesting properties, such as multiple solitons passing through each other
without affecting one another or the splitting of a single large soliton into smaller
constituent ones. One of the most well studied manifestations of the soliton phenomenon is in optical fibers. The first investigations of solitons in optics was
in single mode fibers used for telecommunications where it was shown that selfphase modulation and anomalous dispersion could compensate each other leading
to a stable pulse that propagates down the fiber without any changes in the pulse
shape (as would occur if either of the effects were to be present alone) [24–26].
Such (temporal) solitons were initially investigated because of their promise in
high-speed telecommunications. Since then, a large amount of research has been
done on optical solitons within the community. Spatial solitons have also been
studied where the nonlinearity compensates for the diffraction of the beam and
creates spatially confined beams that propagate without changing shape, however,
these do not concern us here [27].
The existence of solitons can be seen by the derivation of the equation already
introduced in previous chapters - the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) [28].
We begin with the wave equation:
∂ 2 Plin
∂ 2 Pnl
1 ∂2E
=
µ
+
µ
(4.1)
0
0
c2 ∂t2
∂t2
∂t2
In the above equation, Pnl would, in general, include all the nonlinear contributions. As mentioned above, when it comes to soliton propagation, the thirdorder nonlinear effect of intensity dependence of the refractive index is what helps
counter the dispersive effect of the medium. Hence, in this case we are primarily
interested in the third order nonlinear response that was characterized in the pre∇2 E −
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vious chapter. As discussed in the previous chapter, the second order nonlinear
response is not important if the InGaP waveguide is oriented parallel to one of the
crystal axes (as is the case in the supercontinuum generation experiments described
in this chapter) because of the nature of the second-order susceptibility tensor of
the material. However, it should be noted that second-order nonlinearities should
also be included in systems where both second- and third-order nonlinear effects
are strong enough to be relevant. For example, second-order effects in concert
with the third-order effects (or even acting alone) have been shown to be enough
for supercontinuum generation with ultrashort pulses or for the closely related case
of frequency comb generation in microresonators [29, 30]. Here, we proceed with
only the third order nonlinear response. As usual, the electric field and the linear
and nonlinear polarizations can be decomposed into the slow and fast components:
x̂ 
V (r, t)exp(−iω0 t) + c.c.]
(4.2)
2
Here, V is E, Plin or Pnl , x̂ is the unit vector along the polarization direction of
the light and V (r, t) is the function defining the envelope of the pulse. Then the
Fourier transform is taken to go to the frequency domain where the time derivatives
of Eq. 4.1 can be dealt with more easily:
V (r, t) =

Z∞
Ṽ (r, ω − ω0 ) =

V (r, t)exp[−i(ω − ω0 )t]dt

(4.3)

−∞

When these are substituted back into wave equation 4.1, the equation for the electric field envelope reduces to the Helmholtz equation, which needs to be satisfied
by the individual frequency components:
ω2
Ẽ(ω) = 0
(4.4)
c2
Here, (ω) includes the linear part of the dielectric response as well as the nonlinear part that is proportional to the intensity I through the Kerr index n2 :
∇2 Ẽ(ω) + (ω)

 = n2 = (n0 + n2 I)2

(4.5)

Note that in general, (ω) would be complex because the third-order nonlinear
modification of the dielectric response also includes the two-photon absorption
term. Since it is already known to be zero for InGaP in the wavelength range of interest here that term has been excluded. Also note that sometimes in literature, the
Kerr index is defined as the proportionality constant for the square of the electric
field instead of the intensity and hence one should be careful to keep the relevant
units while doing any comparisons between reported values.
We are interested in the evolution of the wave envelope as it propagates down
a waveguide. Since the waveguide will provide transverse confinement and we
presume that the field will correspond to one of the modes of the waveguide, the
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transverse and longitudinal parts of the electric field envelope can be separated as
follows:
Ẽ(r, ω − ω0 ) = F (x, y)Ã(z, ω − ω0 )exp(iβ0 z)

(4.6)

Here, F (x, y) is the transverse field profile which represents the guided mode of
the waveguide, A(z, ω − ω0 ) is the envelope function whose evolution along the
waveguide is what we are interested in and β0 is the wave number. Equation 4.6 is
normalized such that |A|2 gives the power of the wave. Using Eq. 4.6 in Eq. 4.4,
we get the following two equations for the transverse and longitudinal components:
∇2⊥ F (x, y) + [(ω)k02 − β̃ 2 ]F (x, y) = 0

(4.7)

∂ Ã
∂ 2 Ã
exp(iβ0 z) + 2iβ0
exp(iβ0 z) − β02 Ãexp(iβ0 z) + (ω)k02 Ãexp(iβ0 z) = 0
2
∂z
∂z
(4.8)
Here, the ∇2⊥ is the transverse Laplacian which describes the diffraction of the
wavefront, k0 is ω/c and β is the wave number of the guided mode of the waveguide to be obtained by solving Eq. 4.7. Of more interest here is the longitudinal
evolution of the envelope, which is given by equation 4.8. Under the slowly varying envelope approximation, the first term of Eq. 4.8 can be dropped to get:
∂ Ã
+ (β̃ 2 − β02 )Ã = 0
(4.9)
∂z
In this equation, since the difference between β and β0 is generally quite small,
the second term can be approximated as β 2 − β02 ≈ 2β0 (β − β0 )to get:
2iβ0

∂ Ã
− i(β̃ − β0 )Ã = 0
(4.10)
∂z
The value of β at a particular frequency can be approximated by doing a Taylor expansion around ω0 just like in chapter 2, but this time also including the nonlinear
contribution:

β̃(ω) = β0 (ω0 ) + β1 (ω0 )(ω − ω0 ) +

β2 (ω0 )
(ω − ω0 )2 + ... + β0 n2 I
2!

(4.11)

Here βi is the ith order dispersion term and the final term is the nonlinear contribution due to the intensity I. As many higher order dispersion terms as needed
could be included in this manner. In fact, that is exactly what will be done in a
later discussion in this section, but for now only the second order dispersion is
considered. The inverse Fourier transform can now be taken to go back to the time
domain with the individual (ω − ω0 )n terms being transformed to (i∂/∂t)n to get:
∂ Ã
∂ Ã iβ2 ∂ 2 Ã
+ β1
+
− iβ0 n2 I Ã = 0
∂z
∂t
2 ∂t2

(4.12)
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Since we are interested in the evolution of the spectral envelope Ã, a co-ordinate
transformation of τ = t − z/vg = t − zβ1 can be performed so as to be in the
frame of reference that is co-moving with the pulse:
∂ Ã iβ2 ∂ 2 Ã
− iγ|Ã|2 Ã = 0
(4.13)
+
∂z
2 ∂τ 2
In the above equation the nonlinear parameter γ from the previous chapters has
been re-introduced by rearranging the last term of Eq. 4.12. The equation is called
the nonlinear Schrödinger equation because of its similarity in structure to the
Schrödinger equation. In this basic equation, only the dispersive and nonlinear
terms are included, but one can easily extend the same equation to include terms
for linear and nonlinear losses as well as other nonlinear processes such as Raman
scattering. This needs to be done for matching real experimental conditions where
all these effects also play an important role; however, it is still instructive to study
just this basic equation to understand soliton propagation and its role in supercontinuum generation. Equation 4.12 is generally solved by numerical methods
even though in certain conditions, analytical methods such as the inverse scattering method can also be used [28]. By introducing the some transformations for the
spectral envelope A as well as the time and distance co-ordinates, the NLSE can
be normalized to be in a more insightful form:
T2
1
z
LD
γP0 T02
τ
Ã
;ξ =
; N2 =
=
;T =
Ũ = √ ; LD = 0 ; LN L =
|β
|
γP
L
|β
|
L
T
P0
2
0
NL
2
D
0
(4.14)
i

∂ Ũ
∂ 2 Ũ
= sgn(β2 ) 2 − N 2 |Ũ |2 Ũ = 0
∂ξ
∂T

(4.15)

In Eq. 4.14, P0 and T0 are the pulse peak power and width respectively, the value
of sgn(β2 ) is ±1 depending on the sign of β2 being positive or negative and LD
and LN L are the characteristic lengths for the dispersion and nonlinear effects to be
prominent. Their ratio defines the parameter N which is called the soliton number.
As is clear from Eq. 4.15, N is the critical parameter determining the properties of
the possible solutions to the normalized NLSE. As mentioned before, the NLSE
describes the situation where with the right parameter values, it is possible for the
nonlinearity and dispersion to cancel each other out and resulting in the pulse shape
not changing as it propagates down the waveguide. When the physical parameters
are such that N = 1, it can be easily verified that a pulse with a sech field profile
satisfies Eq. 4.13, and is termed as the fundamental soliton:
Ã(τ, z) = A0 sech(τ /τ0 )eiκz ; |A0 |2 =

−β2
1
; κ = γ|A0 |2
γτ 2
2

(4.16)

As can be seen from Eq. 4.16, the signs of the nonlinear parameter γ and the
second order dispersion β2 must be opposite for the existence of a real pulse. Consequently, since n2 (and hence γ) is positive for most cases, the dispersion has to be
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anomalous for the fundamental soliton to exist. Also note that for the fundamental soliton, the peak power and the temporal width are inversely related, implying
that to continue satisfying the soliton condition with larger power, a shorter pulse
width is needed. Thus, in order to launch a fundamental soliton into a waveguide,
the power and temporal width must satisfy the condition N = 1. Obviously, fulfilling such a strict criterion may not always be possible or desirable. Fortunately, this
condition can be somewhat relaxed since it has been shown that the fundamental
soliton is quite stable against small perturbations and that in fact almost any pulse
shape close enough to the fundamental soliton will eventually evolve into the soliton. Thus, when a pulse with a pulse width or power slightly differing from the N
= 1 condition is launched, it will either broaden or compress (thus also changing
the peak power in the process) till it satisfies the fundamental soliton condition,
after which the soliton propagates without change as prescribed by Eq. 4.15. The
final soliton pulse may not have the same energy as before, i.e. the evolution into
the soliton sheds away some of the energy of the initial pulse, which we will see
later in the context of dispersive wave generation. Nevertheless, this means that
these solitons are pretty robust entities. This, along with their other remarkable
properties makes them quite attractive for certain applications such as information
processing, communication etc. for which they have been indeed intensively studied [30].
As we shall see, soliton evolution dynamics also play an important role in supercontinuum generation. Certain laser systems such as modelocked lasers naturally output sech-shaped pulses and hence launching solitons into fibers and other
waveguides is not too difficult practically. Apart from the fundamental soliton, Eq.
4.15 also has solutions of higher order when N > 1. Unlike the fundamental soliton, these higher order solitons do not retain their shape as they propagate down
the waveguide, but rather display a periodic ’breathing’ behavior in which their
temporal (and consequently the spectral) profile undergoes periodic compression
and broadening that repeats after the ’breathing period’, given by πLD /2. Figure
4.1(a) and (b) show the spectral and temporal evolution of solitons with N = 1 and 2
respectively over a waveguide length that corresponds to a couple of breathing periods for the N = 2 soliton. The simulation was done by numerically integrating Eq.
4.13 with the physical parameters set to have the required N value. As can be seen,
if a soliton with the right power and width to satisfy N = 1 is launched, the pulse
shape does indeed remain constant along the propagation length. Meanwhile, for
the higher order soliton, it can be observed that after a specific propagation length,
the spectrum broadens quite significantly and then eventually returns back to its
original shape. Thus, the ’breathing’ behavior can be observed where the pulse
periodically recovers its original waveform. It should be noted that the significant
spectral broadening also implies severe pulse compression, which can in fact go
down to a few tens of femtoseconds or just a few optical cycles. A number of
studies have been published [12] that show that even though the NLSE only deals
with the pulse envelope and not the ’carrier frequencies’, it is nevertheless valid
down to almost the single optical cycle regime, and hence the results predicted by
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the NLSE can be trusted even on these extremely short time scale regimes.

Figure 4.1 The spectral, and temporal evolution of (a) a fundamental soliton and (b) a soliton with N
= 2 in a waveguide with properties similar to the InGaP waveguide used here, but where the higher
order dispersion and nonlinear absorption effects were artificially set to zero in order to see the pure
soliton behavior.

It is immediately clear from this discussion that these higher order solitons could
be exploited for supercontinuum generation as the periodic breathing of the higher
order soliton seems to provide an easy path to generating a broad spectrum. So if
one carefully launched a higher order soliton into a nonlinear waveguide which is
carefully selected to have just appropriate length, the wide spectrum generated by
this breathing behavior could be accessed. This is indeed exploited for the supercontinuum generation process, as we shall see. At this point, it is reasonable to
ask whether in reality these higher order solitons are stable against perturbations
or not. The source of perturbations in Eq. 4.13 could for example be the non-zero
value of higher order dispersion terms and it is essential to understand if any instability is prohibitive to the spectral broadening process needed for supercontinuum
generation. To explore this, it is easy to go back to Eq. 4.13 and add the higher
order dispersion terms and see what happens as the soliton propagates down the
waveguide. Figure 4.2(a) and (b) show such a comparison between the propagation
with and without higher order dispersion terms included in the simulation of the
propagation of a soliton with N = 3. As can be observed, while the periodic nature
of the breathing behavior is indeed disrupted by the presence of the higher order
dispersion terms, the temporal pulse compression and the accompanying spectral
broadening are still present, although they are somewhat distorted. Thus, it seems
that deviation from the ideal soliton behaviour due to higher order dispersion does
not necessarily preclude the possibility of supercontinuum generation using this
process. Of course, perturbations to the soliton propagation come not just from
the existence of the higher order dispersion terms, but also from various other processes such as multiphoton absorption, carrier-induced absorption and dispersion
as well as nonlinear scattering processes such as Raman scattering.
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Figure 4.2 The spectral and temporal evolution of a N = 3 soliton simulated (a) without and (b) with
the higher order dispersion terms included. The perturbation caused by the higher order dispersion
terms causes the periodicity of the soliton breathing to be disrupted but the large spectral broadening
is still observed.

All of these processes can be systematically included during the derivation of the
NLSE. These derivations are outside the scope of the present work and have been
described in several excellent textbooks and review papers, and the references
therein [12, 28]. Suffice it here to say that we end up with a generalized nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (GNLSE) given as follows:
∂A
β2 ∂ 2 A
αlin
=−i
A+
+ ... −
2
∂z
2 ∂t
2
σ
− (1 + iµ)Nc A
2

i ∂
1+
ω0 ∂t

!

!
α3pa
4
iRe(γ)|A| −
|A| A
3A25ef f
2

(4.17)
Here, the first term on the right hand side represents the group velocity dispersion
(with the inclusion of as many higher order dispersion terms as needed being signified by the ellipsis), the second term is the linear loss, the terms inside the brackets
are the nonlinear gain and three-photon absorption terms (since there is no twophoton absorption in the wavelength range of interest here) and the final two terms
take into account the carrier-induced absorption and dispersion respectively. The
term with the time derivative includes the effects of optical shock formation. As in
chapter 3, the carrier density Nc is calculated by the following equation:
dNc
α3pa |A|6
Nc
=
−
3
dt
3hν0 Aef f
τrecomb

(4.18)

Here τrecomb is the recombination lifetime of the carriers. Equations 4.17 and
4.18 can be numerically integrated to simulate the behavior of ultrashort pulses
launched into an InGaP waveguide to study the kind of supercontinuum that can
be generated.
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While quantitative analysis of the supercontinuum generation process via soliton
evolution dynamics will be carried out in later sections, a qualitative description is
given here. As mentioned above, the soliton number N is an important parameter in
determining the evolution of the soliton. Notice from Eq. 4.14, that N 2 is directly
proportional to γ and the peak power P0 of the input pulse. Since γ for the InGaP
waveguides is quite large, even with modest peak powers the soliton number will
be fairly high. For example, for the case of Fig. 4.2, where N = 3, the peak power
of the input pulse was only 1.25 W. Thus, solitons with much larger N values are
easily launched into these waveguides. It is known that in the presence of the perturbation of higher order dispersion, these higher order solitons are unstable and
split up into several fundamental solitons after a certain propagation distance [12].
This ’soliton fission’ process underlies the supercontinuum generation presented
in this chapter and is simply an extension of the distortion seen in Fig. 4.2(b). Another important process takes place when the continuum generated by the fission
process is wide enough to overlap with the normally-dispersive wavelength regime
of the InGaP waveguide. When this happens, the soliton pulse sheds energy in the
form of ’dispersive waves’ or ’Cherenkov radiation’ by analogy to the Cherenkov
radiation observed when a charged particle passes through a medium with a velocity larger than the speed of light in that medium [31, 32]. These dispersive waves
thus lie in the wavelength range of normal dispersion where solitons are forbidden since anomalous dispersion is required to balance the nonlinearity. Thus, the
emission of dispersive waves further increases the total spectral coverage of the
generated supercontinuum. The position of and the power contained in these dispersive waves depends on how far away the central frequency of the pump is from
the zero-dispersion point. The farther away the pump is, the farther away from the
zero-dispersion point (and weaker) the dispersive waves will be. Thus, by properly
designing the dispersion properties of the InGaP waveguide, it is possible to maximize the spectral coverage of the supercontinuum through the emission of these
dispersive waves. The process of the emission of dispersive waves is a mechanism
by which a soliton maintains its soliton nature even though the spectrum overlaps
with the normally dispersive regime where it is normally forbidden [31]. It can
be viewed as a resonant process where the wave number of the fundamental solitons ejected during the soliton fission stage are equal to (i.e. phase matched with)
the wave number at a different frequency and are therefore coupled. The phase
matching condition is given by [12]:
β(ωDW ) − ωDW β1 (ωDW ) = β(ωsol ) − ωsol β1 (ωsol ) +
Ω = ωDW − ωsol =

3|β2 | γP0 β3
+
β3
3β22

γP0
2

(4.19)
(4.20)

Here, βi is the ith -order derivative of the propagation constant with respect to
and Eq. 4.20 is derived from Eq. 4.19 using the Taylor expansion limited to the
third-order dispersion. From Eq. 4.20, the wavelength of the dispersive wave can
be approximately calculated if the dispersion of the waveguide is well known. In
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general, the nonlinear terms in equations 4.19 and 4.20 are small compared to the
other terms and can be ignored. It should be noted that the relation 4.20 can also be
derived from the equivalent interpretation of the emission of the dispersive waves
as a cascaded four-wave mixing process where the phase matching occurs between
the soliton and the dispersive wave frequencies [33].
In summary, if one launches a sufficiently powerful pulse (so as to have a high
enough N value and thus trigger soliton fission) into an InGaP waveguide with the
right dispersion properties (so as to efficiently emit dispersive waves as far away
from the pump as possible), then a very wide supercontinuum should be generated.
This is what is demonstrated in the following section. As mentioned above, the
coherence properties of the generated spectra are also of particular importance for
certain applications. It is also shown through simulations and measurements that
the soliton fission and dispersive wave emission processes preserve the original
phase coherence of the input pump pulses.

4.3

Experimental characterization

As discussed above, the nonlinear and dispersive properties of the waveguide need
to be properly managed for supercontinuum generation. Obviously, the stronger
the nonlinearity is (as described by the nonlinear parameter γ), the smaller is the
pump power required to get the same soliton number. Thus obviously, one wants to
have the smallest possible effective area. More interesting is the requirements for
the dispersion properties of the waveguide. In order to get the widest possible spectral coverage while pumping near the 1550 nm wavelength, it is necessary for the
dispersion at that wavelength to be anomalous. As discussed in the previous chapters, the waveguide contribution to the total dispersion can be exploited to achieve
this since the material contribution in this case is normal. However, as mentioned
above, dispersive wave generation occurs when the generated wide spectrum after soliton fission overlaps with the normally dispersive wavelength regime of the
waveguide. Hence, the pump wavelength should not be too far away from the
zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) where the dispersion goes from anomalous to
the normal dispersion regime. This is also important since the strength of the dispersive wave is directly related to the amount of spectral overlap of the ejected
soliton with the normal dispersion regime. So, in order to have sufficient power in
the dispersive waves, the pump should not be too far away from the ZDW. Also,
since the farther away the pump is from the ZDW, the farther away the dispersive
wave will be from the ZDW as well, a tradeoff occurs. The pump should not be
too far away from the ZDW to have no or too little overlap with the normally dispersive regime, but it should also not be so close to the ZDW so that the position of
the emitted dispersive waves is too close, resulting in minimal bandwidth increase.
If this tradeoff is properly achieved, dispersive waves with enough power will be
emitted far enough away from the ZDW to significantly enhance the total supercontinuum spectral coverage. Additionally, if ZDWs are present on both sides of
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the pump wavelength, then dispersive wave emission on both the red and blue side
of the pump could be achieved, which would greatly increase the spectral coverage. This is indeed what was endeavored with the InGaP waveguides as shown
in Fig. 4.3. The simulated dispersion profiles show that there exists a ZDW on
either side of the 1550 nm spectral region for waveguides of various widths and a
height of 250 nm. These widths are comparable to the waveguides investigated in
the previous chapter for the characterization of the linear and nonlinear properties,
and thus all of the numbers quoted there still hold true here. Consequently, these
waveguides have a value of the nonlinear parameter γ large enough to achieve significant nonlinearities but also possess the right dispersion properties as outlined
here.
800 nm
790 nm
770 nm
760 nm
700 nm
650 nm

0.8
0.6

2

(ps2/m)

0.4
0.2
0
02

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.3 Dispersion profiles of various InGaP waveguides used for the supercontinuum generation with zero dispersion wavelengths on both sides of the pump. Inset:
Schematic of the waveguide cross-section.

As can be seen, the ZDWs on the red side of the 1550 nm pump lie around 1800
nm while the ZDWs on the blue side vary significantly with the waveguide width.
Thus, if the broadened spectrum due to soliton fission can span this wavelength
range, dispersive wave emission is expected on either side of the pump wavelength.

4.3.1

Characterization of the supercontinuum

For the experimental demonstration of supercontinuum generation, waveguides of
various widths were fabricated according to the procedure described in the previous chapter. These waveguides were then pumped by pulses from an optical parametric oscillator (OPO), which were known to have a sech pulse shape centered
at 1550 nm and with a pulse FWHM of 170 fs and a repetition rate of 82 MHz.
The pulses were focused on the grating-coupled InGaP waveguides by means of a
high numerical aperture (NA) microscope objective (MO). The out-coupling was
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done through a lensed fiber focused on the cleaved facet of the waveguide since
the output spectrum of the generated supercontinuum is much wider than the grating coupler bandwidth. The lensed fiber output is coupled to an optical spectrum
analyzer to measure the supercontinuum spectrum. The objective, chip and lensed
fiber are mounted on translation stages in order to properly align them. At the input
side, the pump pulses are not coupled to a fiber because the large peak power associated with the femtosecond pulses means that significant nonlinear broadening
would occur in standard single mode fibers even for the short fiber lengths of a few
tens of cm required to do the coupling to the InGaP waveguides. Thus, the freespace output from the OPO is directly coupled into the waveguides via the MO
to avoid any nonlinear effects before the InGaP waveguides. For the output, even
with the cleaved facet, the coupling efficiency varies over the spectrum because of
it broad nature and care must be taken to realign the lensed fiber while collecting
different parts of the spectrum to maximize the collection efficiency, especially for
the extreme ends of the spectra. The whole experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4 The experimental setup for the characterization of supercontinuum generation in InGaP-oninsulator waveguides pumped by a fs-source. The light is coupled to the grating coupled waveguides
via a microscope objective and the supercontinuum spectra are coupled out through a lensed fiber to
the optical spectrum analyzer.

The resulting supercontinuum spectra for waveguides with different widths are
shown in Fig. 4.5 for a waveguide coupled peak power of 10 W. The widest supercontinuum is observed for the 700 nm wide waveguide, where dispersive waves
on both sides of the pump at 1005 nm and 2097 nm are observed. Observe that the
respective positions of the dispersive waves on either side of the pump wavelength
significantly increase the total bandwidth of the supercontinuum. For this particular case, the spectrum spans more than an octave of frequencies at a power level
30 dB below the output maximum power spectral density. As the waveguide’s
width increases, it can be observed that the blue (red) side dispersive waves move
closer to (farther away from) the pump wavelength of 1550 nm, as expected from
the ZDW moving closer to (farther away from) the pump in the simulated dispersion profiles shown in Fig. 4.3. Also observe that for the 650 nm waveguide, no
dispersive wave is observed on the blue side, implying that the ZDW on that side
is too far away for the ejected soliton’s spectrum to cross it and thus emit disper-
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Figure 4.5 The supercontinuum spectra at the output of the InGaP waveguides with
varying widths - the spectra are displaced by 40 dB for clarity. The positions of the
dispersive waves can be seen to shift with the width as expected. The spectra above and
below the 1200 nm wavelength were measured with different optical spectrum analyzers
with different noise floors.

sive waves. In this way, the behavior predicted in previous discussions is (at least
qualitatively) found to be experimentally realized. It also shows the importance of
proper dispersion engineering for maximizing the supercontinuum spectral coverage.
In order to better understand the dynamics of the supercontinuum generation, numerical simulations of the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLSE)
shown in Eq. 4.17 (along with 4.18 for taking into account the carriers generated
by 3PA) were performed for the 700 nm width. Values for the carrier lifetime τc
(50 ps), the FCA (σ = 7 × 10−21 m2 ) and the FCD (µ = 5.8) coefficients were
taken from literature or extrapolated from similar materials [34–36]. Fig. 4.6(a)
shows the simulated supercontinuum spectrum (dotted line) after 2 mm of propagation length in the waveguide for a hyperbolic secant input pulse with a FWHM
of 170-fs and a peak power of 10 W, corresponding to the experimental conditions
of Fig. 4.5. It can be seen that it matches reasonably well with the experimentally
observed spectrum (solid line) and, in particular, the position of the dispersive
waves on either side of the pump. The temporal profile of the simulated spectrum
is shown in Fig. 4.6(c). The constituent parts of the total temporal profile - the
fundamental solitons as well as the dispersive waves - are labelled in the figure.
In particular, the blue and red side dispersive waves are seen respectively on the
right and left hand side flanks of the profile. Figures 4.6(b) and (d) show respectively the evolution of the spectrum and the temporal profile as a function of the
propagation length along the waveguide. Initially, the pulse goes through a stage
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Figure 4.6 (a) The simulated (blue line) and experimental (red line) spectra at the output of the 700 ×
250 nm waveguide, with the positions of both the dispersive waves shown. (b) The evolution of the supercontinuum spectrum over the propagation length of 2 mm showing the soliton fission and dispersive
wave generation. Color bar is in dB scale. (c) The simulated temporal profile of the supercontinuum
(solid line) showing a small number of solitons and the two dispersive waves on the leading and trailing
edges. The input temporal profile is shown as the dashed line. (d) Evolution of the temporal profile
with distance. Color bar has units of W.

of temporal compression. After about 1.4 mm of waveguide propagation length,
the pulse is seen to undergo soliton fission thereby ejecting fundamental solitons.
This results in a broadened spectrum which is already beginning to cross over into
the normally dispersive regime on both sides of the pump. As a result, dispersive wave generation on both sides of the pump occurs, thereby completing the
supercontinuum generation process. In this way, a propagation length of 1.5 mm
is enough to generate an octave spanning supercontinuum, demonstrating again
that highly compact devices are possible in this nonlinear platform. In contrast
to reported supercontinuum generation in crystalline [37] as well as hydrogenated
amorphous silicon-on-insulator platforms [38], where the spectra spanned 0.56
and 0.53 octaves respectively, here, a much wider spectrum is achieved under similar experimental conditions. This clearly demonstrates the large impact of the
improved nonlinear parameter and lowered nonlinear losses of this platform. Octave spanning supercontinuum has been reported in silicon wire waveguides, but
required much larger pulse energies (50 pJ) than in the present case (2 pJ) [19].
Another report of an octave-spanning SCG in the SOI platform with the lowest
reported pulse energy of 6.8 pJ [20] required dispersion engineering via the in-
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clusion of a nanoslot in the waveguide, which obviously renders the fabrication
process quite complicated. Similarly, in case of the SiN platform [21], nonlinear
losses are also absent, but a much lower nonlinear parameter is available and thus
much larger pulse energies for SCG are required. In contrast, in the present case,
the octave-spanning bandwidth is achieved at much lower pulse energies and in a
short, straight waveguide with an invariant cross-section requiring no tapering or
complicated slot waveguide inclusions. Thus, the advantages of this platform are
already evident. The buildup of the supercontinuum with increasing input power is
shown in Fig. 4.7. In the experiment, a variable attenuator added before the input
MO was used to change the input power, since changing the laser gain could alter
the pulse shape. Figure 4.7 shows the comparison of the experimental and simulated buildup of the supercontinuum using the same parameters as those for the
simulations shown in Fig. 4.6. One can see that overall, the simulations agree very
well with the experimentally observed spectra. Dispersive waves are observed at
a coupled peak power of 8.3 W and higher. In the case of this waveguide, the
dispersive waves appear on both sides of the pump at the same pump power level,
which also corresponds to the experimental observations. This is because, as seen
from Fig. 4.6(c), the broadened spectrum after soliton fission is wide enough to
span beyond the entire anomalously dispersive range of the waveguide and overlap
with the normal dispersive wavelength regimes beyond it.
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Figure 4.7 The buildup of the supercontinuum in the numerical simulations (dotted
lines) matches well with the experimental spectra (solid lines); in particular the peak
power at which the dispersive waves become observable.
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Coherence characterization

The coherence properties of the supercontinuum generated in these InGaP waveguides were also studied. One approach for characterizing the coherence properties
of broadband spectra is to perform a spectral interference experiment between separately generated supercontinua. The interferometric fringes observed can then be
directly related to the coherence as a function of wavelength. The coherence can be
quantified by the modulus of the first-order coherence function as follows [12, 30]:
(1)

|g12 (λ, t1 − t2 )| = 

E1∗ (λ, t1 )E2 (λ, t2 )
|E1 (λ, t1 )|2 |E2 (λ, t2 )|2

1/2

(4.21)

Here, the angled brackets denote the average over independently generated spectra
E(λ, t) by several pairs of pulses. By taking t1 − t2 = 0, the wavelength dependence of the coherence can be measured. Experimentally, the spectral interference
pattern produced by the interference of two independent supercontinua generated
by two successive pulses of the pump pulse train is measured. The fringe visibility
of this pattern is then related to the first-order coherence g12 as follows [39]:
V (λ) =


1/2
2 I1 (λ)I2 (λ)
(1)
|g12 (λ)|
I1 (λ) + I2 (λ)

(4.22)

Here, I1,2 are the intensities of the individual supercontinua and
V (λ) is the visibility of the fringes at a given wavelength, defined as
V = (Imax − Imin )/(Imax + Imin ) where Imax and Imin are the maxima
and minima of the fringes around that wavelength. Thus, given that the power is
equally divided between the two arms of the interferometer, V (λ) is equal to the
first-order coherence at that wavelength. Hence, this method has the advantage
that it potentially allows us to quantify the coherence across a broad range
of wavelengths within the supercontinuum spectrum in a single measurement.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.8, where the output from the InGaP
waveguide is sent to a Michelson interferometer and detected by the OSA.
The delay in the left arm of the interferometer is calculated to be such that the
supercontinuum from one pulse overlaps with the one from the next pulse of the
pump laser. The density of the fringes can be tuned by slightly varying the delay
around this value, such that they can be easily observed by the OSA.
In the experiment, the coherence was measured in a 200 nm band around the pump.
The low power collected at the waveguide output prevented accurate measurements of the fringe visibility outside this range. Figure 4.9(a) shows the interference fringes recorded in this experiment. Different alignments of the interference
setup were needed to both optimize the power collected from the chip from that
particular part of the spectrum, as well as equalize the power in each of the arms of
the interferometer and are shown as separate colours in Fig 9(a). From Fig. 4.9(b)
it can be seen that the coherence is greater than 90% over the range where it was
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Figure 4.8 The experimental setup for the coherence characterization of the supercontinuum generated in the InGaP waveguides. The delay line corresponds to the travel time between two successive pulses, with slight adjustments made to observe the density of fringes. Figure from ref. [18].

measured. These measurements were limited by the noise floor of the optical spectrum analyzer, meaning the extinction ratio was limited not by the coherence but
rather by the experimental constraints. Although the coherence of the spectrum at
the dispersive waves’ position was not measured because the power there was too
low, it has previously been reported in [18] that they can retain a high degree of
coherence despite seemingly being spectrally disconnected from the ’main’ spectrum. This is because of the resonant nature of the dispersive wave generation,
or as viewed in the discrete nonlinear optics picture, because the four-wave mixing process is a phase coherent process. Thus, the phase-coherence between the
emitting soliton and its dispersive waves ought to be preserved.

Figure 4.9 (a) The observed interference fringes between two successive pulses of the supercontinuum
with different colors representing individual measurements of the spectral fringes. (b) Coherence of
the supercontinuum around the pump wavelength.
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It should also be noted that unlike the case in crystalline silicon, the soliton number of the input pulse is not very high here - N ≈ 9. The coherence of the soliton
fission process is known to be preserved for small soliton numbers [12], [40].
This is in contrast to the case of crystalline silicon where though the input
soliton number was high (N ≈ 20), the coherence was still preserved but only
because two-photon absorption limited the peak powers, and consequently the
soliton number in the waveguide. In the present case, the nonlinear losses from
three-photon and free-carrier absorption are too low for this effect and hence the
input soliton number needs to remain low in order to maintain the coherence.
To stress this point, the effect of increasing pulse widths (and thus increasing
soliton number) on the coherence properties of the supercontinuum was simulated, as shown in Fig. 4.10. The first-order coherence is calculated by taking
the ensemble average in the formula for g12 in Eq. 4.21 over several pairs of the
independently simulated spectra of the supercontinuum with random input phase
noise as described in literature previously [12, 39]. Other simulation parameters
including the peak power, dispersion and nonlinear losses were kept the same as
in the current experiment. It is clear that although the bandwidth of the generated
supercontinuum is approximately the same for all the pulse widths as shown in
Fig. 4.10(a), beyond a pulse width of 170 fs (N ≈ 9), the coherence degrades
dramatically, especially away from the central pump wavelength, as shown in Fig.
4.10(b). Thus, for the case of 70 fs pulse width, the coherence is perfect virtually
across the entire spectrum, but is still also octave-spanning. In this way, one can
ascertain the needed input pulse properties for applications requiring coherent
octave-spanning supercontinuum spectra.

Figure 4.10 (a) The simulated supercontinuum spectra for various input pulse FWHMs ranging from 70
fs to 220 fs corresponding to soliton numbers 4, 6, 9 and 11 respectively are all still octave spanning.
(b) The coherence properties of the supercontinuum for the different pulse widths. Degradation of
coherence for pulse width larger than 170 fs (soliton numbers N > 9) is clear.

Figure 4.11(a) shows the effect of increasing pump power for a pulse width of 170
fs on the spectrum of the supercontinua. Again, it is observed that even though the
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Figure 4.11 (a) The simulated supercontinuum spectra for various input pump powers ranging from
10 W to 50 W corresponding to soliton numbers 9, 13 and 20 respectively are all are very similar in
total spectral bandwidth. (b) The coherence properties of the supercontinuum for the different pump
powers. Degradation of coherence for powers above 10 W (soliton numbers N > 9) is clear.

detailed spectral profile does change, the total spectral bandwidth does not change
significantly even when the peak power is increased by about 5 times. The corresponding coherence properties are shown in Fig. 4.11(b). It can be seen that
with increasing pump power (and thus increasing soliton number), the coherence
again drops quite significantly, even within the experimentally measured bandwidth around the pump wavelength. This clearly shows that unlike the case of SOI
waveguides [18], the coherence is not preserved by the soliton-number limiting action of nonlinear absorption which, in that case is two-photon absorption. Instead,
due to the absence of strong nonlinear losses, the coherence properties follow a
similar trend as observed in photonic crystal fibers where the soliton number has
to be kept low for obtaining a high degree of coherence. Fortunately, as demonstrated, due to the large nonlinearity and suitable dispersion properties of these
waveguides, octave spanning supercontinuum is obtainable in the telecommunication wavelength range.

4.4

Conclusion

In conclusion, the potential of the proposed InGaP-on-insulator platform for onchip nonlinear optics is demonstrated by generating an octave spanning supercontinuum pumped at 1550 nm. It was shown that compared to other popular on-chip
platforms like silicon-on-insulator, it is possible to generate a wider supercontinuum at significantly lower pulse energies, which is possible due to a larger value of
the nonlinear parameter γ as well as significantly lowered nonlinear losses while
still pumping at 1550 nm. Wavelengths below 1100 nm are also accessible due
to the larger bandgap of the material compared to silicon, thus bridging the nearto mid-infrared wavelength range while still pumping in the telecommunication
wavelength range. The advantages of the large index contrast between the InGaP
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membrane and the oxide cladding beneath (which enables large intensities to be
coupled into the waveguides) as well as dispersion engineering (which enables
phase matching) were exploited. Additionally, using this approach, it is also possible to integrate such III-V nonlinear devices with established platforms like SOI
or silicon nitride photonic integrated circuits to exploit the already well-developed
functionalities there. For example, coupled with the on-chip modelocked lasers
that have recently been developed [41], the presented nonlinear waveguide platform could provide a way forward to achieving an entirely on-chip implementation
of an octave spanning supercontinuum. Potentially, the large second order nonlinear coefficients of these waveguides could also be exploited on the same platform.
This would provide a way to stabilize the carrier envelope offset of the coherent
supercontinuum [21, 42]. In view of such applications, the next chapter deals with
characterizing the second-order nonlinearity of the platform.
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Integration with CMOS-compatible
waveguide platforms
”There are many here among us
Who feel that life is but a joke
But you and I we’ve been through that
And this is not our fate
So let us not talk falsely now
The hour’s getting late.” - Bob Dylan, All Along the Watchtower.
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Introduction

development of the fabrication process for the InGaP-on-insulator platform as well as the characterization of its linear and nonlinear properties was described in chapter 3. Since the CMOS-compatible waveguide
platforms SOI and SiN-on-insulator represent the state-of-the-art in terms of the
performance of the various functions performed in integrated photonic circuits, it
is crucial to develop the technology to integrate the InGaP-on-insulator nonlinear
platform with them. Towards that end, the fabrication flow as presented in chapter
3 was modified to include steps for allowing proper optical coupling between the
InGaP layer and the silicon or silicon nitride waveguide layer (henceforth called
the substrate layer), and these are described in this chapter. As was mentioned in
chapter 3, most of the process remains unaltered, with the main modification being the incorporation of additional steps to fabricate markers in the substrate layer.
These markers are used while doing the e-beam patterning of the InGaP layer and
thus ensuring the proper alignment of the respective devices in the InGaP and substrate layers.
These additional steps to incorporate the markers are described in the following
section. For coupling InGaP devices to SOI or SiN waveguide circuits, the design
of evanescent coupling of InGaP microdisks to waveguides in the substrate layer
as well as the design of InGaP waveguides to substrate waveguides using inverted
tapers is described in section 5.3. Using this fabrication flow, microdisks evanescently coupled to SOI and SiN waveguides as well as InGaP waveguide spirals and
ring resonators coupled to the SiN platform via inverted tapers were fabricated.
The characterization of these evanescently-coupled microdisks for use in experiments such as four-wave mixing and second harmonic generation is described in
section 5.4.

T

HE

5.2

Fabrication flow

The process flow for the fabrication of integrated InGaP membrane devices with
SOI/SiN photonic circuits has the same overall bonding, substrate removal and ebeam patterning and ICP etching steps as described in chapter 3. The difference
in the fabrication process comes from the fact that a common reference frame is
needed in order to write patterns into the InGaP layer aligned with the substrate
patterns. This is achieved by having the e-beam recognize markers that are at
known positions relative to the patterns of the substrate layer and using them to
define a common reference frame while writing patterns into the InGaP layer.
Since the e-beam writing is done with a negative-tone HSQ resist (which has
oxide-like properties), a good contrast for markers in the silicon or, especially,
the silicon nitride layer is difficult to obtain. This obviously compromises the reliability of the common reference frame. In order to circumvent this problem, gold
markers are patterned onto the substrate layer prior to the e-beam writing process.
These metallic markers provide a very good contrast with the surrounding mate-
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rial and thus a reliable reference frame for the e-beam during the final exposure.
The positioning of these gold markers is done using pre-existing markers in the
substrate layer (whose position relative to the substrate patterns is known). Thus,
the substrate chip must have markers to set the co-ordinates of the common reference frame, and it is these markers that are used to position new gold markers,
which will eventually be used while doing the final e-beam writing. Thus it is
important to consider these substrate-layer markers while designing the substrate
chip. Figure 5.1 shows typical examples of some of the markers present in the substrate layer that were used in this PhD. Since the e-beam recognizes the edge of the
marker in order to ’know’ its position, these markers are underetched to remove
some or all of the buried oxide below the silicon or the silicon nitride layer, and
thus improve the visibility of the edge. This is especially true for the silicon nitride
case since its contrast with the oxide is particularly low and hence edge-detection
without underetching can be quite difficult.

Figure 5.1 (a) A typical group of markers used in this work. The central marker is a Vernier-type
marker that is used for alignment during the optical lithography step prior to etching the buried
oxide. (b) After the optical lithography, the markers are exposed while the rest of the chip is
protected by resist. The dark lines around the markers indicate the edge of the area protected by
the resist.

The underetching of the buried oxide is done with buffered hydrofluoric acid. Typically, in order to have a good enough contrast for the markers to be detected by the
e-beam, several hundred nanometers of the buried oxide needs to be removed. In
case of the silicon nitride substrate, it was found that about 800 nm of height difference between the silicon nitride layer and the remaining buried oxide is enough
for easy and reliable marker detection. Similarly, for the case of the SOI substrate,
a step size of about 600 nm was found to be more than enough. If the underetching
is done without protecting the rest of the chip, there is a danger of small-sized features getting completely underetched and consequently entirely ’lifting off’ from
the chip. Also, even if nothing gets lifted off, the underetching may prove detrimental to the proper functioning of the different devices that may have been designed for operation without an underetched cladding. Hence, it is a good practice
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to protect the rest of the structures in the substrate chip and only underetch the
markers. This is done by spinning a resist (in this case TI35E) onto the substrate
chip and patterning it with optical lithography to expose only the relevant markers
and underetching them. Given that several minutes of underetching is required to
remove the several hundred nanometers of buried oxide, a thick resist is required
to adequately protect the rest of the chip. This step is not very critical, and any
resist that offers enough protection during the BHF treatment can be used. Table
5.1 lists the relevant lithography steps used for this procedure in this work.
Table 5.1: Optical lithography steps followed for the BHF treatment of markers
Step no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Process step
Spin resist TI35 E
Soft bake
Alignment and exposure
Stand by rest
Reversal bake
Flood exposure
Develop in AZ400k 1: 3 DI
Hard bake (only wet etching)

Parameters
3000 rpm, 40sec
100 C, 3 min
50 sec
20 min
125 C, 2 min
185 sec
2min 30sec
145 C, 10 min

This ’image reversal’ procedure is used to pattern the chip with simple optical
lithography and expose the markers. The final resist thickness is typically about
1.6 µm and easily withstands prolonged BHF treatments. After the underetching is
completed, the resist is easily removed by rinsing the chip in Acetone/IPA and DI
water. Figure 5.1(b) shows the same group of markers after the lithography. The
borders of the markers reveal the edge of the patterned resist. Two Vernier-type
markers (like the central marker shown in Fig. 5.1(a)) displaced in both the x and y
directions from each other, are used for the alignment in step 3 of Table 5.1. While
these allow for accurate alignment, they are not strictly necessary, since in this step,
a high alignment accuracy is not that critical because we are only aligning large
area patterns (for example squares of side 150 µm, corresponding to the bounding
box of the markers shown in Fig. 5.1). However, this could be necessary if for
some reason, the markers are very small or very close to some critical structures
that should not be underetched. Either way, once the underetching is complete, the
substrate is ready to go to the next step - bonding.
In chapter 3, it was mentioned that for the case when the substrate was not a patterned chip but just a plain silicon substrate with some top oxide, the BCB layer
thickness was generally kept thick in order to improve the yield of the bonding and
substrate removal as it is less sensitive to any particulate contaminants. In the case
of a patterned chip however, when there is need for light coupling between the
InGaP and the substrate layers, the vertical separation between the two layers is an
important design parameter. For example, in one of the applications discussed in
this chapter, microdisks fabricated in the InGaP layer are evanescently coupled to
waveguides in the substrate layer. In order to couple to a specific mode with the
high efficiency, the overlap between the corresponding waveguide and disk modes
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needs to be controlled properly. Obviously, this is only possible within a certain
range of values for the InGaP-substrate separation. As a result, the BCB thickness
needs to be well-controlled and lie within a certain range. As a result, thick or
manual bonding as described in chapter 3 is not used for the case when the substrate is a patterned SOI or SiN chip. Instead, the bonding is performed in the
machine bonder. The procedure for machine bonding was also described in chapter 3. As mentioned in chapter 3, this results in a bonded BCB thickness under the
III-V die of about 50 nm. In order to improve the repeatability of the bonding, the
bonding procedure is always kept the same, regardless of the actual vertical separation needed for a particular application. In case the vertical separation needed
is more than 50 nm (as is frequently the case), the rest of the thickness is made up
of deposited oxide on the III-V die or the substrate as needed. Of course, the total
thickness needed should be calculated while taking into account that the refractive
index of BCB at 1.55 micron is slightly larger than that of oxide. Once the bonding
is done, the substrate removal proceeds as described in chapter 3.

Figure 5.2 (a) Two (vertical) lines of gold markers patterned at two different horizontal positions on the
chip using the e-beam patterning. The somewhat large and irregularly shaped areas where the gold has
not completely lifted-off are the locations where the underetched markers in the substrate layer were
present, and which were used by the e-beam to position itself before writing for the gold markers. This
results in that area being exposed to the e-beam and hence the gold does not lift-off in those areas as
well. (b) A zoomed-in view of one of the gold markers after lift-off.

After substrate removal, the e-beam patterning for the gold markers is done. If
the bonding was done after the marker underetching, BCB would have partially
filled the underetched portions of the substrate markers. This again lowers the
contrast of the markers in the e-beam and so the BCB is first removed in RIE
using SF6/CH3 gases. Following that, the e-beam patterning is done using the
positive-tone PMMA resist. The underetched markers are detected by the e-beam
and using them as reference, new markers are patterned into the PMMA resist.
Since the e-beam system needs at least three markers in an L-shaped configuration
to position the origin of the common reference frame, two lines of markers are
patterned which are offset from each other, as shown in the Figure 5.2(a). The
exposed sample is then developed in the MIBK solution as mentioned in chapter 3. Finally, gold is deposited onto the patterned sample and then immersed in
trichloroethylene (TCE) for lift-off. The gold is lifted off everywhere except at the
patterned markers. In this way, gold markers are patterned onto the substrate layer,
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as shown in Fig. 5.2(b).
Following this procedure, the rest of the e-beam patterning using the HSQ resist
and InGaP etching in the ICP can be followed as described before in chapter 3. The
only difference would be that during the e-beam writing, the new gold markers are
used by the e-beam system to define the origin of co-ordinate system for the InGaP
patterns. This thus ensures the proper alignment between the two layers. The full
fabrication flow including the previously discussed steps is shown in Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.3 The complete process flow for the fabrication of structures in the InGaP layer which
are properly aligned for optical coupling to the substrate layer.

5.3

Design of integrated nonlinear devices

In this section, a brief description is given of the design of light-coupling schemes
for performing nonlinear functions in the InGaP/SOI or InGaP/SiN integrated platform fabricated as discussed above. For example, for nonlinear applications such
as frequency comb generation, and sum and difference frequency generation, optical cavities are often used because of the advantages that they provide for enhanced
light-matter interaction. For example, one could be interested in exciting specific
modes of a microdisk resonator in the InGaP layer from a SOI or SiN waveg-
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uide. This section provides a brief discussion of the results of FDTD simulations
of InGaP microdisks coupled to SOI and SiN waveguides. Apart from exciting
microdisk modes, a more generic light-coupling scheme would be to use inverted
tapers to couple light back and forth between waveguides in the InGaP and substrate layers. This would allow the use of InGaP waveguides, ring resonators etc.
for the various nonlinear functions that were demonstrated in the previous chapters, while still being able to couple the light to and from the substrate chip in order
to perform any additional functions in those platforms. Thus, it is important to develop such general coupling schemes for the use of this fully integrated nonlinear
platform that takes advantage of both the well-developed photonic devices on the
SOI and SiN platforms as well as the advantageous nonlinear properties of InGaP.

5.3.1

Evanescently coupled microdisks

The amount of light coupled from a waveguide to a microdisk mode depends on
the phase matching (or the effective index difference) as well as the modal overlap
between the respective modes. To effectively model this, FDTD simulations were
carried out using the Lumerical software. Figure 5.4(a) shows the setup for this
simulation. Individual modes can be injected from either the waveguide or the microdisk and the software then calculates the propagation of this mode through the
geometrical structure of the setup. Various monitors record the light flux through
them during the simulation and this information can be used to calculate the light
coupled to the microdisk from the waveguide mode as well as the distribution of
that light among the various modes of the microdisk.

Figure 5.4 (a) The simulation setup in the Lumerical FDTD software for calculating the coupling of waveguide and microdisk modes. The pink arrow indicates the launched mode of the
SOI waveguide and the various monitors record the light flux passing through them as this mode
propagates through the structure. (b) The cross-sectional view of the simulation environment. The
offset and gap parameters for the simulation are shown.

Figure 5.5 shows the results of such simulations for an SOI waveguide of width
500 nm and a InGaP disk of 15 µm diameter and a thickness of 250 nm for different values of the vertical gap and horizontal offset (as defined in Fig. 5.4(b)). The
percentage of light from the injected waveguide mode that gets coupled to various
disk modes is shown. Using this information, and knowing the expected inter-
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nal loss of the fabricated microdisks, one can thus effectively decide the needed
coupling strength and accordingly set parameters such as the vertical gap or the
horizontal offset between the waveguide and the microdisk. For example, for a
critically coupled microdisk, the loss experienced in the disk during one roundtrip
has to be matched to the coupling from the waveguide.

Figure 5.5 The coupling of the fundamental TE mode of a 500 nm × 220 nm SOI waveguide to
various modes of an InGaP microdisk of thickness 250 nm is shown for various gap and offset
values. The negative values of the coupling (i.e. transmission) is simply because of the orientation
of the power monitors with respect to the co-ordinate frame of reference. The legend lists the
various microdisk modes considered (fundamental TE, 1st radial TE mode etc.).
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Inverted tapers

Inverted tapers were designed for coupling light to and from SiN waveguides and
InGaP waveguides. For applications such as supercontinuum generation described
in chapter 4, integration with the SiN platform is interesting considering that the
supercontinuum spectrum included wavelengths below 1.1 µm which would be
absorbed in case of silicon waveguides. Another application is second harmonic
generation from wavelengths in the telecommunication wavelength range as discussed in chapter 3. For both these applications, InGaP waveguides were used. As
such, the use of inverted tapers is well-suited for coupling light between waveguides in the SiN and InGaP layers.

Figure 5.6 (a) The simulation setup for the FIMMPROP software, showing the overlaying SiN
and InGaP tapers separated by a vertical gap. (b) The result of the simulation over the course of
100 µm taper length with the wide-end widths of the SiN and InGaP tapers being 1.2 µm and 600
nm and the narrow-end widths of the tapers being 150 nm and 200 nm respectively. The crosssectional view shows how the light is present in both the tapers in the middle of the coupling
region, as expected. (c) The side view shows the light coupling from the SiN taper to the InGaP
taper over a length of a few 10’s of µm at a wavelength of 1550 nm (TE polarization).

Figure 5.6 shows result of the simulation for the inverted taper design using the
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commercial FIMMPROP software. It uses the Eigenmode expansion method to
quickly calculate the propagation of individually launched modes in longitudinally
varying cross-sections, and as such, it is ideally suited for the design of structures
like inverted tapers. In this case, two tapers separated by a vertical gap are designed
such that their modes partially overlap. As the bottom taper is decreasing in width,
the top one has increasing width. As a result, the confinement of the light in the
lower taper is decreasing and its mode expands to overlap with the mode of the top
taper, coupling the two. Eventually, all the light is transferred to the top taper as its
width increases and completely confines the light. In this specific example, it can
be seen that all the light (at 1550 nm wavelength, TE polarization) from a 1200 nm
× 300 nm SiN waveguide can be efficiently coupled to a 600 nm × 250 nm InGaP
waveguide within a 100 µm taper length for a vertical gap of 200 nm between the
two waveguides. These results don’t change dramatically with waveguide width,
and as such, the design is suitable for a wide variety of applications. The tip size
for the SiN and InGaP tapers is 150 nm and 200 nm respectively. Simulations
using Lumerical MODE software also confirmed these results as shown in Fig.
5.7. In fact, it is clear from Fig. 5.7(a) that even for short taper lengths of a few
10’s of µm, more than 98% coupling efficiency can be obtained. However, in
practice, there might be some misalignments during the fabrication process, and
as such, a longer taper length would be more suitable. This is because obviously,
the longer taper designs are more tolerant of misalignments between the SiN and
InGaP tapers. Figure 5.7 also shows that for a vertical gap of 200 nm between the
layers, and different offset values for the horizontal alignment between the tapers
can be tolerated while retaining more than 90% coupling efficiency at 1550 nm
wavelength. Thus this is quite a robust method for coupling light between the SiN
and InGaP layers. Figure 5.7(b) shows that the taper design is also quite broadband
in its operation, with more than 80% coupling for the 100 and 150 µm long tapers
in a wavelength range extending from 1400-2200 nm and could thus be useful in
applications such as supercontinuum generation.

Figure 5.7 (a) The tolerance of the tapers to various misalignment offsets shows that even for 500
nm offset, coupling efficiencies of more than 80% and 90% for the 100 µm and 150 µm long
tapers is achieved respectively at a wavelength of 1550 nm (TE polarization). (b) The broadband
nature of the inverted tapers for various taper lengths (with zero misalignment).
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Experimental characterization

Using the fabrication flow discussed in section 5.2, InGaP microdisks with diameters ranging from 15 to 10 µm coupled to SOI waveguides of various widths were
fabricated, as shown in Fig. 5.8. The zoomed-in image shows one such microdisk
coupled to the underlying SOI waveguide.

Figure 5.8 Fabricated InGaP microdisks of various diameters coupled to SOI waveguides of various widths. The gap is 250 nm total, of which, about 50 nm is the BCB layer on top of the SOI
substrate and the remaining 200 nm is oxide. The zoomed-in image shows a 15 µm microdisk
coupled to a 450 nm wide SOI waveguide.

Figure 5.9(a) shows the transmission of a tunable CW laser as a function of the
wavelength for a SOI waveguide of cross section 400×220 nm2 coupled to a
InGaP microdisk of radius 7.5 µm and a thickness of 250 nm, separated by a
gap of 250 nm and an offset of +200 nm. The gap is made up of a thin (≈ 50
nm) BCB layer on top of the SOI waveguide and 200 nm of oxide. The resonance dips of the microdisk can be seen clearly. Note that for some of the resonances the extinction is more than 15 dB, meaning that they are close to the
critical coupling condition. Figure 5.9(b) shows a Lorentzian fit of the resonance
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dip at 1549 nm, from which its loaded quality factor is calculated to be about
Qloaded = λres /δλf whm = 26300. Loaded quality factors of up to 65000 have
been observed in other microdisks.

Figure 5.9 (a) Transmission of the SOI waveguide as a function of wavelength shows resonance
dips of the coupled InGaP microdisk. The overall change in transmission comes from the grating
efficiency of the SOI waveguide, which is designed to couple the TE fiber mode to the fundamental
TE mode of the SOI waveguide. The extinction of the resonances can be seen to vary with the
resonance wavelength, with extinctions greater than 15 dB for wavelengths close to 1550 nm. The
smaller dips indicate resonances where higher-order modes were excited by the SOI waveguide.
(b) The normalized transmission of the resonances at 1549 nm (blue dots) fit to a Lorentzian
function (solid red line) to extract a loaded quality factor of 26300.

For certain applications, one might need air clad InGaP microdisks. Using the
fabrication process as presented here will create microdisks standing on a slab of
oxide and BCB. By underetching the fabricated microdisks in BHF for a few minutes, this oxide can be removed selectively without underetching the SOI waveguides beneath because the BCB layer prevents the BHF solution from penetrating
beneath it. As such, ’air-clad’ microdisks can be fabricated. One specific example
of an application where such air-clad microdisks are desired is frequency comb
generation in the telecommunications wavelength range. Figure 5.10 shows the
calculated dispersion profiles of the fundamental TE and TM modes in InGaP microdisks for various thicknesses in both air-clad and underlying oxide cases. Since
an anomalous dispersion at the pump wavelength is desirable for frequency comb
applications, it can be seen that exciting the fundamental TM mode of air-clad InGaP microdisks of thicknesses greater than 300 nm is needed. In fact, by performing varying amount of underetching, the entire range of dispersion values between
the bottom oxide clad and air clad could be accessed. As such, underetching the
fabricated disks can be an important tool for achieving the desired properties for
certain applications.
In order to verify that the underetching of the microdisks in BHF indeed does not
cause any problems, the fabricated microdisks shown in Fig. 5.8 were underetched
in BHF for several minutes. The results of the underetching are shown in Fig.
5.11. As shown in Fig. 5.11(a) no problems are apparent due to the underetching,
at least visually. The inset shows the zoomed in image of one of the disks and the
underetching of about 1 µm is visible. Figure 5.11(b) shows the corresponding
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resonance wavelength shifts of two selected resonances for a particular microdisk
after underetching for 2 and 4 minutes. Because the effective index decreases due
to the underetching, the resonance wavelength is observed to blue-shift. Some effect is also expected on the quality factor since the total losses (including both the
coupling and the scattering loss) will have changed after the underetching. However, the fits reveal that the quality factors do not degrade dramatically, showing
that the underetching does not significantly alter the sidewall profile of the fabricated microdisks. Hence, removal of the oxide by BHF treatment is shown to be a
useful technique for tailoring the dispersion properties for applications.

Figure 5.10 (a) Group velocity dispersion of the fundamental TE mode of InGaP microdisks of
thickness 250 nm (blue lines), 300 nm (green lines) and 400 nm (red lines). The solid lines are for
bottom oxide cladding and the dashed lines are for air-clad disks. The dispersion is normal in the
whole wavelength range. (b) The dispersion for the fundamental TM mode. It can be seen that
the anomalous dispersion regime is accessible in the telecommunications wavelength range with
TM modes of air-clad disks with thicknesses greater than 300 nm.

Figure 5.11 (a) No problems (like lifted-off SOI waveguides) are apparent after etching with BHF
the bottom oxide cladding of the InGaP microdisks coupled to SOI waveguides. The zoomed-in
image shows an underetching extent of about 1 µm as expected after etching for 4 minutes. (b)
Two resonances of a particular disk after etching for 2 (left) and 4 (right) minutes. The resonance wavelength blue-shifts as expected, but the quality factor remains similar during the BHF
treatment.
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Evanescently coupled microdisks

The decent quality factors that were observed for the fabricated microdisks mean
that there would be a strong intensity enhancement at the resonant wavelength,
which can be helpful in improving the efficiency of nonlinear processes such as
four-wave mixing (FWM). Figure 5.12(a) shows the result of a four-wave mixing
experiment where both the pump and signal waves were chosen to be on adjacent
resonances of a 15 µm diameter InGaP microdisk which was underetched for four
minutes (with a loaded Q-factors at the pump, signal and idler wavelengths being
about 54100, 47900 and 32500 respectively). The conversion efficiency as a function of pump power is shown in Fig. 5.12(b). As can be seen, compared to the
case of straight waveguides discussed in chapter 3, here, one can achieve strong
conversion for much lower coupled-in pump powers because of the added effect
of the resonant intensity enhancement.

Pump

Signal

Idler

Figure 5.12 (a) The four-wave mixing experiment in InGaP microdisks evanescently coupled to
SOI waveguides. The pump and signal are on adjacent resonances of the disk. The different colors
represent the tuning of the pump and signal waves into their respective resonances, corresponding
to an increase in the generated idler power. (b) The conversion efficiency of the FWM experiment
defined as the ratio of the out-coupled idler power (to the SOI waveguide) to the signal wave incoupled (to the SOI waveguide) power. The slope of the linear fit to the conversion efficiency vs
pump power is 2.45.

The idler wave that is generated is also on-resonance (or close to it). In this case,
the efficiency of the idler generation depends on more than just the pump power
and the value of the nonlinear parameter γ - the effect of the resonances must also
be taken into account [1–3]. In this specific case, since the microdisk diameter is
rather small - meaning that the free-spectral range (FSR) is rather large - dispersion
also plays a significant role. This is because, as in the case of waveguide four-wave
mixing, both energy and momentum conservation (which is the same as phasematching of course) must be satisfied for efficient idler generation. Since the signal, pump and idler waves are on adjacent resonance orders, the momentum conservation is automatically achieved [4]. This can be easily seen from the expression
for the mode number m of the resonance: m = 2 π R nef f /λres = R kres where
R is the radius of the disk, nef f is the effective index and kres is the propagation
constant. Since they are on adjacent resonance orders ms,i = mp ± 1, which
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means that 2 mp = ms + mi , which in turn implies that 2 kp = ks + ki . However,
due to dispersion, the energy conservation will not be respected if all the waves are
exactly on-resonance. Thus, the idler wave cannot be exactly on resonance if both
the conditions are satisfied. However, as long as the idler wavelength that satisfies
the energy conservation is within the resonance linewidth, it will still see some
enhancement [5]. Thus, in this particular case, these microdisks are not ideal for
achieving large conversion efficiency. Instead, one would rather want microdisks
with a smaller FSR (but with the same finesse in order to maintain the same field
enhancement, which obviously implies larger quality factors are needed) such that
the effects of dispersion can be safely neglected (or compensated for by the nonlinear effects). In the present case, because of the proximity of adjacent waveguides
in the SOI chip, microdisks larger than 15 µm in diameter (and thus smaller FSR)
could not be fabricated. But new chips with both TE and TM-grating coupled SOI
waveguides and with the provision to couple to much larger InGaP microdisks have
been designed. Thus, in the future, the same procedure could be easily followed to
fabricate appropriate microdisks for such applications.
5.4.1.1

Second harmonic generation

Figure 5.13 Second-harmonic generation observed in an InGaP microdisk coupled to a SiN
waveguide that was used to couple the fundamental wavelength of 1525 nm to the microdisk.
The visible wavelength camera captures the second-harmonic light at 762.5 nm wavelength.

Similarly, InGaP microdisks coupled to SiN waveguides were fabricated for the
purpose of quasi-phasematched second-harmonic generation [6, 7]. Figure 5.13
shows SiN waveguides and InGaP microdisks. The picture is taken with a CMOS
camera that is only sensitive to the second harmonic light. We can see that one
of the disks is ’aglow’ with the second-harmonic light generated inside the disk.
Because the coupling efficiency of the fundamental and second-harmonic modes to
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the SiN waveguide is quite different, careful design optimization needs to be done
to maximize the total out-coupled second-harmonic light, which is something that
could be carried out in future works.

5.4.2

Inverted tapers

SiN chips with the relevant markers were also designed and the fabrication procedure presented in section 5.2 was followed to integrate various InGaP devices
onto this chip. Figure 5.14(a) shows the design of a SiN chip where the gratingcoupled SiN waveguide used for the coupling of light from a fiber is connected to
the inverted taper which ends in a bounding box that is free of any SiN structures
or tiling (which refers to the practice of having 5 µm sized SiN squares or ’tiles’ to
fill up any free areas of the chip in the CMOS-fabrication process in order to have a
more uniform density of structures across the whole chip). This bounding box can
be used to incorporate any InGaP devices of choice. The other side of the bounding box has a similar inverted taper connected to a grating-coupled waveguide for
out-coupling. Even though the bounding box is only 200 µm in size, that is large
enough to easily incorporate waveguides of 1 cm length (in the form of a tight
spiral, made possible by the large index contrast of the InGaP platform), as well
as side-coupled microring resonators with large diameters like the ones discussed
in the nonlinear experiments of chapter 3. Figures 5.14(b) and (c) shows the fabricated chip with InGaP devices like ring resonators and waveguide spirals coupled
to the SiN chip via inverted tapers. These could thus be used for the integration of
the nonlinear processes discussed in chapters 3 and 4 into the SiN platform.
Unfortunately, there were some manual errors during the e-beam writing step of
this first attempt at the integration of InGaP nonlinear devices with the SiN platform. As a result, the exposure of the waveguides and other devices was incomplete, which resulted in the coupled devices being rendered non-functional. These
can of course, be easily avoided in the future fabrication runs. Furthermore, misalignment between the tapers in the SiN and InGaP layers in this first attempt was
found to be quite large at about 600 nm (see inset, Fig. 5.15). However, even with
these rather significant errors in the e-beam exposure and the misalignment, an
average coupling loss of only -2.5 dB across the wavelength range of the grating
coupler was found for a test taper of 150 µm length as shown in Fig. 5.15.

5.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, the fabrication process for the integration of the numerous nonlinear devices that were demonstrated throughout this PhD with the CMOScompatible SOI and SiN waveguide platforms was presented. The fabrication
methodology is simple and only involves a few simply additional steps for the incorporation of markers from the process already discussed in chapter 3. The design
and characterization of simple devices like evanescently-coupled microdisks was
also presented. It was shown that with the presented fabrication process it is indeed
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Figure 5.14 (a) The designed SiN chip with grating coupled waveguides connected to the SiN taper
which will be used to coupled light to an InGaP taper fabricated on top of it. The InGaP taper can then
be connected to a waveguide that leads to any desired device (which is on top of the bounding box). The
bounding box has no tiling or any other SiN structures in it so that the InGaP device on top essentially
feels the same refractive index environment as it would have in the InGaP-on-insulator platform. As
such, the SiN chip can be used as a means of coupling in and out the light from the nonlinear devices
in the InGaP-on-insulator platform. The final result of the fabrication process outlined in sec. 5.2
resulting in devices such as (b) an InGaP spiral and, (c) an InGaP ring resonator coupled to the SiN via
inverted tapers.
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Figure 5.15 The coupling efficiency for the 150 µm long inverted taper in the first
attempt at the fabrication of integrated InGaP devices on the SiN platform. With a
proper e-beam exposure as well by improving the misalignment between the tapers, a
significant improvement should be observed in the coupling efficiency and approach the
simulated values as shown in Fig. 5.7. Inset: The fabricated tapers show a misalignment
of around 600 nm.
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possible to achieve good quality integrated nonlinear devices, which should, with
proper device design and optimization, allow for very important and useful nonlinear processes to be implemented efficiently in the SOI and SiN platforms, which
may lack such functionality on their own. For more generic devices, inverted tapers were designed and fabricated. In conclusion, the integration of InGaP/SOI
and InGaP/SiN nonlinear devices has been demonstrated.
Of course, a lot more work still needs to be done in this arena. For example, in
terms of specific applications, the fabrication of larger-diameter microdisks on the
SOI chip which has waveguides connected to TM-gratings to specifically excite
the anomalously dispersive TM-mode of the disk would allow one to demonstrate
frequency-comb generation on this platform. Similarly, the integration of those InGaP waveguides and ring resonators that were investigated in the previous chapters
with the SiN platform by the use of inverted tapers would allow for various nonlinear applications such as supercontinuum generation, second-harmonic generation
etc. on this platform. And since these applications have already been demonstrated and various strategies already been developed for achieving phasematching
etc., the next step is to leverage the functionality of the SOI and SiN platforms to
improve these applications or take further steps towards real-world applications.
Such future perspectives and some of the potential applications with great promise
are briefly discussed in the next chapter.
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PERSPECTIVES
”My interest is in the future because I am going to spend the rest of my life there.”
- Charles F. Kettering.
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6.1

Conclusions from the presented work

this work, two major problems in implementing nonlinear optical processes in the silicon-on-insulator platform have been tackled. The first of
these problems is the large nonlinear losses arising from two-photon and
free-carrier absorption in silicon while working at wavelengths below 2.2 µm, and
the second is the lack of a bulk second-order nonlinear susceptibility because of
its centrosymmetric structure. Two approaches for mitigating the first problem
were explored - the use of hydrogenated amorphous silicon-on-insulator and the
integration of large-bandgap III-V materials with the CMOS-compatible platforms
of SOI and SiN. The second of these two approaches was the major focus of this
work because it also tackles the lack of second-order nonlinearity in SOI and SiN
waveguide circuits.

I

N

In the first approach hydrogenated amorphous silicon was investigated as an
alternative to crystalline silicon because it had been previously demonstrated
that it possesses a larger bandgap than c-Si which should result in lowered TPA
and FCA losses. Since within the last few years convenient fiber-based laser
sources around 2 µm - which is below the half-bandgap of crystalline silicon have become available, the range of wavelengths where nonlinear processes can
be practically implemented has expanded to include those wavelengths. As a
result, a-Si offers the opportunity for implementing those nonlinear applications
that have previously been prohibited by the nonlinear loss suffered by c-Si. To
that end, the generation of a 1000 nm wide supercontinuum was demonstrated,
as discussed in chapter 2. This particular application was made possible by
leveraging the lowered TPA (and consequently, FCA) loss, increased material
stability (also due to the lowered TPA) and dispersion engineering (which enabled
two distinct modulation instability bands to experience nonlinear gain) of the
a-Si waveguides pumped by a thulium-doped fiber laser source centered at 1950
nm. As a result of the all these advantages, the supercontinuum spectrum spans
a wide spectrum bridging the telecommunications and the short-wave infrared
wavelength ranges from 1470 to 2470 nm. This goes to show that a-Si is indeed an
attractive platform for the implementation of integrated nonlinear functionalities,
especially since it is compatible with the CMOS fabrication process and is thus
conducive to low-cost manufacturing.
The second approach that was explored was to integrate III-V materials, whose
bandgaps are known to be larger than twice the photon energy at telecommunications wavelengths, with the CMOS-compatible SOI and SiN platforms. This
approach has the benefit that it allows maintaining a large index contrast that
is essential in keeping nonlinear interactions efficient and implementing it in a
waveguide structure with small footprint. Another advantage is that the III-V
materials do not possess a center of inversion, meaning that their second-order
nonlinear susceptibility is non-zero. These advantages make III-V materials
such as InGaP and AlGaAs very good candidates for on-chip nonlinear optics.
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InGaP was the primary material used in the work, but the same approach is easily
adaptable to other similar materials such as GaP, AlGaAs etc.
First, taking cue from the techniques developed for integrating lasers onto the
SOI platform, the process flow for bonding epitaxially grown InGaP to silicon
substrates and subsequently removing the III-V growth substrate was developed
and optimized. Then, in collaboration with the group at LPN, Paris, the Ebeam
patterning and etching of InGaP was developed.
The devices fabricated in this manner were then characterized for their linear
and nonlinear properties. A 12 dB/cm linear loss was measured, which, while
being large by the standards of stare-of-the-art SOI fabrication, is still acceptably
small for the implementation of several nonlinear functionalities. Thus, the
third-order nonlinearity of the fabricated InGaP waveguides was characterized
by four-wave mixing experiments. The nonlinear parameter γ was measured to
be 475 W−1 m−1 , which is large enough for many applications. It was proven
that at 1550 nm, these waveguides do not suffer from TPA and that the dominant
nonlinear loss comes from the much-weaker three-photon absorption process,
which also means that the FCA loss is negligible for the applications investigated
in the present work. Finally, the generation of an octave-spanning, coherent
supercontinuum in InGaP waveguides pumped at 1550 nm using an ultralow pulse
energy of 2 pJ and a 170 fs pulse width was reported, proving that indeed the
platform is capable of delivering state-of-the-art performance.
The first step towards the characterization of the second-order nonlinearity of the
platform was also taken by the measurement of phasematched second harmonic
generation in InGaP waveguides in the 1500 nm wavelength range. In the
low-power continuous wave regime with about 1 mW of coupled-in pump power,
2
/L2 )
a decent off-chip conversion efficiency (defined as 100 × PSH,out /PF,in
−3
2
of η2 = 2.3 × 10 %/W/mm was reported. Similarly, quasi-phasematched
second harmonic generation in InGaP ring resonators was also demonstrated
2
with an off-chip conversion efficiency (defined as 100 × PSH,out /PF,in
) of
−3
1.6 × 10 %/W .
Having thus proved that the platform is indeed viable for the implementation
of efficient nonlinear applications, steps were taken towards the integration
of these InGaP nonlinear devices with SOI and SiN waveguide circuits. The
previously developed process flow was adapted to integrate the InGaP devices
with patterned chips by additionally patterning gold markers into the SOI or SiN
chip before the Ebeam patterning and etching of the InGaP layer. In this way,
microdisks evanescently coupled to SOI and SiN waveguides were fabricated and
characterized. Finally, coupling of light from the SiN to the InGaP layer with the
use of inverted tapers was also demonstrated with good efficiency. In the InGaP
microdisks evanescently coupled to SiN and SOI waveguides, second-harmonic
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generation was observed and four-wave mixing was measured respectively. For
the SOI-coupled microdisks of about 15 µm diameter, a maximum loaded quality
factor of about 60000 was measured in critically coupled configuration. It was
also shown that these microdisks could be underetched to remove the underlying
oxide layer (for dispersion management) without hampering the quality factor.
A maximum four-wave mixing efficiency (defined as Pidl,out /Psig,in ) of -18 dB
was measured for a coupled-in pump power of 6 dBm in the SOI waveguide.
While that is certainly not the highest conversion efficiency reported in the SOI
platform, these measurements show that the integrated InGaP devices do exhibit
all the expected advantages of a large nonlinearity without debilitating nonlinear
losses.
In summary, these results show that indeed the approach of integrating suitable
III-V materials such as InGaP with SOI and SiN chips offers a nonlinear platform
with full second- and third-order functionality.

6.2

Future perspectives

While the work presented here has demonstrated the feasibility of a-Si:H and
InGaP integrated with SOI and SiN platforms for nonlinear applications, there are
still many avenues left to explore for both. For example, in literature, coherent
supercontinuum generation in the telecommunication wavelength range has
subsequently been demonstrated in the a-Si platform [1]. Thus, third-order nonlinear processes at telecommunication wavelengths that can be used for various
applications like all-optical switching (as shown in [2]) can be implemented in the
a-Si:H platform in the future.
Similarly, the InGaP integrated with SOI and SiN waveguide circuits presents
an abundance of opportunities for nonlinear applications. The work presented
here was mostly focused on the development of the platform as well as the
characterization of its nonlinear properties and demonstrating some basic applications. This has thus set the stage for the realization of many advanced
nonlinear applications such as accessing the mid-infrared wavelength range via
difference frequency generation, frequency comb generation for spectroscopy and
other applications, etc. in this platform because it has now been shown that the
corresponding second- and third-order nonlinear interactions are strong enough
for such practical purposes. Thus, it would be interesting to implement all those
nonlinear applications that have not yet been demonstrated in this platform.
Furthermore, integration with SOI or SiN waveguide circuits could provide the
additional functionality required for fully integrated solutions that exploit such
nonlinear processes and as such, it would be of practical interest to explore them.
The mature SOI and SiN platforms could be used for any linear functionality
within such applications such as filtering, routing as well as perform operations
such as photodetection and modulation.
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Before being able to implement such applications however, one obvious step is
needed and that is to improve the linear loss of the InGaP waveguides. This can
be achieved by further optimization of the Ebeam lithography and etching of the
InGaP waveguides. One should also carefully evaluate the contribution to the
loss by all possible sources such as from scattering, or loss due to the deposited
oxide etc. Getting the loss down to about 1-2 dB/cm would considerably lower
the power requirements for the various nonlinear processes discussed in this
work as well as dramatically improve their efficiency. For example, as discussed
in chapter 3, the 3 dB bandwidth of four-wave mixing conversion efficiency in
the low dispersion case is limited by the effective interaction length and thus,
the linear loss. Similarly, more of the pump power could be converted to the
second harmonic if the phasematched waveguide could be made longer because
of lowered linear loss. In the same vein, achieving low-loss (high quality factor)
microresonators would improve the second-harmonic conversion efficiency as
discussed in chapter 3 and lower the threshold for the onset of the frequency comb
generation as discussed in chapter 5.
As for the nonlinear processes that have not yet been demonstrated in this
platform, difference frequency generation is an important one. For instance,
the mid-infrared wavelength range could be accessed by the generation of the
difference frequency between lasers in the telecommunications wavelength range.
In order to accomplish this, the quasi-phasematching (QPM) technique using bent
waveguides as discussed in chapter 3 could be easily utilized. With the freedom to
choose the thickness of the InGaP layer, one can design phase matched operation
for a wide range of desired wavelengths. Other phase matching techniques
can also be further explored to continue improving the ease and efficiency of
either sum or difference frequency generation. These could include the intensity
modulation-mediated QPM [3–6], order-disorder QPM [7] etc. Thus, a lot more
work still needs to be done in this area.
Another important example is the case of frequency comb generation, where, by
leveraging the technology of on-chip modelocked lasers [8] in conjunction with
the dispersion engineered InGaP waveguides presented here, a broadband and coherent supercontinuum could be generated just like what was discussed in chapter
4; but in an entirely on-chip configuration. This thus provides a route towards
achieving a completely integrated, octave-spanning frequency comb coupled on
a SOI or SiN waveguide circuit. Furthermore, since the InGaP platform has also
been shown to possess strong second-order nonlinearity, frequency doubling of
the long wavelength part of the frequency comb could be performed in the same
chip and used for the detection of the carrier-envelope offset. In this way, the
f -to-2f [9, 10] technique could be used for the on-chip frequency stabilization of
the frequency comb. The nonlinear functions of comb spectral broadening and
frequency doubling would be performed in appropriately dispersion engineered
InGaP waveguides such as those discussed in chapters 3 and 4 and the filtering
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and routing functions would be taken care of by the SOI/SiN photonic circuit,
which would be coupled to the InGaP waveguides using the techniques discussed
in chapter 5.
Finally, it is interesting to note that other technologies that are on the horizon
could also be helpful in further pushing the usefulness of the presently discussed
platforms. One such technology is transfer printing [11, 12] where one transfers
thin membranes from one substrate to another. As such, one can potentially use
one substrate to grow and pattern the devices and subsequently transfer them
onto other desired substrates [13]. This allows for a massively scalable way to
integrate III-V optoelectronic components with platforms such as SOI. In the
present context, the method could be used to transfer membranes pre-patterned
with nonlinear devices to the desired SOI or SiN photonic circuits. In this way,
one could increase the efficiency of the III-V material usage as well as have the
ability to integrate a wide variety of devices designed for different nonlinear
processes onto the same photonic circuit even if they required different III-V layer
thicknesses or compositions as described in [13].
Thus, there are ample opportunities for further exploration starting from the work
and ideas presented in this thesis which could lead to useful contributions to the
state-of-the-art in many diverse fields.
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